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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS PECULIAR TO PETROLEUM 
Petroleum, in all probability, is the natural 
product of animal and vegetable matter buried in 
s edimentary forma tions of t he geologic past. It 
occurs i n t he crust or the earth, filling t he tnter-
stices and crevices in certain types of stratified 
rocks, particularly sandstones and limestones. It 
is generally agreed that oil bas migra ted from its 
parent abode to its present point of occurence. 
Lighter than water ••• t he oil and gas 
tend to migrate upward, working their way 
to porous beds and following freely their 
course until arrested by a downward curva-
ture or i npervious capping . Thus an oil 
pool is usually a body of convex shape like 
an inverted basin, lying under the crest 
or dome of an impervious l ayer or rock. 
Normally the order of occurrence is gas, 
just below the crest, then oil and finally 
water ••• 1 
CHARA CTERISTICS PECULIAR TO PETROLEUM 
While geology has added much to t he knowledge 
of petroleum in recent years, and t he development of 
the core drill and seismograph have aided greatly in 
the location of oil structure, petroleum is yet the 
most elusive of minerals. With all the a chievements 
1 Joseph E. Pogue, Economics of Petroleum, I, p. 13. 
1 
ot scienoe and the petroleum industry, the only sure 
way to find oil today 1s to drill for 1 t. Until the 
well has been drilled, there is no eertainty that oil 
exists in a particular location regardless of how 
favorable the structure might appear. 
Not only is souree ot petroleum unkno.-Yn but ex-
tent of supply is impossible to estir.nate. A well may 
be producing in eying quantities an.d the well otf-
.se.tting to right or le:rt a tew feet, may oome in dry. 
It is often possible with some minerals, such as coal 
or iron ore, to estimate fairly accurately how large 
a supply of the mineral exists in a particular mine 
or vein. This is not true of petroleum. Again it is 
necessary to drill in order to ascertain the limits 
ot the 1"ield. 
Neither discovery of the mineral, or ot the geo-
graphical extent of the field, entirely solves the 
problem. Fields have been found, apparently pro.mis.-
ing,. which have produced for a while and soon been 
abandoned for want of production. Due to the fact 
that petroleum holds in solution notable quantities 
or natural gas under pressure, the mineral is exceed-
ingly mobile. Thus, a deeade ago uncertainty of supply 
was tho~ht to be wholly the result of this tendency 
2 
ot 011 to nigrate. !.egal records are tilled with 
statements that oil "moved from one tract of land 
to another by percolstion"; 2 or that oil and gas 
have the power of transmission. 3 Regardless of the 
term used, the migratory propensity of oil is freely 
acknowledged. It is also admitted that, of all 
natural resources, this characteristic is peculiar 
to natural gas and to petroleum. This necessitates 
and Justifies especial treatment for the protection 
of the industry and of those individuals composing 
the industry. 
THEORY OF OVNERSBil' 
The philosophy of ownershi.P of oil and theory 
of production, however, appears to have been built 
upon a somewhat exaggernted idea of this tendency. 
Underlying the philosophy of ownership are two some-
what conflicting theories of law relating to oil and 
gas rights. The first is known as the "ownership•t 
theory and is rounded on the supposition that oil is 
corporeal property. Advocates of this theory maintain 
2. Kelly v. Ohio 011 Co •• 40 N.E. 339 (Ohio 1897) 
3. Ohio Oil Co., v. Indiana, 177 U.S. 1go (1900) 
Logan Natural Gas v. Grea t Southern Co., 126 Fed. 
623 (1903) 
3 
that 011 and ~as are minerals end. are thet"e-t<>re -e part 
of the land. They contend that he who owns the fee 
also owns the oil and gas thereunder. The second, or 
non-ownership theory, is based on the proposition 
that oil end gss are incorporeal property. Adherents 
of this theory ad.mi t only the right or acquisition. 
The weight or opinion of the courts~ 1n number or 
decisions and dignity of the courts, is with the 
latter view.4 
Out of these court decisions have come 
the 1orking rules, the usages and customs, 
that are now strongly entrenched in the in-
dustry. It is these working rules that 
have brought about the present unstabilized 
condition in the industry. The right to 
d 111 when end where one pleases on his own 
land, or convey this right to another as 
guaranteed by ,;be courts, is the principle 
cause of over-production in the industry.5 
LAW OF CAPTURE 
This philosophy ot ownership, or theory of pro-
duction under which pet.roleum resources have been 
developed in this country is known as the "Law ot 
Capture". Its original purpose was to proteot the 
4 Victor A. Kulp, Cases on Oil and Ga.a, p. l. 
5 Leonard Logan, Stabilization of the Petroleum 
Industry, p . 50. 
property or the 1ncl1 vi dual and to guarantee his 
:personal liberty to drill when and where he 
wished. Under this law, title to oil lay in 
possession and an individual is permitted to ac-
quire titJ.e to as much oil as he can capture. 
COMPETITIVE DRILLING 
The resulting competitive drilling and :pro-
duction is a unique factor, characteristic or no 
other substance. It has a far reaching effect upon 
the economic behavior or petroleum and serves to ex-
plain its economic peculiarities. Its e:ffect has 
been to drive production forward insistently and 
without respite, and to render petroleum peoulisrly 
resistent to ret'1rdation in periods when lesser 
production .might be desirable in view or reduced 
demand. 6 
Ignorance there may be, carelessness 
there undoubtedly is, but baok ot ignorance, 
()f carelessness, or reckless, headlong methods , 
is the real cause - the fact t hat the average 
holding is so small that speed is the owner's 
ole protection. Let him be careful it 
he wishes; let him be economical if he can 
find a way; but careful or reckless, care-
less or conservative, he must be speedy if 
he would survive ••• '? 
6 Pogue, op. cit., p. 31. 
7 Ibid., p. 32. 
V/nen ~ res-ervolr is onoe punetu~ad, and oil discover-
ed, the rush is on. Ott- setting wells must be drilled 
to :protect near by property from being drained. This 
starts the endless chain of drilling. The propensity 
of oil to migrate and the Law of CApture leave no 
alternative. 
OVERPRODUCTION 
Discoveries of new fields, with the following 
oompetit1ve drilling, has resulted 1n production in 
excess of market demand. Vast mounts of oil have 
been stored, other enormous amounts were per.mi tt.ed 
t .o flow down rivers, or run uneon·trolled over ad-
jocent . lend. This ordinarily resulted in price of 
oil being Torced down (as in 1931 with the discovery 
or the East Texas field) far below average cost or 
production. In this instance posted price on crude 
tell to ten cents per b rr.el of forty-two gallons. 
Additional carelessness resulted due to the cheapness 
of oil. This condition of proa.uction of petroleum 
in excess of market demand at a reasonable point 
above average cost of produot1on has oome to be known 
ss f!overproduet1on" . 
ASTE 
over-production has resulted in waste of many' 
kinds.. Viebster' s New International Dictionary lists 
6 
e.bout seventy-fiv interpr&tations ot the word , 
"waste"; about half of them overlap in L.leaning . The 
Oklahoma law refers to waste above and below the 
.surface of ·the earth while the Texas lew, in its 
specific details, deals more with underground waste 
of natural g s.8 is lew states: 
The erm waste in addition to its ordinary 
meaning shall include (e) escape of natural 
gas in comnercial quantities into tho open air 
trom a stratum recognized as a natural gas 
stratum; ••• (b) drowning with water a gas 
stratum capable or producing gas in cor::unercial 
quantities; (c) underground waste; ( .) the 
perni ttinc of. any natural gas ,vell to wP.ste -
tully burn; (e) the wasteful utiliz tion or 
such gas; •• • 9 
aste resulting from competitive drilling, is 
of three types, physical; economio and social. 
PHYSIC ,k • P STE 
The physical wastes are those most f'requently 
noted by the general public. These include the 
actual physical loss ot oil from uncontrolled pro-
d,1cti<?n of newly disoovered well suoh os ,.,. ild Mary" 
in the Oklahoma City field. Loss of petroleum due to 
lack of market, transportation facilities or control 
8 Logan, op. cit., p. 2. 
9 Railroad Co!lllllissiou of Texas, Oil and Gas Oonserva-
t .ion I.a .s and Regulations tor t.b.e Conserve tion ot 
Crude 011 and N turel Ga. 11 nd as Circular No. 
13, p. _l. 
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deTicas are also toms o-t this type ot st&. Much 
physical waste has taken place in the ref'i.ning end 
transportation branches of the industry but being 
lass piotaresque has been given less publicity. 
Inadequate or improper storage of oil results 
in a greater total los s than physlcal production 
lo8 es. Petroleum is most economically stored 1n 
its natural reservoir in the ground. This is true 
for everal r a sons. Improper storage resul.ts in 
evapo~~tion of oil end loss of volume and of gravity. 
There is a two fo d loss here for oil of high graviiy 
sells at higher price than low gr vity 011.10 
}, T. J. R, M ,V,'i 15.ams, production engineer 
of the Skelly Oil Comp ny, states that a loss 
of one degree in gravity moans a loss of. two 
percent of oil above 39 degrees gI'' vi t y , one 
and one half of oi between 320 and 390 end 
one :perot7nt for oil below 320 . 11 
In addition to the actual physical waste which 
is eli ~nated by storing oil in na tural reservoirs, 
another elE'3meut .should be considered. Unmined re-
serves do not exert a pressure on the market price 
of oil; netroleum 1n stornge does. 
10 Logan, op. cit., p. 102. 
11 Ibid., p. 110. 
8 
SOCL\L WASTE 
oci 1 wastes have not ordinarily concerned the 
public or the industry. However, t h.e working power 
or q people is one of tl'ie 1ost valuable resources 
of s country. America ha s wasted oil lavishly. The 
question arises as to whether such waste of a natural 
end irreplaceable resouree has increased or de-
creased the fund of human energy 1n the country. 
Our ~asteful se of oil during the past 
half century will ultimately have to be 
paid for by av s t waste of hum~n energy. 
Having burned millions of barrels of lubricating 
oil, we , or our children v,r111 some day haTe 
to squander great amounts of labor or 
energy in an effort to produce sone sort 
of substi tute.12 
The ~dvantores gained by ropid exploit'tion of oil 
must be com ared . th possible future need for those 
resources. The possible cos of substitutes , in 
ener~y · nd money. must elso be considered. Each 1n-
e.i vidual will c .. oubtl ss have an opinion all his own 
on this uestion depending on present indivj_dual 
interestfl nd 11ersonal tdeas as to future conditions. 
ECON-0:MI C WASTE 
In spite of vast physical and social wnstes 
which ave occurred in the petroleum industry, of 
12 Bl1, ess , Leith and Carv r, 
National Propperity. p .. 2'75. 
e .i"oundu-t;ion ot 
rec11mt yea'l"s economic wastes are g1 ven tho I!lost 
serious consideration by the industry, and public 
as being of greatest i mportance. Testimony ot 
specialists 1n the field of petroleum given during 
the Petroleum Investigation (1934) centered on 
this problem.13 Defining "economic waste" IVe learn 
••• economic waste occurs when the eeonomie 
value of the good pz·odu ed is less than the 
cost of producing it . The waste is the difference 
between -che cost nd the return, Cost is here 
underAtooa to mean the economic value or labor 
oud capital ut into t h..., industry,. ond return 
to mean the economic value of the oil pro-
duce · . 
It might bes 1gested here thAt the value or 
oil recovered is often greater then the costs 
incurred in obt lning i f.; 'Jut a t the same time 
a waste results from the inefficient methods 
of recovery in leaving considerable quantities 
in the sands. The oontontion is well taken that 
there is econo.:ui c waste. The problem must not 
be viewed r or the sta dpoint or the individual 
oporator but from the social view point; it 
must inc ude total costs and total returns. 
Still the question might be asked if the total 
returns are greeter than the total costs and 
there is considerable oil left, due to in-
efficient methods of recovery, \ould there 
be waste? It would be waste if later attempts 
to recover 1 t ·would result in tot 1 costs 
greater th n totel returns, or if the same 
a~ount of labor and capital e ployed 14 
creating substitutes for petroleum would re-
sult in £: lower return.14 
13 Cole Co~..mittee, Petroleum I nvestig tio, p. 404. 
1,4 J'ohn ·: . Is , . 1a United 9t t s n _, .1 c ~ p. 222. 
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~mong the econoreic wastes may be included the use ot 
enormous c pital in the drilling or unnecessary wells. 
Vast sums h ve bean expen·ed in the drilling of. 
hundreds of wells when ten or twenty would ave 
mo e econonically drained 'the soil. This resulted 
in waste of the mine·Al itself a~ los~ of gaa 
pressure ensue m king it i mpossible to produce the 
maximum amount foil. The life of both well and 
pool wes thereby greatly sho~tened in many instance$. 
The t o :most 1mr,ortant problcL1s arising from 
economic w stes resulting from competitive drilling 
are, (1) abnormal depl tion cf reserv s due to 
abandonment of "stripper wells" in periods of over-
production, and (2) loss of reservoir ene gy with 
the c nsequent loss in production. 
TlL~ Sri1RIPPER .'ELL PROBLEM 
Before developing further the loss due to 
a band mnent of nstril)per ·ells'1 , it might be well 
to def'i e the term. The Petroleum Board def'ined a 
stripper Wf:111" as any well which produced 011 · 0-r 
less value thE:in forty cents per one hundred feet ot 
·ell per da7.15 A stripper well has also been de-
fined as: 
15. Col Co ttee, op. cit.~ p . 404. 
11 
.... a well ot such small production and 
or such low gross revenue that the regular 
labor provisions ot· the code as to maximum. 
hours and minimum wages cannot be carried 
out in the operation thereof, anp. leave a 
reasonable margin for the operator.16 
A "stripper well", in other words, is 
a well from which the proceeds from the oil 
sold are so small that they do not cover, 
in many cases, the cost or production or 
provide only an unreasonably smell margin of 
profit for the operators taking into con-
sideration all ractors, pertaining to the 
producing branch or the industry.17 
Dr. Kather ine Carman, petroleum engineer, testify-
ing before the Cole Committee differentiated between 
"stripper well" and marginal well as follows: 
••• people talk rather loosely of stripper 
wells here and stripper wells there. fuat 
they really mean is marginal wells. In other 
words, wells of small production in which the 
value of the oil produced is ver y close to the 
cost of producing it. That is what I would 
call a marginal well. A marginal well does 
not have to be a stripper well, end a stripper 
well does not have to be a marginal well. 
To be more explicit, a well producing a 
parrel or high grade lubricating oil in Penn-
sylvania may render a value which 1s tar enough 
in excess of the cost of production so that it 
is not a marginal well at all. On the same 
theory, a well producing 20 or 30 barrels of 
black oil in Wyoming, which is high in sulphur 
is not by- any- means being stripped or the la st 
oil that can be gotten out of the sands and 
yet the value of that oil may be so low that 
the well is a .marginal well. In summation, 
the term stripper well is a quantitative term, 
and marginal an economic term.IS 
17 Cole Oo.mm.ittee, op. cit., p. 1509. 
18 Ibid. 
12 
"Stripper well" is the term most- generally U$ed by 
the industry in a quantitative sense with no parti-
cular thought as to whether the well is marginal or 
not. Major companies ordinarily cease producing wells 
when they fall in the "stripper well" class, st least 
in the Mid-Continent field. These are then purchased 
by individuals or small independent companies and 
the operation continued. I t is apparent that cost 0t 
production enters to make a well "marginal" to the 
major company long before it would be so considered 
by the independent. As a general rule, the term 
"stripper well" may be taken to include all walls 
whose production is less than two or three barrels 
a day. 
Beoause of the economio structure of the industry, 
the need to transport crude petroleum long distances 
to refineries and the cost thereof't it is obvious that 
over-production, and price would react on production 
of stripper wells. Pipe l ines are expensive. It 
logically tallows that it is cheaper to transport 
many hundreds of b rrels of oil a day rather than a 
tew barrels through a particular l ine which may 
have to transport the petroleum hundreds of miles. 
Rane& the effect of p~i.oe on abandonment of stripper 
13 
wells, or wells of smell but a•ttled production, 
is obvious. This ms discussed in great detail 
before the Cole Committee. 
In 1917, 1918 and 1919 the number or 
wells abandoned was exceedingly low due 
to demand tor oil and better prioes which 
e:xisted. Subsequent to war the number of 
abandoned wells increased very materially 
and ultimately reached a peak in 1923 of 
6,271. As the prices increased in 1924 
abandonments decreased •••• in 1925 being 
only approximately one half as great. 
In 1927 price of petroleum went down 
again and in ••• 1928, abandonments increased 
to 5,219.. In 1929 there as e small in-
crease in price of oil and abandonments de-
creased to. 2,702. In 1930 price of oil 
decreased and abandonments increased to 
3, g22 ••• w1 th a further drop in price of 
crude in 1931 abandonments went to 5,251. 
In 1931 when price sagged tremendously 
from 1.19 ••• to 64¢ as the average price ••• 
abandonments ror the first time in the 
histo]7' of the industry exceeded drillings 
di_ '19 by 62,o... . 
The economic importance of the stripper well 
problem and their possible abandonment and their 
in:f'luenoe on current produetion may be realized when 
one recalls that in the United States there are 
approximately 325,000 wells. or these about 
250,000 produce less than five barrels per day and 
have a total production of around 250,000 barrels 
19 Cole Co, ttee, op. cit., H.B. Fell, Executive 
Vioe President of the Independent Petroleum 
Association of America , p . 1512. 
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or an average of' one barrel per Vitell per day. •fne 
average production per well in the United States 
is 7f barrels.20 Over-production is keenly felt 
in t;he s tri.p_per well aree.s. It often n1een.s the 
e.110. of production, loss of income on capital in-
vested oncl loss of oil rese.rve~.. lnas.m.uoh as 
f'lush production often only pays costs on a well, 
profit is said, by the industry, to be realized 
'VJholly :from income on settled produ.c -tion. For this 
reason elone protection of the str:i.pper well would 
be worthy of consideration in the interest of the 
economic '!J,rell=beine; of the cou11t;ry. 
15 
Loss of reserves, :represented by stripper wells,. 
would be a staggering waste o'f' natural resources. 
Fetrolstw1 engineers have estim.atsd that a resel'Ve 
of some two to four billion barrels is accounted 
for by these wells. Megleet of tlle stripper well 
problem would mt:HUl that the cream of production 
would be skimm,ed oft' vvhile a field vms in a flush, 
flowing stege.. {'.fhen settled produetion was secured 
the f'ield would be absndoned leaving some 80jt ot 
the recoverable oil in the grouna..21 The producers 
as •Nell as general public are, in a measure• 
trus1,ees of a wasting e.sset. Tb.ey should a:dminis-
tor their trust in behalf of the nation as a whole. 
We can not af'f.ord to lose the billions o:f' berrel:·: 
of' reserves represented by the stripper wells. 
It must. also be remembered that th.e flush produo-
tion o.f today is of ten the s tri.pper well of to-
.morrow f'or almost so quickly does flush produc'tion 
drop to settled production. 
The possibility of 11shutting in11 stripper 
wells during periods ot' depressed .Price has been 
of.tered es a solution. There has been discussion ns 
to whether temporary shutting in of a well im-
p airs production in that well.. In some cases the 
well is not danmged; in others 1 t virtually means 
that the well cannot produce again.22 It was the 
consensus of opinion, among producers, that this 
question could only be ansv1ered for each producing 
area individually. If there is water to contend 
with, there is little possibility of ever shut'l.';ing 
in a well tor any length of' ti:me w'i thou·t doing 
pe:rmanen t damage to the well. Dr. F. B. Plummer 
temporary shut-dov,1ns on wells having a high water 
rati.o.23rre states that ordinarily water enoroaoh-
:me.nt will demage a v1ell, or lifting cos·ts v.,ill be 
gre~te:r ctue to the fac·t that water will seep through 
the sands faster than oi.l resulting in a higher 
water rf,t1o. Lifting costs will be increased for 
more water than oil will be the result. 
Concerning: the p:eoblc:m of the stripper well, 
in surtlJimry we .may say tll!l t they represent a large 
:portion of known reserves. furnessive and unnecessa.ry 
~batdor..ments appear to oecur ln periods of depressed. 
prices... 'fi1is has, therefore, been conceded to be 
one of t,he ma;jor :problems .resulting from competitive 
d.ri11ir:i.g and lock of adequate control .. 
RILSERVOIR EIIBRGY .. ~--~---~.:,.,.. 
The ~)econd importf:1n-'G wast.e recognized today 
resu.J.tinf~ fro1i1 coniJ1eti tive drilling is loss of 
reservoir energ:;-. The importance oi' ·t.hi8 :faoto:r 
has only been realized tr.i.e last. :.i::''ew years. 
Reser~·.roir energy m.AJt be defined as that 
presGure which forces oil end ge,s to the surface. 
17 
Oil fH'td n ::Y'.r\? held. ·t111d.i::1rgrotmtl, a~co!"d-
ing to modern authorities on petrole.um. geology". 
in reservoirs va:i..,..ying ln sizta and tl!ldfJI' great 
pressure. When the reservoir is pune·cured by 
the drill ·t;he 11re13su1}r':!l fo:"'ces the oil and gas 
to the outlet. As more wells are drilled and 
more outlets xnade the less the preE,:sure beeomei:h 
It is the gai3 pressure vrhich f'orces the oil ·to 
the surfaee • 
• • • It is the pov,rer t moves t,he oil to 
tl:le botton of the hole• and ln rnany instances 
rt'lises the oil to st::rff,Jue of t.hEI ground • 
.It is recognized that thls gas 11ressure exists 
in solution v;i th the oil as vxell aB separately 
from it. 
T.he Oklahoma statutes of 1933, and es-
pecially in 1935, re<:wg.nlzf3d t.hiJc:; vaJ.ueible 
use of' s pressure or gas energy, and parti-
cult:n·ly prov·ided th:it tho ruhH5 of the 
Conm1ission should be 1)romuleated in such a 
way as to best; con.serve it,. It, is gene:cally 
recogni.zed throughm .. 1.t all oil J)roducil:Jg; 
st~,tes.24 
Reservo:Lr Etnergy is t.J.niluly de:plet;ed by excess 
pressure to bring it to the sur:t't~ce. Clrest amounts 
of oil are elso lost in the sa1·1(ls when gas is allow-
ed to escape with.out bringing a yJ:roportionate share 
of oil from. the reser11oir to thfJ s1.u-.face. Rc:1pid de-
cl.ine of 1n·es;;ure i:n. the sand, resulting frmn t;he 
wasteful prrwtice of blovdng wells i11to the air, 
shortens tlrn life of the •Nell ancl ha ste:ns encroachment. 
:eJ. s't#er~ i4tt;or.ney, GQrpt)J'.'f.11:,ion. Go11;UJ.isr,.ion, 
Go:r1£1ervP1 tir:,n rt11ent, Okl;sh.ot,1,13 City, Okl1:, .... 
• Orilli bus . 
tack of· lcnowl ede& of' the imp-orta~e of <H'Jnser-
ve tio.n of reservoir energy in the early years of the 
o.il industry has resulted in the exploitation and 
abandonment of many fields vvhere th.ere ie much oil 
which may yet be r~oovered. C-crow1ng realization 
o~ the vast arieun-t ot oil 11.bioh ®S been left in 
the sand, because of loss o:f' reservoir energy, has 
led to ti$'V\llopment of secondary reeovery- methods 
es well as mo1·e efficient primary, p-roductio.n method$. 
P..mong the :net.hods of secondary recovery, which 
ha:ve boen :foun.d most practical, are water drive and 
gas drive. These will be disonssed in raore detail. 
in a later chapter. At best, howe'Ver, these must 
be considerelt sal vagi:og processes. They do not. com.-
pensn te :for 1neff'iciant earlier operation or ,vells 
with the eno1'*mous ond preventable wr,1ste of oil, gas: 
and reservoir energy. Neither should they encourage 
the continued use of uneconomic production praoticea 
today. 
According to -our present knowledge reservoir 
energy is ind.ivisable; it el.o&s not belong to any 
one operator in a pooL. ?.t should be made to work 
tor the good of all the owners of' oil and 5as rights 
in t.he pool .. The ef!ioient ~tiliz~tion of the .ener,~y 
t;t the TeSt1tl"Vtd.!" by· ~ll (}po:r~·tors ti:111 result la 
a lor,ger flow11!€ life of all \vells and 1JW:d.mUt1 re .. 
·:rt 1»1 see:1!S that reeervoir enere1 !e really 
what oonse.rvation boards S1re ette1r4>t!ng to ~oJUlerva. 
;u.s t how 1'r;rr th~ courts ea n go 1n 
preservint;; and co11serving this c~a ene:rgy is 
still undecided 1 1 t belD,i£; rem.eribered that 
this energy peroela tea freely throughout 
the entire pool... ·One well will reduoe the 
energ.7 or pressure in the entire pool.. The. 
oil does not flow so tre.ely and perhaps th& 
drainare of oil e· tends onl1r tor a short 
1l!stanoe, but the drriin.age or dis3ir1ation 
of gaEJ energy extends great dlstanoea, 1n 
some eases r.mny :miles at lea3t througho,at 
the entire common source of supply. In 
oonserva.tio.n rules a.nt! :regule.tions end in 
~rtatu:tes, this wtll be ·t.he importan.t th1.ng .. 
1n all future den lings with the oil industry .a5 
·vnder the most ef'f'ieient knovm. methods ot produo-
tlnn. less that 25~ of tbo petrol.au.ti underground 
reaches tho pipeline.a& IJ.1h1s t~s been d.ue largely 
to los·e of reservoi.r energy. Uncler ll:lproper and 
wmeteful m.ethod.a of utilization t.ho recovery f notcr 
becomes as low aa ten :percent. &tcb 1s t.be estimate 
of the Sraitooonien Institute. 
Srn.oll wonder, thererore, thot Sidney 
Brooks , snl d • • .. "America• !l. a one .-c u.l,d 
expect, has bet:n the clE:1ssic ho:c.e or all 
2& Cole eor:.mi ttee, Oll'I• cit.,. fl. c .. t:iller and Ben 
E:. Lindslr;y, P.artl esvilla • Okla homs. Sep-te1tbe:r., 
.19.34, P• 4?. 
that is hasty,. nealigent,- and well nigh 
oriminel ln the misu\Se of oil as of every 
form of natural wealth; .Am.erioa in oon-
sequence finds .her.~elf eonsumiF.g more 011 
than she ,produces.~? . 
It is true that vast ·quantities of oil have been 
consumed from the many fie.ids already developed. in 
this country- end the: t petroleUJ;t is being developei 
m.ore rapidly in this country than in foreign 
nations. Possibly rapid exploit.aticm ot petroleum 
re.sou.r,ces is not a high priee to pay tor the bene-
fits we, as a nation, have derived therefrom. It 
1s a question ()f relative value of present advantages 
purchased at th0 price of' enorm.ous west.es of a 
nati.u-al irreplaceable resource, as contrasted vdth 
possible future value .of that ~esource had it been 
conserved.. rfhis is a quest.1on whieh it is impossible 
to deoide. 
It must .be remembered that civilization. 
customs, and habits of the peoI;ile c.b..ange 
use values. Wants of today are not by 
eny means wants of tomorrov1. Use value 
is subjective and changes from time to time 
and place to pleiee.28 
.It is barely possible thmt :petroleum will not be 
. so necessary to future gonE\rations ms 1 t appears 
---------------- ·---------··"" 
27 Logan,. op. cit., r,~ 3. 
to M today; a more ertioient, or economical fuel 
may be discovered. Hence it appears :foolish to 
deny outselves the use of petroleum.. 
Use and waste, hm·,ever, are two entirely 
different terms. The oil industry nnd society are 
concerned with t he eliminstion of WB. Ste whether it 
be physical, social or economic. 
CONSERVL'!'!ON 
The nntidote ~or waste is said ·t;.o be conserva• 
tion. mhe word conservation, li·e the word waste, 
has •:i.any meanings. Professor Ely hos said, "Conser-
va tion rr.eans a sacrifice of the present generation 
to futt e ec/nerations." Prof . L. c.;. Gray, likewis • 
finds ttthe re ,l heart of the con 'ervation problem 
in the conflict between ·the r r esent and the future. " 
Tee primary problem of conservation, 
expres · ed in conomic language, he asserts, 
is the detreL1ination of th .. proper rate of 
discount of the future with res.Peet to the 
utilization of our netur l resources.29 
Conservation, as defined by Mr . 11 rt Franklin, means: 
The secur'in.s by the citizens of this Nation, 
of the greatest economic 0 00d thet can be deriv-
ed from these resources •nit ... 1.out waste and with-
out their utilization for inferior uses, which 
o n bes pplied s dequately and satisfactorily 
b: other natural resources. We realize that 
22 
•ome p&0J1le assume that e.on.servet,ion .m.aans 
to se·t aside, hoard and put away tor tutur• 
use. We do not ooneur in that view nor do 
we belieV'e'(tha ~ such a policy is neoesaa:ey 
or advisable.SO . 
Conservation means.:..the prevention o:t 
all terms of waste and the use ot oil tor 
1 ts highe::i:' purposes,. a.s oontradistin.,guished 
!'ro.e the use ot burning it under boilers at 
fifteen or tv1onty cents u ba:rrel ••• True 
oonaervs.tlon means t!,at we should properly 
rise our resouroe..s .... 1,)re·veutin'6 u:uneoese.ary 
waste,.31 - ~ 
naturally 1 t would not .. be to ·the interest.s of the 
indust;ry ·t.o en.courage fifteen or twenty cent uaes 
of petroleum. Meither is it to ·the ir1terest ot the 
na tio:n, when our r.eserves as y,et e.re -estin1ate:d es 
adequate only for the next fifteen ye~:rs ana. when 
no subs·~1-~ute has been found tor petroleum as a 
· lubricant. This is a.specially true in view of al-
:m.os t 111111 tless reserves of ooAl. !,!1.10-ting Mr. 
Franklin agein, 
Every 11"-replaceoble resource, .inol:uding 
all minerol.B, shoulcl be p:r·oduoed. in such a 
ma.tmer es to get t,he greatest possible 
econol!!.ic yield with the lesut a.mount o:rwa{St-e.32 
Concurring in this o;pinion, Hon. Harold L. Ickes, 
seerete,ry of ·the lntel'.'ior, .Administrator tor the 
30 Cole Co-mrrtitt,ee, op. cit.,, p .. 1424. 
31. !bid., P• 142~. 
32 ·:tbid-.., J;l .. 1396 •. 
.IS· 
'.F troleum A.clm1nistration sAys : 
There is need for a pernanent oil 
conservation policy for the United States. 
The oil reserves of' the United States are 
limited • • • The minimum objective of' a sound 
c nserva tion policy shoulc1 e p::-cYention of 
phys ical waste . The elimination of physical 
~aste goen deeper than the b'lencing ot 
supply with demand. Those who favor the 
conservoticn of our oil resources desire to 
increase to its maximum the amount of oil 
which can be reco~ereu from producing 
proper·ties. ~3 
There are minerals,. ot er than oil, 
which ere irrepl~ceable and the reserves 
or whicl1 are limited. There (lra minerals, 
which rom 'the viewrioint of national 
defense, are more cri~ical th8n oil. The 
co.servation of oil, however, warrants 
speaibl consideration for the re son tat 
1 t h '"' oharacteris ·tics which are not 
essoci ted \lith any other natural resource 
except its associated hydrocarbon~ •• natural 
gaa.34 . 
The petroleum industry aa come to be one of 
the largest ~nd most i mportant see;ments or our 
national economy . It has in" ested about fLfteen 
billions of dollars of capital , and . employs nearly 
a million workers, constitutes a large customer for 
24 
a wide range of other industries end .serves prac-
tically the entire economy ith eseentiol commodities. 
33 Cole Committee, op. cit., . :p . 62. 
34 Ibid., p . 1398. 
di.s~rppeerance of all this investime-nt ut1less a 
substitute were found to serve aa a marketable 
motor tu.al. It is only reasonable, therefore. to 
asisU..'"rte th!; t the industry is s_omewhat inte.:rest.ed 
in conservation as Tll'IJell as in s·~abilization as 
is so ot~ten asserted. 
Htabiliza'tlort is ordinarily defined as a 
bala11ce bet,~een supply and d.ema.nd. !t does not 
mean the guarantee of pro:fits to the .marginal 
opera tors. 
Btabiliza'tion .means the vii th.olding ot 
sufficient quantities o.t oil so t.he.t the 
scarcity value of that obtained when coca.-
pared with the total scarcity v~lues of 
tho goods ·w'hieh compose the costs employed 
by thfl industry as a whole to the total 
goods f'or whieh they a:re sold by- the in-
dustry 't'rl.11 leave a profit.35 
Stabilizatio11 means the production 
of petroleum unil.er eornli t;ions o:f certainty 
•• the reduction of unoerta1n.ty to certainty. 
At the p:rEH3et1t ti.;,,ae • the problem. of stabili-
zation is the control of supply, not to 
obtain exorbitant prices, but to insure e. 
raasrmable profit to the industry as a 
whole o:n the capital inv·eated .• 38 
----------------~·------------------------
55 Logan, op.. ei t. , p.. 9 
.. 
2$ 
The ehief contributing factor to stebilization in 
any indust;ry is certainty. Settled production, 
therefore, is not the problem in the :petroleum in-
dustry so much as is flush production. Tha:t new 
fields are the disturbing factors was clearly evidenced· 
by the discovery of the East Texas field in 1931 
f ollov;ed by chaos. 1rherefore, those charged with 
a study of tb.e problem, and the solution t.hereof, 
l'Hiv·e center·ed their t1tt.ention o:f the elimination of 
the conditions which existed at that time and the 
recurrence thereof. 
Control applied to flush production should 
stabilize prociuotion at such a price level that waste, , 
eoorwxuic, physical i:md social will not be encouraged .• 
Control must also be applied to flush production in 
r-,uch a rnanner as to insure eontinued production of 
stripper wells so that vast reserves will not be 
destroyed. 
Con8er1rs :cion a:nd stabilization thus have a 
(.~01r.,111on in:tere:::;t and the equilibrium so effected will 
:tnsure the welfare cf' the million workers i:n the 
ind us tr;y, tend to prolong the life of petroleum re-
serves thus admlnis'terin.g a wasting asset to the 
CHAPTER TWO 
ECONOMIC ASPEC1l'S: SUPPLY, DEMI\ND, POSSIBLE 
SUBSTITUTES, AND COST OF PRODUCTION 
Recent developments. in the United States are 
said to be the result of acceleration and not of 
structural change. Petroleum has furnished the 
energy for this acceleration. The oharacteristios 
of modern life are intensified activity, increased 
supply of power and the wider use of that power. 
These uses have increased three and three quarters 
times faster than the growth of population. 
The petroleum industry has kept pace 
with this march of progress . If speed 
is the chief characteristic of this age, 
it is petroleum that has made speed 
possible.3'1 
When you turn from the oil fields 
of the United States, which are today in 
a high state or development to the rest 
of the world which, except for a few 
countries, is almost entirely undeveloped, 
you are race to face with the best possible 
reason why the United States should try 
to retain the oil leadership of the world 
whieh she has held since the birth ot the 
industry.38 
AN ESSENTIAL COMMODITY 
Petroleum has been a vital factor in achieving 
1ndustr1al supremacy; it will be a vital factor in 
retaining it. 
3'7 Logan, op. c1 t. , p. 9. 
38 Charles E. Bowled, The Petroleum Industry, p. 31. 
Use ot pet~oleum ls very iluportsnt in 
the eoonor11ic life of today •••• Oil is userl 
111 t.he making of highways, in tlle tires 
thett weHr out the highways, in lubricating 
rmd propelling the vehicles that travel over 
their su:r.face. Subsurface sec crafts vmulcl 
he lrn.possible without oil. AviaJcion would be 
impotwiblH without pet.roleum. Asphalt from 
oil is used in making airplane runways and 
,rl thout a high gr1::1de gasoline the airplane 
would never be able to leave them.. The use 
of pe·troleum has found its way into practictilly 
every dep~rtment of hum~; aeti vity, 11mrk and 
play, toil and leisure. 
Petroleum is the one indispensable corJlllodi ty of 
the machine age. Should its suppl;:r be curtailed 
industry and tra:nportation would be crippled, lf' 
not paralyzea.. 40 
Thus we may see that petroleum. is an essential 
com.modi ty and one which has been more or less re-
sponsible for the rapid industrial growth in this country. 
We find, however, tha't there is a price 'to be :paid 
even for progress. In thi.s instance the price has 
been the enormous quantities of oil vrhich have been 
1,roduced, much oi"' which has been wasted. On one 
side are those who describe the situHtion as t1:rapid 
development of our oil fields"', on the other those 
39 Logan, op • cit. , p • 138. 
40 Samuel Pettingill, Hot Oil, p. 45. 
who eall it the "1most ruthless exploitrrtiion or a 
tteeeasary ancl irreplaceable natural r.e.souree." 
FOREIGN PRODtfCTION POLICIES 
Like the United States, liexioo developed 1 ts 
petroleUa.11 resources as rapidly as possi.ble. In 
1921 Mexico r aaehed the peak in it;s petroleum pro-
duoti011 with a total of 193,,396,000 barrels. Sinee 
then its production has deelined steadily to 32, 
805,000 barrels in 1932 ....... a shrinkage of 83%.42 
In 1921 M~xlco produced 251£ of the world's produc-
tion, today it produces less than 3,& .. Poland and 
Japan also appear to have passed the peak. 
Other oountr1es have pursued a different 
J)Olicy. ihuoilg these are Trinidad, Russia I Argentina, 
Rumania, .India, the East Indies, Peru, Persia, 
Venez1J.ela and Col11ID.bia who have increased or main-
ta.ined their production. 
Not only have .moat foreign cou11tries been more 
conservative in their production policies than has 
the United States but they have more clearly faced 
the situation in terms of c·old realism •. Among these 
the most notable example is Great Britai.n.43 
42 Pettingill, op.. cit. , p. 15. 
43 Ibid., P·• 41. 
C'-?e1Itt B:ritein h~s gone. out and @;ot oil •••• 
She now boasts that she has control of the 
worldts available oll.. In other words, 
Britain is 0 11ving oft''; the enemy right now •••• 
B:rttls.h oil compani.es, ·operating in the United 
States are controlling one e.ighth of our 
known oil, are it is reported producing 
oil from their wells in the United States 
at the legal maxim.urn.. 
,, ••• Jrrom t.he standpoint of domestic 
politics and loeal public opinion, England's 
posltion has been easier than ours. Sl1e has 
no petroleum industry at home; there ts only 
one well, it is said, in the British Isles. 
It has not been necessary for her to think 
in terms of vmges to her own. worker·s, or 
profits to her own home oil industry.44 
UNITJID STATES OIL POLICY 
No national policy has been developed by our 
country as regards petroleum. Neither has an inter-· 
national policy, worthy of the name, been suggested. 
Within the next few years definite decisions must be 
:made on both these phases for as M. Briand stated, 
''International polities toda.y a:r.e oil po,li tics. u45 
It may be readily seen that the problem; ot 
petroleum is not wholly a domestic one. If our 
domestic supply is exhausted and we are forced to 
buy- from f'oreign nations, we will ba at a terrific 
44 Pett1ng_ill, op. cit •• p. 47. 
45 Ibid., p. 48. 
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RATE OF GROWTH OF CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION IN THE UNITED STAT.ES .AND 'IN THE REST OF 'l'Hi WORID, BY YEARS. 
1876-1938, COMPAR&D WITH OTHER SIGNIFICANT INDEXES. 
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disad't'enta e in all markets.. Foreign nations could. 
build up their domestic economy at our expense. 
The result might be not only lo~s or foreign 
markets but a lowering of standards of living 
at home. 
If petroleum is i mportant to our nation i n 
time of peace, it will be doubly so in time of war. 
It in time of war, the necessary foreign 
supply of oil were in the hands of our anta-
gonist, the result is kno ~n in advance •••• 
If the supply of such an indispensable munition 
of war were in the hands of a neutral then 
that neutral nation might refuse to sell to 
us, in order to main~ain that neutrality •••• 
Even if the neutral nation did not prohibit 
the export of oil to us, we have to consider the 
difficulty of getting it.. 011 tonkers were 
the choice targets of submArines and air craft 
in the48ast conflict and certainly would be 
again. 
SUPPLY - RESERVES 
The question turns then on extent or supply. If 
domestic s upply is seriously limited, as some would 
have us believe, conservation should ensue even to 
the extent possibly of buying abroad and refusing 
to sell there until greater assurance is had for the ,, 
tuture. The reception this suggestion would receive 
in the industry, even by the most ardent supporters 
o~ conservation may be ea§ily imagined. 
46 Op. Cit ., p . 48. 
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ilth.Oligh estirilt1tas HS to potential supply reassure 
us on this point., and en-oourage us to believe t,hat 
sufti.clent. supply is available for the next decade,, 
slowly but surely we are approaching a :period of 
declining production.. It is inevitable. 
Actual extent or future supply i.s another of 
those many questions, in the industry, which cannot 
be answered with any exactness. Various estimates 
a.a to potential supply have been made by speeialists 
in the :petroleum industry. These are shown in the 
chart on the following page., However, the peculiar 
characteristics of petroleum whioh make it iw.possibl.e 
to state with any certainty the location of oil, 
length or production~ etc., also make it impossible 
to estimate with any a.ocuracy total potential supply,;47 
A cor1parison o:r the est1.matee (Chart I) made by 
outstanding authorities i.n the field with actual 
volume produced will show produ.otion actually exeeedinq,,.. 
. t.tl 
the amount estimated in volumes ranging from three to 
:fitteen billions of banels. At f'irst glance these 
facts, together with the faat that proven resources 
are ever increasing, would appear to give the retort 
4/l See Chapter On.s. 
J&U'l11ti\l ... . ;~:~:m\1 \\ i\L COlJiF;QJ. 
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courteous t o thos e pessimists in the industr. who 
have long nredicted t ha t exhaustion of supply was 
only ~ matter of months, or years at best. 
However, we should not over-estimate our strength. 
There is no gainsaying the fact that there is a 
definite limit to our pe trolewn reserves, and that 
each barrel removed from the ground leaves one less 
for future production. 48 Mexico offers striking proot 
of that fact. 
VE1rious estimates have been made in addition 
to those quoted on the preceding page. The question 
is one which is vital to those interested in main-
taining_ the economic well being of the nation. The 
Hon. Harold L. Ickes, Secretary of the Interior, 
estimates ten years as the lite of our known oil 
~eservea at the present rate of consumption . He says, 
It cannot be contradicted that the 
United States is using up its oil resources 
at a rate which is at least three · times 
as rapid as the rest of the world, os a 
resul,t of which there will be an oil 
shortngo in the United States long be -
fore t .re is one in the rest of the world.49 
On the other hand, .Mr . Harry F . s inclair (oil producer) 
thinks our domestic petroleum resources, without 
48 Virgil D. Kirkham, Economic Geologist . Saginaw, 
Mi.oh., Seventh Annual Meeting of Independent 
Petroleui:a ssooiation, Oklahoma City, Nov. 31, l93ti-. 
49 Pettingill, op. cit., p. 16. 
curt1.1illi.i.~nts in uso on account of radical rise in 
:price, vJill last the n~tion. from one htm.dred to 
five hundred years. no wisely declim.,d to tmder-
\v-ri te t,he provhecy. 50 
proven orudo oil i-esfirYes in the Uni.tad States on 
J"anuary l!' 19~19, as 1 17 ,348 .. 2 m.illion barrels, a 
\'i.lorking stock :i.n advance of production estimated 
at 14 .. 3 years,, 1 '.able 1, on ·!;he following page, 
prestints tllis information ln. greater detail • 
. E:x:ten·t of proven reserves does not entirely 
solve the problem tor proven reserve 1a quite a 
dif'ferent matter from future reserves or volume ·Of oil 
yet to pe produced. ?he former represents o.nly the 
apparent volume of blocked out 011. ,vhereas the latt,er 
includes oil yet to be discovered as well as addi-
tional o.il to be recovered from kno,m deposits by 
improved methods.51 Size of proven reserve gives no 
clue to, e.nd\logioally cannot be expected to re.veal, 
\ . . 
tbe imminence or remoteness of soar-city. 
50 Pettingill, op. ci °t>. , p. 11 .. 
51 rogue, ·op. cit. , p. 15 
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'?ABLE 151a 
PROVEN CRUDE OIL RESERVE IN THE UNITED STATES 
1anuar.r 1, 1939 
(Data from American Petroleum 
Institute) 
. Reserve . Jot·: Productlon:I.ndlcated . • 
State . Million : total: 1938-Mlllion: life in . 
• barrels • . Barrels: zears • • . 
Texas 9 , 447 . 8 54.5 475.6 19.9 
California 3,188.8 18.4 2,9.'1 12.8 
Oklahoma 1,162.4 6.'l 1'14.9 6.6 
Louisiana 1,040.3 6.0 94.8 11.0 
New Mexico 703.3 4.l 35.8 19.6 
Kansas 613.2 3.5 59.6 10.3 
Wyoming 261.1 1.5 19.0 13.7 
Illinois 242.8 1.4 23.9 10.2 
Pennsylvania 200.5 1.2 17.4 11.5 
Arkansas l.88.2 1.1 18.l 10.4 
Montana 104.5 . ·6 4.9 21.3 
W.chigan 42.7 .2 19.2 2.2 
New York. 40.5 .2 6. 8.1 
.Kentucky' .3? .5 .2 5.e 6.5 
Ohio 26.4 .2 3.3 8.0 
est Virginia 24.5 .l 3.,, 6.6 
Colorado 17 ., .1 1.4 12.6 
Indiana 6. .o 1.0 6.0 . 
Total 17,348.2 100.0 1,213.1 14.3 
51a Pogue, op. cit., p. 15 
~he bnsi, eonsideration regAr i ng 
future supply or petroleum is not the 
size of proven reserve but the effective 
magnitude of f uture reserve •••• The pro-
blem is not so much one of finding a way 
of drai·:ing a side the veil t hat obscures 
the future , as it is of maintaining en 
economic mechanism competent to handle 
any contingency.52 
SUBSTITUTES 
In considering reserves, and possible future 
supply, the possibility of substitutes enters. The 
oare:ful attention of tho industry b.as already been 
direoted toward the development of substitutes for 
petroleum. Science has failed in several ways to 
achieve the desired results. One of these failures 
is p .. r t. icularly important. 
Industrial lite today is more dependent upon 
petroleum a s a lubricating oil than tor any other 
purpose refsrdl.ess of the fact that this use ranks 
less in point of volume than many others. Today the 
most delicate mechanisms like the gr,atest turbines, 
nove on surf'aoes smoothed b y petroleum. It is 
evident that they will continue so to move for several 
years . Science has found substitutes for petroleum, 
at a price, tor most uses, but it has tailed to t'ind 
an Adequate substitute for petroleUill as a lubricant. 
52 Op. Cit., P• 15. 
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Science has also failed to find a substitute 
for petroleum which ean be p:rodueed at a cost 
low enough to permit it to compete with petroleum 
products. Cost is the raetor. which at present 
:most greatly discourages serious consideration 
of the utilization of substitutes tor petroleum. 
Shale is more o.ften Iaentioned as a. potential 
source or motor fuel than any other substance. It 
is estimated that there are three hundred ninety 
four billion short tons of oil shale from which 108 
billion barrels of erude shale oil and 25 billiou 
barrels of motor fuel could be recovered. Oontrast 
those figures with ·total production of petroleu."ll from. 
lfl59 to December 31, 1954, .... an amount total!Dg 15, 
598,444,000 barrels. 
Slightly- more then half of this shale is in 
C.olorado and Utah,. removed from large consuming 
centers. Indiana. and Kentucky have .large deposits. 
The Bureau of TuU.nes. has conducted an 1nvestig8tion 
of oil shale utilization at RUlison, Colorado. Amor-
tization alone o.f' retorts, etc., equals 28 cents a. 
barrel of shale oil. Oil produced from shale, there-
•. -4 h ' 1 53 fore, cannot as yet cm;1pete vw.r. t petro eum. 
55 Pettingill, op. oit., p • .21. 
Coal and lignite are also po·t.1;mtiel so1.:1rees 
of motor fuel. Commeroio.1 recovery ot orude f'rom 
000.l has been estimated at. 5.25 billion barrels 
and of' motor fuel at 92 billion barrels. From 
11.gn'it.e, 'it 18 estimated 70 barrels o:t crude and 
12 billions barrels of motor fuel may be reeoverecl.54 
Germany has operated a plant at Lenna f'or several 
years :producing oil from. ooel. In 1936 England con• 
strueted its firs.t co.mmerc1al hydrogenation plant .. 
Costs o.f motor fuel from coal have been generally-
assumed, by the ind.us try, to be arotmd 30 e e-nt.s a 
gallon. A. C. FleldneJ;", Chief ·Engineer of the Bureau 
of Mines f;Jtates that costs to the consumer will be 
materially higher. Mr. !!ark t .. Requa, director ot 
the 011 Di vision of the Food A,dmini strati on during 
tho World War, seriously mentioned t.he possibility 
o:f using 00::11 dust, without conversion into gasoline, 
as a motor fuei.55 
The Texas Oor:poration and Standards of New 
1ersey end Indians have joined with Phillips to 
;iroduce motor .fuel from olefins • 56 
54 Pettingill, op. cit., p. 22. 
56 Ibid., p. 19. 
56 Ibid.,, p. 16. 
58 
It is said that, through the pyrolysis 
of parartin hydrocarbons to form oletins 
end the polymerization or these olefins, 
natural and refinery gases, except methane, 
theoretically could provide a motor fuel 
supply equal to t~f present production of 
cracked gasoline • 
. Science has long since aonvinoed us that there are 
no barriers for genius. In fact there are those in 
the industry who fear as much from the generosity 
of genius in the way of invention, hence increased 
prpduction, as from the nigg<Jrdliness of Nature.58 
Increased efficiency in the industry 1s; in part, 
responsible for increased production. Thus, it 1.s 
to be expected that increased knowledge will soon 
aff'ect substitutes and that there 
•••• will be oil from the reduction 
of oil shale a~d from the pressure hydro-
genation or coal and from reduction or water 
gas. Each will be able to prevent actual 
famine, but will be higher priced. Alcohol 
will be used as a partial substitute for 
motor fuel ~lf oannot substitute f'or needed 
lubrioants. 
~ECONDARY RECOVERY METHODS 
Science is, in another way, postponing the time 
hen our pe roleum reserves will approach ex.hsustion. 
This is being done by technical devel.opments result-
57 Pettingill, op. cit., p. 22. 
ae Ibid., p. 19. 
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!rig in t! r·e\'r•,rkin.g o-f old fields. This is oouimcm.ly 
known as "rep:ressuring'' •59 
!n.Gsmuoh as primary production .methods extract-
ed from 10 to 357~ or ·the oil in '&he sand, t.he 
possibili.ty of these newly disco,vered secondary 
mat.h.ods of recovery are enormous. Pennsylvania. is 
one ot the leading stntes in the repressuring ex-
pe.riruents. rrhis is due, in part, to the unusual 
value of its oil (which is high in lubricating 
qualities) end to 'b-he character ot: the underground 
fo.rt"ill tion. CO 
Secondary methods of recovery are, at best, 
sa.lvaging processes and rank with substitutes t,o some 
degree in high cost 01' production ot oil so obtained •. 
They tu•e the:re:fo.re practical onl1 in fields o,f high 
cravi ty aa in l'ennsyl vania. Like substitutes they 
will be used only 1.:f, and when, petroleum. demands a 
bigh enough price to ,justify their use or when exhaus-
tion is so imminent as to demand it. 
When that time comes it is possible that raor·e 
efi'icient motors \dll beve beer1 invented, ar1d made 
59 Gas, air or water introduced into the oil sands, 
causing 011 to f'low again ls known -as re:pressuring. 
60 Al.E,x Ni:eCoy, Petl"oleum Resel"ves. 
evail0bl to further postpone actual exhaustion. 
Economy could also be practiced by substituting 
coal, a nd other fuel, for those uses which could be 
served e ouelly well by other fuels. At present, 
howevert known reserves, possible future reserves 
end possible substitutes do not present a picture 
which would lead one to believe that scarcity, much 
les exhaustion, was immediate or imminent. 
DDIAND 
supply, however, has little meaning ·except as 
viewed in the light of consumption or demand. When 
first discovered (1859) petroleum wa.s used only as an 
1llum.1nant and w s especially welcome in view of the 
decreasing supply of sperm oil which had been used 
for t hat purpose . ~1th the development ·or the auto-
motive industry, in the early pert of the 20th century, 
the need ror fuel oil and lubricants increased rapidl,y. 
Shortly after petroleum had given impetus to the auto-
D1otive indus try , or vice versa, came the World War with 
en abnormal demand tor petrqlew:n. Following the War 
time dema nd came the period of industrial expansion 
nd the again increased expansion of the automotive 
industr • • Today this industry furnishes the greater 
part of t he d a nd for petroleum and its pro4uets. 
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Th.e 
That field accounted for 3 .. 28% of totRl d,e:m.and .in 1930 
of 1t.rhieh 80~{; was used bJ t.r~rntors.. 1'.l?he wheat belt 
in the w·est use.s tri:1ctors and combines almost en-
demand for such purpos en has inereaaecl rapidly.. The 
cthe1• principal :non.-;::;u.tomotiva use is that of con• 
struction.. Genere.l construct.ion. consur,ies about 1% 
and. highway construction fm-!'1ishes about 1% of total 
demond. 
Gasoline conm.unpt,ion J)f}r motor vehicle in the 
United States h1:u.'$ in.creirsecl frorn ll.67 barrels per 
year in 1924 t,o 16.93 in lfi33. This averages .65 
of a. barrel increase per ~rern--. Suct1 increase cannot 
be expect~,a. to cont.inue indefinitely for demand will 
level off sone tir,1e i.n the :ruture.. At pre.sent vie ean 
only wo11der vs to wl1en, and at whe.t point, the leveling 
oft 1Nill occur~ Gl 
Consumption by airplanes is another rather un-
predictable feature. In 1930 the :flying time for the 
A.r.my 'Jives 3i times per plane what it was in 1924, while 
61 Cole Committee" op. cit., p. B9. 
the gnllone ccn~~1.etl per hour ino:rtmsed bu't slight .... 
ly.. Miles per gallon, however, dropped from. 7 .Ol · 
·to 3.79 indioatine; thnt the larger type of plane is 
responsible for increased consumpti.on.G2 
Revenue husaes constitute a small p;roportion ot 
n11 1rrotor vehiele.s. Beoause of their size and be-
cause they operate many times as many miles a year 
n.s <iamths average D1otor vehicle, they become signi-
.fioant in ga.soline sons.umpt1on.63 
All oonsideratio.ns te..'1.d to indicate th.at oon-
suw..ption of· gasclin.e will increase in the :future .. In.• 
ereas-e will depend on two f'aoto:r,s, .number ct vehiele.s and.. 
' . 
average consumption pe:r vehiole. Average eonsu.L:ptiea . 
per motor vehicle is. likel.y to increase tor a number 
of years to come, the :re te cf inerea:se depend ont on 
~:~veral f aQtors. One of these factors is the time 
eaeh perso.n has to devote to motoring. lf al.l tae-
tors exert their maximum influence, it may b& ex-
I•eoted the t. motor fuel demand should .more than double 
w! thin the next 1'"ifteen :,ea.rs. 6-4 
·-·-·---------------------------
6.2 0()le Committee, cp .• cit., p .. 89 
&3 Ibid .. , p. 91. 
64 .Ibid., p. 92. 
General bttsi nes s oondi ti ons have mueh to do 
with actual consumption of' potrolc:n.m1. Business re-
cessions cause decline in nut1:ber of vehicles purchased, 
decline in use of those purohased, etc. This is clearly 
reflected in den.and for petroleum. products and is 
being talrnn into consideration in estimates made by 
the Bureau of };J1ines and used by states in allocation 
of j;m:'oduct:lon quota a. 65 
Speaking more specifically of demand, Mr. McCoy 
states: 
•rotal demand f'or crude oil in the 
lJr:titecl Stetes for the next :2.0 yef1 r',c ls 
estirr1ated at; ap:prox;:i.nm tely 43,000,000, 
000 barrels.. Total oi.l. c. :!.scmrereo. to a.ate 
1:a ·the United States is 33,000,000,000 
bi;:1rrels; to·;;t1l maou:at produ(led to dE<te 
is approximtd:.aly 20,000 ,ooo ,ooo. 
To :meet expected dernand the next i~O 
ve~!'s in at'idition to production frmri known 
reserve, it is 110CHH.rnary to discover 29,000• 
000,000 barrels ne-w oil. This rate of dis-
covery is equal to the rate of discovery in 
the United BtAt;es sluoe 1924 ..... Con.si(1e:ring 
no addition.al development present drilled 
reserves ere est-inated a·s · oar,abl~,.,of sup.ply-
ing demand until I\J'o vember , 1941 .. 00 
tJ!he cor1sensus of opinion, in the ind us tr,r-, is that 
65 !1,TcCoy, o:p. cit., p. 16 
66 Ibid .. 
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how long the knO'wn reserve ·will last even et. the 
present rote ot con.sum:ptio11 w,hieh is approximately 
a billion barrels a year. 
It ls rather commonly acoepted that, if' all 
our known reserves oou.ld. be produced. at the present 
rate of production and eonsuraption,. oUl"· known petro-• 
leu:m reserves would be eXhsuste.d abou,t 1950. It is 
likewiao ad.mi tted the.t 1:f we are to ltaep paee with 
consmnption, vve must d1-eovir one bill.ion barre.ls 
ot ne,v oil pe-r year. The la st five years Otll' rate 
of diseove.ry has beon barely half that m.tieb..&7 
Oil pools are apparently getting hal"der to · 
find even in the faoe of .reoen:t teohnieel improve-
.lllents in t:';e indust:ry. This_ is evidenced by the in-, 
creasing percentage o:t dry holes. I:n. lfaxas: ~n<t Okla•, 
110:ma, this percentage has risen 30~t in twenty yeal."s; 
in Cali.torrus 40% in thirty years. These in.ereases 
l 
45 
are persistent in spite of the rf.t:tinem.ents in geo-
logieal practices and despite the addition o'f thousand.a 
of expert geologists to the staffs of' the la:rge-r 
oil companies .• 68 
67 Op .. Oit .. 
6B Xbid. 
Figure- 3 
CORRELATION BEI''i/EEN 1'iEIGHTED AVlRAGE PRICE OF CRUDE OIL AND (a) NUMBER OF DRY HOLES DRILLED AND (b) Nm.~-
BER OF OIL v;:ELLS DRILLID--TRE INDEXES, RESPECTIVELY, OF i'l!LDCATI'I~ AND DEV'ELOH.IBNT EFFORT. 
_J 
LJ 
Data are by years 1 1915 to 1935. . 
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Co::;·t crf production,, in the petroleim lndustr-zr,. 
is another singularly e.o.mple.x question. Zo Et:.Ynf 
varit::1 bles exist tlmt 1 t ls h:possi.1::le to tix n 
defini t.e cost ot 1rroduct.ion Vii thin one t'ield ~uc.h 
le.Sf!! one wtiich •11111 sr.Pl:r to seve:rcl f iel6.s. Only 
of' t;cuur.::icy. Ji'or tlu1t reason. an estir1Ette es to 
average cost. or production. ·would be a i"lgure whioh 
~t:..us little. I.et UE;, howe,:er, attel'lq;·t t-0 obte1n 
uuch, au e:rtimet-ed t.igure from those who ~re best in-
the ind:u;;st.ry for d$l1 ve.r1ng one barrel o:t" oil to 
tarest is: 
• • • • • • • . . . . ·• .. 
will average f:1.89. 69 Figures as to pereentage ot 
dry holes,. and depth of drilling would add weight 
to that estimate. Cost of production therefore 
begins to e,ssu.rx1e an even more serious aa:pect in 
the future than it has in the past. 
Total oost of drilling a well has in-
creased with the.passing.rears. In the early 
days of oil development, f5,000.00 was 
sufficient to meet, the cost of _put·ting down 
a hole.. In the days when the shallow fields 
were being brought in, the costs were small 
and it was comparativ·el;y easy for independent 
operators to raise s-ui'ticiell"t oapi tal to put 
down a well. It is different today. A :f'ew 
year.s ago a 3000 ft. well was considered a 
deep ·well. Today a 3000 f't. well in considered 
shallow •••• Acoording to operators in the Okla-
hor,ia City 1':leld, i·t costs from $100,000.00 
to ;150 ,000.00 to drill a well.'10 
Testifying as a represe11tative of the industry-, 
at a hearing before the Subcon.m.ittee of the Committee 
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, April, 1937, 
Mr· .. R11ssell B. Bx-own ga'l'J'e the following facts con-
cerning total iAoo.me compared 1ui th total cost of 
production: 
The production cost fer api.iroximately 
:f'ou:r yeal's, according to the Conservation 
Division figures, show production costs 
about one cent a barrel more than we re-
ceived :201· the oil; in other words I V'le got 
611 McCoy, op. oit .. , 1> 16. 
70 Ibid., 
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aboi1t one eent a barrel less during the 
:four years than it cost to :produce the 
oil .... less than the avergge eo,s t of pro-
duction .111 
1fhther this was wholly .due to e:>::cessi ve prot1uetio.n, 
or in pert to exoei3sive cost.s of production, it is 
impossible to determi.ne .. Mo statomen.t is ineluded as 
to whot costs of produetio21 i:nclu.deo., hencH no par-
ticular value can be 2ttached to the st~.te.ment. It 
is lnteresttrig in ·thst it leaves the lrn.pression that, 
total income 1 .:tor the industry, was below ·total cost 
o:f production. 
(Jrd:i.nary eccn.omio rea.sonin.g vmnld suggest that 
the industry can not, for u very long tlne, be oon-
ductea, rtt either a lo£1s or an unustH:il r,:rr>:fit. Row-
ever, Governor E. VJ.. !f.J:trlend 1 o:f Okln hona , adds to 
the vmtght nf testlmony Ul.nt.: 
The producing 'br£r.u:ih o:r t,he oil business 
has beeu o:pe:ra:ltine,'. fo:r 50 years ~t a total 
loss of approxim.atel ~r $BJ. 400,000,000; that 
in the yce.rs 1922 a:nd 1£'~3 :Pt'Odtwers lost 
approximetely t500 ,ooo ,000 each y·ear; that 
the oil produced in the Bm·bank ~tield up. 
t~ z~tob~!; }923.,.,:,hed netted. a tot;ri.l loss 
0~ vt0,0UU>00 ••• Yw 
• · 1 • r · · · ... ·1 · .. t 1)ung.i..1ng · asnion 1.u 'i.,11e 01. 111uus ry. Hmvever, it 
'71 Russell B. :arown, Hearing of' Bubeommittee on Inter• 
state Oomnxeroe, nQI.t!Hl of l!?.Jp:.r.•t1.tse1:rtu·I;;lve:e, April., 195'7 •. 
is almos't impossible to believe that total. lE>ss 
resu.l ted inst.sad of total gain. One is tempted to 
wonder if accurate ealoulations of profit and loss 
were made or it possibly all items include<! were 
:properly evaluated. 
PRICE STRUCTURE 
It 1s also true that certain practices other 
than production practices have been accepted by the 
industry and are still used which are not as praotioal 
as they might be. One of these is the price struet\.ll'Eh. 
Instead ot the retail price being 
determined upon the proper cost basis be• 
ginning w1 th the raw material there long 
prevailed the custom of first establishing 
the ret.ail price and then working baek · 
through the distributor, the refiner, the 
transporter, alloting to eaeh ot·these a 
:more or less arbitrary portion or the con-
sumer's payment and then p.assing over to the 
original producer what was left .. 73 
It is said that cost or price of. crude has 11 ttle 
to do with actual cost Qt the refined prod.net to the. 
consumer. That the item is so small, even at $1.00 
a barrel, tor forty-two gallons, that it v1ould al-
most be possible to substitute water with little 
change in: price to eonsumer.V4 
113 Brown, op. ei t. 
74. Hon.. Tom Anglin, Sena tor (tomerly Representativ• 
on Intersta ta Oil Co.Iupact COJr.mission), In:te.niew. 
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There is e great deal of dii"f&rEln-Oe obviotts,.., 
ly betvveen cost of pro due tion of settled and flush 
production. About 500,000 to 600,000 barrels or 
production daily comes from set.tled production. 
Th.at is taken from approximately 250,000 wells.75 
The balance of daily production., e.stima ted around 
3,000,000 or lass barrels, comes from some 50,,000 
to 50,000 'tllrells. 75 Average eost of' production must 
take into consideration not only production from 
stripper well areas, where eosts a.re admitted to be 
around ;l,1.00 a barrel, but production trom areas 
similar to the Kettlemen Hill.s where costs are as 
lOW' as a cent a barrel. '7'1 
lf flush production pays only costs of drill-
ing as is so often stated by the industry, settled 
production should result in an income over, many 
years which should ultimately include some profit. 
In summary it may be said th.at the aetivities 
dependent upon petroleum a?"& ind1spenseble. Re-
serves are limited in size. Rate of supply of oil 
'15 Cole Committee,, op. cit., p. 1512. 
96 Joseph E .. Pogue, The Outlook tor Oil Demand,. p. 2 
'l'i Oole Oommittae, op. ~it .. , p. 1513. 
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being brougl1t to the surt'aoe is falling behind 
rate at which demand is grow.ing. Su.bst.itutes hav,e been 
discovered to replace petroleum for most Ufile.s. In-
creased knowledge has made it ppssible to increase 
quantity of recoverable pet.roleum :t'rom known reservtui,, 
however, output in this country must inevitably 
decline. 
Extent of reserves d.o not indicate that a 
period of scarcity is imminent .. Cost oi" production 
of oil, while impossible to ascertain to any degree 
of exaetness, is still much lower "than cost ·O.f any 
known substitute. It 1e possible that income trem 
petroleut1 production, on t.b.e basis of the uneconomic 
price structure, has not operated as greatly to the 
advantage of the pr·odu.oer as might have been the 
case. It is impossible to conceive that some pro:tit 
has not resulted to the industry from its o:perations .• 
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HISTO · C J SKETCH 0F ST_ BllIZ ION 
EFFORTS 
'I'he history of t he petroleum industry may be 
divided into t hree eras in ana lyzing stabilization 
efforts . The first of these begins with t he well 
drilled by Colonel Drake in 1859; the second with 
t he organization of the Stand rd Oil Company in 
1882; t he third in 91, with reodern stabilization 
efforts. 
Competitive drilling early took its pl ace in 
producti on philosophy. That, together with the 
enoraous strides made by the industry and the f act 
thut it was difficult to synoronize supply end mar-
ket demand , resulted in al most chronic over-produc-
tion. 
FIRST J!.'R : EARLY CONTROL. 
Prom the very beginning it was apparent that 
producers felt t hey should t o something about over-
production end not sit idly by and perr.ai t more oil 
to be 1roduoed t han could be s old at e remu.ne r ative 
price. The approach to ·he problem hos always been 
through control of production. 
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PETROLEUM PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION 
As early as 1869 there was an etrort on the 
part of the industry, in the form of the Petroleum 
Production Association, to control production. Again 
in 1876 e plan for pooling surplus oil was evolved 
as a means of advancing .market price. New uses for 
oil were discovered, prices advanced rapi d\y, end 
such schemes became unnecessary. Neither function-
ed long nor was of lasting value. 
In 1877 came the discovery of a new pool, the 
Buillon pool. Exactly the same thing happened in 
1877, as happened some fifty years later with the 
discovery of the East Texas pool, except perhaps with 
less intensity. There was over-production, the con-
sequent depression of prices and the uniting of the 
industry in an ettort to stabilize. 
l -'RODUCERS PROTECTI VE UNION 
To correct. the existing situation,. the Producers 
:E'rotective Union was organized. This was a secret 
end :fraternal order of' same 2500 to 3000 producers.'18 
~he purpose of the organization was to unite interests, 
suspend operations, and induce friends end neighbors ~o 
Join until an "unbroken cha.in" was formed. 
78 Logan, op. e1t., p. 132 .• 
In 1884 there ~a s more gener lend partly 
successful movement among producers to restrict 
drilling.79 This failed, for the reason that most 
voluntary efforts have failed, because producers 
in the new and threatening :f'lush areas refused to 
coopera te. 
PRODUCERS ASSOCIATED OIL COMPANY 
Out of the movement of 1884 was formed the 
Producers Associated 011 Company. From this came 
the one so1entif1c approach to the problem of 
over-production offered during the first era. The ,. 
Producers Associated Oil Company drew a boundary 
line contract stipulating that there should be an 
area of twenty acres to each vell. Inasmuch as 
there was an excessive amount of oil in storage at 
that time (some 31,000,000 barrels) the Company also 
contracted with the Standard Oil Company to suspend 
operations end res trict production to one-third, un-
til storage could be decreased. This was a practical 
approach to the problem and was apparently ot value 
to the industry at the time. 
'79 Op. Cit. 
The seoont'i ere of the petroleum industry 
oent;ers ,;round the Standard Oil Cozr.i.pany. That 
this over-laps the first period may be seen in the 
above discussion f.'or appa:rently even. so early as 
l. 884 the Standard Oil Cow1;:iany Wftf, flO i.nfl uential 
t;hat it ri:1ust be bargained ·with. 
The origlnal trust agreement ot the Standard 
011 Company was formed in 1882. So :pov.rerfu.l did 
t.his company become thet the history of St0nda.rd 
Oil from l8G2 to 1911 is esser1.t1.s,.lly thBt of the 
petroleum industry. 
]'ro;.,L 1899 to 1907 it ( the Standard. Oil 
Company) wl th subsidia:ries :produ.ce<l .more 
thsn o.ne tent.h of all the crude oil in the 
eountry, ·trnnsportc~d over four fifths of 
the nil f:rom the :Penr;syl vanis1 E,nd. Indiana 
fields, :rr1Hnufactured :more than ·three fourths 
of the crude oil refiI\ed in the Uni.tea. Sta:tes, 
OV\tned tind operated more than half of the tank 
cars ucied i.;o distribute its prod.uct.s, :market-
ed more than four fifths of' r:,11 the ill:u."l'.l.inating 
oil sent forth from tho United States, sold 
more thE,n 4/5 of' the naptl1s sold in th.e United 
St9tes, and solJl more than 9/10 of all the 
lubricr,·tint~ oil :Fi()ld. to the rsilroad corr:i.panies 
in the United States.BO 
The original trust egreeme1Tt- was dissolved in 
!he oou.r-t held that tha trust agreements 
in quest.ion are acts which must be regarded 
as the sets ot the corporation, and ss such 
are ultra v.il'es; · and tending aa the:y do to 
the oreetio:rt of a monopoly., to the oon.tro.l 
of prices as well. as produetion. these acts 
are against public pol,i<:y, and aocordingl7 
contral'1 to law. This same year Standard 
Oil trust diasolved and. the various estab• 
lishmonts and plants reorganized into 20 
constituent companies. The trust eertifi-
c~1tes when they were surrendered were replaced 
by a portion of the shares of each oompanyJ! 
propel:'ly divldoo... T.he effect was the same 
es before and the r!len who were trustees held 
a .majority of tlH3 stock., The unity of action 
among the several com:p.anies was not ohan,gett. 
This origin..eil orgr~nization. continued to 
function until 1£ill, when the Standard 011 
Company or Mew Jersey esa holding oomr,any 
was dissolved by the United St6tes SuprEmle 
'Court. Th.is corporation wr1s broken into Z3 
sepsre te and . independent oompani.es .al 
The advfl..nteges of lttrg~ cash· .:reserves, the 
possession of strategie oommereial looations.1 the 
experience gained from aequaintanoe. with. the. industry 
vu-~ually from i'ti-s ince-ption enabled the Staniartl 
Company to achieve a dominating position .. 
While the Standard Oil. Oom:pany q.i.d not have a 
::110:nopoly on production of .:pe trol,etllll, through .its 
clontrol · of refining and marketing operations it had 
;till povtrerful influence on prod.uetie>n through p:rice 
fixing on crude. 
81 Op. Cit •. 
It ma:,. therehr&" bfl reed,1:1,r seen that €lille· 
highly organized v.ni t und,er the guidauoe of in-
telligent and centralized dir.eotion could and did 
,oontrol production thirty years ago. This was · 
:tnore ea.si1y achieved at that time than would be 
possible today tor operations were eonoentrated in 
a relatively small $J:ea. However, during the 
domina t.:i.o:n. of the Standard Oil {fompany ther$ wttre 
fewer periods of ove:r-pro,luction and the ones whi-oh 
did exist were less acute. 
fhe dissolu.tion of the Standard Oil Company is 
desel"i.bed in a repo1•t of the United Stetes Ftiel 
Administration and quoted in Pogue' s Eoonomios ot 
Petroleum: 
One of the immediate and permanent re• 
sults .... wf.is to limit the inte:r~st o:t the 
executives o.f the new COllll!lercial entities 
to ron.rket value in the territory in which 
they operated. The tac.tor which had worked 
to exert national rather than seetional in-
fluence upon the trend of the markets and 
to establish a general level ot pr1c0ii9 f:or 
petroleW'll products subJeet onl1 to transpor-
tation and similar normal variatlons had 
been wiped out of existence .. 82 · 
It. is no reflection upon the high purpo.sa 
and public zeal which brought about the 
sttempt.s at government conttol to say that 
axperlenoe had ehown that action to be an 
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8()0nomie mis-take encl that the new order. 
tthich it established accentuated rather 
than re"tarded the eo.nditions "which it 
was designed to correct. This. develop .... 
memt hf!$ not been the outcome of lax or 
unintelligent enf'orcement of the cli:aso-
lution ••• ro:1; the weight of evidence 
accumulated as the result of keen and 
allaost corist,an·t su.1·veillat10e by ~everal 
departmen·ts .of the gov.ernment is entlrely 
in support of' ·the conclusion th::1t the dis-
solution de~ree has been scrupulously ob-
s.erved.83 
'?he dissolution of the S·tandard Oil Company 
brought to e close the aeoond era in ·t.he develop-
ment of ·the oil industry. o:ne :l.n v,rhioh over-production 
played less part t,hen in the deeases just previous 
or ·those in:.unedia tely following. 
In the early history of the :tnd.u.st:r:y -vn:rious 
J)lans had been atteinpted, in an e:ttort to control 
prOdU¢ tion., i1d'th little scientific ju.eti:fication .. 
bear on prodn.ction, no great J)e:riods of excessive 
Following the dissolution oi' this organization, 
and 'the breaking dovrn. ot i t.s power to influence pro-
not ttnt11 1918 that attention wa:J again direeted 
to stabilization of the oil industry. It was in 
that year that the mcxiern movement tor stabiliza-
tion is said to have begun. 
THE MODERN .ERA: GOVERNMENTAL COOPERATION 
If this period differed from those preceding 
in no other factor than governmental cooperation, 
it would be worthy of note. In its early develop-
ment the industry would not have asked for, or 
accepted, governmental assistance. As no other 
industry the petroleum fraternity has been united 
in its acceptance of the laissez faire philosophy 
When the occasion demanded it the industry has 
gone so far as to rattle the bones of classical 
economics in an effort to escape interference. They 
have quoted Adam Smith's Wealth of Nations to sub-
stantiate their claim that improvement of economic 
conditions are the result of self interest and not 
et governmental aotion.84 
During the third period a gradual change is 
apparent. This may have been due, in part, to the 
manner in which the government first manifested in-
84 Memorandum ror Committee or American Petroleum 
·Institute on Information for :Vederal Oil Con-
servation Board, Maron, 1925, manuscript. 
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.have been. due to th:e f~ct th.at the industry fal t 
that gove.rmente.1 a.ssis-t:ance was preferable to 
1"inane1al d<rJst;ruction. 
Jibout this ti1::1e (1918} ,oatie t,he more general 
realization ot ·the tact th.o t po troleU?11 ·wa-s an 
irrepls:cea'ble and oxhaustible resource. In t...'la.t 
year Chester o. U1lbert and Joseph E .. !·ogue p·u'b-
lished e report for tlle United States National 
Museum (l3ulletin 102} in tmieh they oolled Rttan-
tiou to the dangers and economic evils o'f over-
p1--oduc tion. 
They expressed the opinion that the 
fundement~l difficulty with the practices 
ot product1o.n lie in the conpeti t1ve 
development of pools which should be 
treated as .geological units. They re-
commend.ad the integration of operations 
insofar as it was :possible without h.eving 
monopolis~.ic control .. 85 · 
These same reco.m.rn.endations are bein(l: a.chaneed 
today w1 th ~lmos t as little resu.l t as f'irst attended 
their presentation. Because of the existing pros-
;t!i:rity within the industry in 1916, little atten-
tion was given the report o:r its suggestions. ffhe 
industry h~d not yet recovered frora a feeling or 
setisf'aetion at. hevi.ng 1;1et the heavy demands made 
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upon 1 t during the War. 
THE .AMERicAN PETROL'gLUM INSTITUTE 
In 1919, as .an outgro·wth of the National War 
Service Petroleum Committee, the Pi.meriean Petrolewn 
Institute was born.. This o,rganization has consistent.-
ly rendered an exoeedinely value.ble service to the 
industry and to the pub.lie .. 
The annual nteetings of this group present an 
opportunity for discussion of various problems of 
the industry. In,1920 many papers were read emphasizins 
the inadequacy of the visible si.:pply of petroleum. in 
proportion to needs, the importance of conservation 
and. improved technology. rfhe situation with regard 
to supplies f'rom. foreign '.fields wa..s also discussed. 
The year following the Institute directed its 
attention to immediate problems within the industry. 
Although the Institute was little conoerned with the> 
problem of conservation, President T. A. O'Donnell 
did attack the estimate of reserves made by ttsup.er 
scientists"'. He also decried any tendency toward 
government. control or interest in the industry .. ae 
He made one suggestion that is being 
put illto practice today and that is the 
85 Op. Cit .. 
fomull'.'ltlo:n of' agreements to shttt down 
large production pools during the period of 
eeasonal accurm:ilation or s-t;ocks. This 
prevents the usual waste necessary in 
cetrr:y-ing oil in storage and at the some 
time assures a suf'ficien·t supply being 
available during the peak of consum:ption.87 
Throughout -'Gbe years ·th.e .American Petrole'Ulll 
lns:titute has served the bes't intc.rests of the in-
dustry., It has encouraged discussions of' problems 
of current iraJ)ortance and assisted in molding public 
sentiment in many other v1ays. The vmrk done by 
this organtzation is so closely relE1ted to other 
developments that it is impossible to separate i't 
from the discussion. Therefore t in 1;he following 
pages, th(e A:merican Pet:roleu..n Institute will be 
1;1,entioned nm1l and then. 
CONGR]DSSIONP,L n:rr!l:STIGATIOMS 
The interest in visible s1:1pply of petroleum, 
l)Ossibili ty of exhaustion, and. the like early drew 
th.e attention of Congress. I:n 1920 an in":es'tigation 
1)as ordered into the causes for advances in price of 
fuel oil~ kerosene,. gasoline, an<l other products .. 
Congress was interested in, and d.il0 eoted the commis-
sion to repor·t on, sources of oil in the lli?:tion, 
profits of the business, and what, i1' any conibina-
---------------"-'·-:"""'-"~"---·-·------
tlons in restraint ot trade existed between those 
engaged in the business. Intor.mation was also de-
.sired as to the effect if' any, these would have 
upon the market price of :fuel 011. ate. , to the 
consumer.88 
House Document 801, published in 1920, gave 
the report of the Federal Trade Co.mnission in re-
sponse to the above Congressional resolution for an 
investigation. The Commission found: 
1. There seems grea~er justification 
in assigning advance in price to varying 
aondi tions of supply and demand , in the 
light of ernphasized and pessitrJ.stio state-
ments as to future supply, than toe com-
bination in restraint of trade. 
2. Recent advance in price ·was probably 
due prima.rily to strong demand ,vith difficulty 
ot many con.ipanies in getting an adequate 
supply of crude oil together with increased 
expenses of o.:peration.89 
By the end of 1920 over-production had in-
-creased to such an extent that the Prairie Oil and 
Gas Co.m:pany was prorating runs in the Mid-Continent 
field, tE.king only 7% of prpduction to which its 
lines were connected. Pipeline proration offered a 
practicel tem.pora1•y solution to the problem. Im-
portation of crude f'rom. Me:x:ieo was thought to be tha 
--------------------------BB Locsan, o_p. cit., p. 130. 
89 !bid. 
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nhief' ceuse for forcing oil into storage at this 
time. Hence, sgitation was started -.tor a tarif"f'. 
No relief was obtained.· 
In 1921 the Senate authorized an investigation 
t.o ascertain the causes o'f flnctuations 1n prices 
of crude petroleum and its products. 
In 1922 there ·was a .second Sena·te Inveatlgation 
&5 
of the :petroleun1 industry by the C:onm1i ttee on Manu-
factures. T!1eir report, given to the Sena.te on Maroh, 
1923, wris unfavorable to the industry particularly 
regarding alleged domination or the industry by Standard 
groups. Known as the LaFollet investigation, this 
inquiry ir:1pressed on the minds of the leaders o.f the 
industry the real possibility of regulation a.nd the 
dangers of t1nf'riend.ly, or ill advised, le-gisla tion •. 
tThTIT OPERATIOI\J" 
The plan of opera·tion of pools as units had been 
advanced by Messrs .. Gilbert and Pogue in 1918 
but had rece:i:ved little attention.90 Mr. Henry Doherty 
who is generally given credit for sponsoring the idea 
of unit operation, presented this idea to the American 
90 Logen, op. cit .. , p. 55. 
r}etroleum I:nsti-tute in 1921. His plan included: 
l .. Plan :ror cooperative activity by entire 
industry to further expansion. of use of 
:petroleum products .in nevi fields. 
2. Plan ot operation of oil pools as units.91 
These suggestions were not received. symp~thetioally 
by the Institute. Mx •. ,..\mos L. Beaty, President, 
opposed thft'.JJ1 for the following reasons: 
1. It would result tn impairment ot con-
tracts and taking of property without 
due process of' law lf plan applied to 
established fields. · 
2. The difficulty of exercising rights 
held on non-productive lease holds 1r 
plan applied to existing leases. 
3. Difficulty of f'orming district in most 
areas oonsidered favorable if plans 
should not apply to existing leases but 
cmter all un..leased territory, in view of 
large amount of suoh territory under lease. 
4. Difficulty of initiating activities under 
new plan .. 
5e Difficulty of securing trustees of sufft• 
oient knowledge nnd capabilities to handle 
affairs of district and dangers of local 
politics . and petty graft .• 
6. Difficulty of apportioning royalties. 
?. Revolution in entire industry necessary 
to f'it into new system.92 
.l'\1 .,, i"" l'l' ,i: w .. i..Oge.n, op. c w •. , p. v•:t-
92 Ibid., p. 146. 
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in secret session. The directors agreed withe 
motion by ·r-iJ'r. E. -v;r. Marland, Oklohoma, to draft a 
re~:olution disapprovir ..g the ple:n. At the sa.me neet-
ing a resolut;ion w·aB drawn o:t'fering full cooperation 
to the Federal Oil Conse:rvstion Board.. At this 
meet5.ng the farrrous Omr&ni ttee of' Eleven Wf1S sppointad. 
A corm.ni·ttee, composed crf eleven r':1.en, was de.signated. 
f'or the purpose of studying pet;:roleum. reserves. The 
report filed by this group, after recei vi:::1;:,: testimony 
of f~ome t\;·o h-:.:1.:nd:rod Gpecialists i11 thf') f'ield, stated 
t ·t.tw~re v:a:s li tt.lo 1.fa.uger o.f' early exhaustion of 
petrol.eu.m rese::ves. r£'he report also 2dvised that 
tl1e1~e 1'fns lt tt1.c VJJJ.sto end estiranted t1 reserve of a 
bi] .. litJil .8Cl'OS _. 
Th(1 stc~tus of thls rE~po:r.'t ln ter gave 'the Federal 
Oil Conse!'votio!1 Boord some concern (1934}. Although 
referred to as the "Institute Reportq, it did not 
boRr the enrlorsenant of the Institute; so.me fifteen 
letters from nen ir1 the industry put them on record 
as not rn1bscribing to it. 93 Wnile t.he report was _________________ .., _____ _ 
93 Cit~ 
referred to often during the test! ony given before-
the Cole Committee (1934) the same .might be said 
concerning the status of the report at that time. 94 
It is apparent that unconsciously personal 
reasons must b..'3ve influenced 'the analysis of the 
data involved. This resulted in an over estimation 
of reserves. The report must have been presented 
in good faith for the men conrposino the personnel 
of the Committee ~re men whose integrity is unques-
tioned. The fact remains , however , that the report 
is admitted to be incorrect by members of the industry 
who, for like personal reasons, might have preferred 
to Agree ith the Committee of Eleven. 
The report is interesting in that, as an over-
statement ot potential reserves, it furnished an 
additional obstacle to overcoo.e in the. argument for 
conse:rvation. It ha s been necessary, on several 
occasions to first prove the report incorreot be-
tore attempts at stabilization and conservation might 
be justified. 
JEDERAL OIL COlSERVATION BOARD 
December 19, 1924, resident Coolidge appointed 
the 7ederal Oil Conservation Board consisting or th& 
94 Hon. Calvin Coolidge, President o'f the United 
States , Ex -outive Order. Yederal 011 Conservation 
Boa rd, . Report ! . 
Se-oretery o't ~~:e·r $ .Secretary ot the ?1.rterior and the 
;Secretary of Co.m.rJ.eroe. He instructed this B:otu:ad 
"to stud.y government r,esponsibili ty and enlist the 
tull cooperat;ion of the oil industry in an invest.1ga• 
t1on to determine eotual con.di t5.cns. ·w95 This \\'8$ a 
more ditficult task ·tn.an it appeo1~ed to be.. T:h-e in-
dustry had been i'avor0d Vv'i th a series of investigations. 
and .tear·ed another auch .t;eries.. This ft,eling t>t 
1nde,c1sion on the part. of the industry, however, 
so.on gave. wa:r to one of eandor and eoopera tion ... 
The industry realized that there were eerta,1n 
tuieoono.mic practices uaed in developing production. 
properties and tht-1t correetion of the$e was 1m.possib1e 
w:1.thout assistance.. T"JJ.e industry 1~s not entirely re-
sponsible for these praetic·e.s; they were the result of 
court decisions beginning with the analogy o:r pe:r-
eolating waters and wild game and continuing with the 
application of the taw or C&ptu:re. 
'!*he Feder~l Conservation Board filed its first 
report in September,, 1926. This dealt briefly with 
development, production and use, of petroleum, known 
1"1elda, future resel've.s,. proven fields,. possible new 
fields with a discussion of foreign souroes, sub-
. stitutas, action to be ti:Jk:en 1ivitih referenea to re-
enforcement of supply, control of flush production and 
tl1e government's own problem o'f public domain. It 
also included a statement that the inquiry would 
continue. 96 
In 1927 a Committee of Nine was appointed by 
the Board. This Oo.rrilllittee had three representatives 
from ·the industry (all past presidents of the Amerio~». 
:Petroleum Institute) Thom.as O'Donnell, J. Edgar Pew, 
and W. s. Perish. It had t!'lree members fi'om the 
American Bar Association., Henry l.1. Bates, J'ames A. 
Veasey a:nd Vlarren Olney, Jr. There were also three 
governm.ent representatives, Abre;m. F. iHyers, Walter 
F. Brown and E. c. I'innay. This committee filed a 
report with reoorumenda ttons in February, .192~. '?he 
suggestions incl ud.ed; 
1. Federal legislation which shall unequivo-
cally deela:re thet ng:r-ee.ment.s for the 
cooperative development and operation 
of single pools are not in vlolat1on of 
t,he ~cleral anti-trust laws and {b) pe.rmit 1 
U!ld~)!' eu:i. t-flble safegrmrds, the .rnaki1:1_g in 
ti.Ines of overprod.uction, of ngreements be-
twean oil producers for tho ou:rtailn1ent 
ot production. 'fhe form of sr.rnh legislation 
suggsstof.t wo.s: 
2 .. Similo:r legislation by V't1rious oil pro-
duci!lf; ste tes. 
3. Iri-1med.iate f'trrtter stttd.y into m:Atter-s o'f 
· waste o:f natural gas in order the t le·gis-
lation may be formulated 'V\rhioh vdll forbid 
such we ste as fully as may be done without 
working injustice and unreasone;ble hardship. 
4. Legislation by Congress gran~ing ·the Secretary 
of the Interior authority to join and to 
permit lesees from the BOVernm.ent to join 
in agreements for the aooperetive <1.eveloJlman# 
and o.9eretiou ot single pools. 
5. PassRt';e by Con~ess ot' the legislation 
b.ereto:t'ore re.conmiended to it by the Sieeretary-
of the !nte.rlor, removing the existing 
uandate upon him to otter for· lease annually 
regard.loss of oondi tlons, 100·,.ooo acres ot 
Osage Indian .Lands. 9·7 _ 
· Overp1•oduotion in the U~ted Sta~s recurred in · 
a form so malignant "'as to 00cen1 wi t~out precdsnttt 
in .1927,. according to _a press r&lease issued by the 
Fed.eral Oil Conservatio11 Board. It ecnt.inu.ed with 
little dimunition and March, 1929, an A.raerioan 
JPetroleum In~titute conuni ttee meeting at Houston, 
Texas, proposed that pr.oa.u.etion be limite.d if sueh 
action met with the approval ot the Board. 
Secretary Ray Lyman Wiibu.r ,. Chairman ur tb.e 
Board, eskea_ William D. !r~tchell, Attorney-General 
cf the United States for an opinion • .Re replied, 
March 15, 1929, stating that sue.h action would be 
9.? Op • Ol t .. 
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~ violr-1tion of t"ederel ~n'ti-t:rtiat laws and toot bt· 
asking the Board for approvfill the Insti·tute was 
virtually asJ.dng it:J.mu..nit;y :trom proeecu-tion under· 
these laws. ?his il'1llll.unity, he stated, the Board 
heel no power to bestow h~vi.ng been set up nwre·ly 
to s'Gudy the ind.u,stry t~nd !ll.~ke x·ecommendotions fm: 
oonservation. 98 
The Board. cr,nti:nueti its effo1•ts to promote 
legislation oont.rol11n€ prtid_uctio-n. As it appeared 
that production of 1,etroleum. ,vas e m.at'ber of state 
control the Oil Conserva·ticn Boara_ work:(3(1. out a plan 
tor a ncOlllpactn of. ·the pr:tneipal oil producing statau.1,, 
under federal approval. The details .of this plan 
vmre set for-th in a letter by Secz-eta~ry Wilbur to 
IL. o. Holm.as, President of the Tex&a Coni.reny and 
Chainn.a11. of the, Speci.al Committee on Supply a·nd 
I;emar,..d. 99 
Other than this suggest!on 1 the accomplishments 
of the Feder~l Oil Conservation Boe-rd a:rr,ear to be 
e sel'ies of. reports cimd the aoeumulation of n vast 
.e,mou.n.t of' inform.fl ti on cm the industry. It aeco.t:1-
---- ---------·-·-,··----~-.---------
98 Federal 0:11 Ccnservatiox1 .Board, Report ·JD; Sep,embe~-, 
l.930. 
plished little else •••• 
The only real good, so far, that has 
come out of the work of t he Federal Oil 
Conservation Board, haa bee 1 t he educa tion 
of all the memb.ers of the industry and the 
general public to the needs of the industry nd 
the extent that the public welfare is tied 
up with it.100 . 
This stimul ation of int erest i n the problems ot 
'13 
the petrolawn. i ndustry , gen';lrated by t h Federal Oil 
Conservation Board seain divided into t . two olassio 
views historically held by t he industry, and the public, 
as to the need ror (or against) control to stabiliz& 
or control petroleum. T er . i s a common basis of 
i1n.erest for the two viewpo • nts. 
THE CO 1FACT IDEA.: CONEERmlCE OF GOVERN RS 
Growing out of th e suggesti n mad by the 
Federal Oil Conserva tion Board, a conference of 
Governors vms called June 10, 1929, at Colol"ado 
prings , by President Hoover. The purpose ot the 
meetin wa s the di scussior.\ and f'ormulat1on of a 
prac tical pro~ra~ for the con:::; er1 ation of petroleum. 
Mark L. Reque, n personal fl"iend of Mr . Hoover, for-
merly General Director of t e Oil D1vis'on or the 
United States Fuel Administration in 1918 and 1919 
100 Loft n, op. cit., p . 152 . 
Delegates attended. from Oklahomra, Texas, 
California, Kansas, Arkansas; Louisiana, Pennsyl-
vania, :Montana, Colorado, 1Nyoming, New Mexico and 
Utah, including four governors. Little was accom-
plished as delegates oame uninstructed and had no 
authority to eonm1i t their governors, legislatures 
or pe¥,ople as to participation in a co:mpact. 
The conference served primarily to accentuate 
the cleavage between two groups in the industry. One 
of the groups 1,,,ras the large integrated companies both 
Standard and Independent.; -the other re:presen:t;ed a 
sru.aller investment but lncluded a larger grou1J in 
poin·t of numbers. This 1;,v·as made of independent 
producers, royalty cn."i:ners 1 independent refiners, 
intra-state pipe line operators, supply men. oil 
field workers, mvners of permits to operate on govern-
ment lands, and lease and royalty brokers. 
As a matter of principle both were in-cerested in. 
conservation but they were in business primarily to 
.make money. There ·was a conflict bet·ween the tvJO 
groups. The larger companies desired curtailment 
of product;ion to a minimum in order to curtail 
supply end cause high.er 11riee.s. The second group 
did not 1vis.h curtailment of proouotion es tt i10ttld. 
cut oft their source of livelihood.. It was neeess,ary 
for them to produce to rr..ake money and money was oode 
in flush pools. Curtailment of production would 
cut oft royalt.ies, sales by supplymen, the source et 
supply to the independent refiner and the prices of 
leases aud royal ties ,v-ould be reduced. 
The Independent Producers i\.ssociation was formed 
at this time primarily tor the purpose ot furthering 
the interests .of this group with espeeial reference, 
a,t th.at time , to tariff'. 
Contrasted with the:Se yea.rs, when over-production 
was sOJlletimes great but never staggeri.ng, comes the 
next f ev1 years of chaos. .In 1.929 ceme the .market 
collapse; in 1931 the diseovery or the East, TeXE1S 
field which completely- routed any remainingsense of 
stability in the industry.. Oil we$ sold at any 
price in order to ge.t it out · o-r the way for still 
other oil. Posted .Price on oil fell to 10¢ p~:r 
barrel and it is more than probable that oil sold. 
for even less than that. 
Following closely upon the East Texas field 
came the discovery of tb.e Oklahoma City field with 
its hugh potential. Ext.rovagant 11aste we.s agmin 
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the ort'Ua:r of ttH~ ,day. HW11d ltary Sudikn, one or 
the largest wells in the Oklahoma City field, flowiad 
uncontrolled for deys. Other such spectacles of 
"v'Jaste left t;he conservationists aghast. 
Proreitio11, or production of only a portion of 
the potential, was the only device which tl1e industr,1 
had to fall back upon in such a crisis. Voluntary. 
proration was attempted for thirty day periods in 
the Yud-Continent .:field, upon the agreeraent of in-
dependent operators at a meeting held. in Tulsa.101 
A .major part of the industry cooperated unhesitating• 
ly with the oil umpire who was appointed to assist 
in stopping t.he deluge of oil ·whioh threatened to 
destroy many tin individual and company.102 These 
attempts were w1successf'ul. There are always those 
few who value their personal interests above those 
of the ·whole. These few continued to produce either 
by choice or necessity. The Go1ernor of Oklahoma 
finally called out the sta.-te militia and proclaimed 
mili·tary law in an attempt to enforce proration in 
t;he Oklaho.ma City field where the greatest emergeney 
existed. 1I'his was, of necessity, a temporary measUl'e. 
-~--···-------------,-----~~ 100 Oil and Gt~s Journal, 
102 Roy ld. Collins appointed UJI!.Pire., Ibid. 
wholly that of'" over-production .. , The heart ot 
the problem ,r.ras .rather the break down. in control 
by states.103 Over-production in any one state or 
two ~tates cen precipitate a national c:risis. That 
was the situation which then existed .. 
Realizing the acuteness of the problem and 
the feot that no one state could correct it, the 
industry for the first time in its history appealed 
to the tede:rsl government tor assistance in the 
solution of its problems. A, oonte_rence was called 
at the Mayflower Hotel, Washington, in which repre-
sentatives from the independent groups of the industry 
met with the group called by the Secretary ot the 
Interior. This group consisted of governors and 
representatives of larger oil companies., hence all 
factions were represented·.1°4 Recommendations were 
submitted by the three groups oooperating on this 
conference but included th.e suggestions that: 
Ilrm1ediate clo.sing of flush production 
•••• naturally as .~ temporary m.ea~ure ettectlve 
for a limited time ••• Some allo,ca tion of future 
103 Wirt rra:o.klin, Independents if<7in at Conference ... 
Independent Monthly, April, 1955, p. 5. 
104 Hon. ~om, Anglin, Representative, Interstate Oil 
Co:mpact, 1955-1958. Now State Senator. Conference. 
production was proposed on the only statistical 
basis eo:rrmionly Aceerited ••• Recognition of the 
necess.ity for an r~dequate competi·tive tari:ff' 
wes won.105 
A copy t)f this report 1Nas forwarded to the Gove1·nor 
of eoch oil produoine st1]te tocether with a letter 
:r:roM: th~ Preci<lent ree:srdint the various reports 
and recorm.,endations. He asked pnrticular attention 
to some especial lJOints and to the f.8c·t thDt the 
:tndust:ry s·tated an emergency existed v1hich required 
the ez..aetment of special legislotio11. by Congress. 
This the PresHtent stated he vms reedy to recora.mend., 
Se:nator Arthur Capper, of Kensas and. Con,.grecsman 
outlin:tng proposed control measures. i'Jei ther those 
or the Federal Oil Control Bill, which vms nn ou.t-
gro:-1th of the two bills, reoei ved ma Jori ty aimroval., 
FEDii'!Rl\L OIL J'tDMINISTRATION 
,._"' - ... -~ "'" 
I!:mergency a ssi.stance was f.inally obtained in. 
the Torm of fed er Ell control n.ncler the National 
Industrial Recovery Act, :passed June, 1933. Senetct!' 
Elmer Thol'11ns, of Ok1.eho:ma, presented an amend..111ent 
to the Act, known as the Administration Bill. This 
1.05 The shington 011 Conference, J..ndependent 
I'fft:roleunt s.sso.ciation lvLonM:1.17, Jtp:r·:11 1 1933 .. 
bill intended to substitute for the indefinite and 
undefined control or the industry, under the broad 
provisions of the general ?rational Industrial 
Recovery AC't, some det1ni te and specific provision 
f'or the :protection of ·the oil industry. This was 
a.efea·ted lea"i'ing the petroleum ind.ustr7 under 
fader.al control wi·chout; the spocific provisions and 
protection 'Vthioh could he.Ve been provided.~106 
Section 9, Title I, of the Mat;ional Industria1 
Recove.ry Act had to do ?Ni th pet:roleum. It provided.; 
(a) The Presi.d.ent iu further authorized to 
initiate before the Interstate Comm.erce 
Cora.iasion proceedings necess8ry ·to pre-
scribe regulations to control the opera-
tions of. oil pi.pa lines and to tb:: reasonable, 
corT·ensatory rates .for the transportation of' 
petroleum a~cl its :products by pipe lines, 
and the Interstate Commerce Commission shall 
gran·t preference to the hearings and deter-
mination of such cases. 
(b) ~e Pres.ident is authorized to institute 
proceedings to divorce from an.y holding com-
pany any pipe line'eompany -0ontrolled by 
such holding company which pipe line 
company by 't1nf'air praotices or by exorbi tan;t 
r-stes tn t!1e transportation of petroleum 
or its products tende to create a monopoly. 
(e) The President is authorized to prohibi't the 
trrurnportotion in interst'.?lte snd to.reign 
comrrierce of petroleum and the produeta there• 
01' produced or vdt,hclrawn :fro.m storage in. 
excess of· the amount permitted to be pro-
ducecl n:r vd thdrovm from D'to:cage by any state 
105 Industriel Bil.l Oontl!ols Oil .. !1?P, Monthly,, ,lune, 
lU:33# p .. G,,. 
law or val.id regulation or order or other 
duly authorized agency of· the state. Any 
viola ti on or any order ot the :r:resid,en t. · 
issued under the pi-ov1sions of this sub-
section .shall be·_punishable by a fine ot 
not to exceed t.i,ooo or 1mpr1sonme.nt.i ror 
not to exceed six months, ox botn .. 10·, 
Section (e) provides tor an embargo or ).imitation 
ot· import.a. · 
The pfl;r.t;.ioular type of control inaugurated 
tor oil grew out or the drive fo1• national 
r3co,rel;'.'y initiated by th1;1 n.ew· adn.iniatra tio.n. 
The industry· was to write an industria.l 
const:ltutio:n cal led ~ Code. of Fair Conipet1-
tion equitable toward labor and consumer. it 
was also inte:nded~ to restore_ rirot1~ for the 
41 vergent groups 1n the inth1atry. .. 
OODE OF .FAIR OOUiPEfl:TION 
In this attempt t.o write a suitable eode tor 
the industry, the traditional enm1ty between the 
two groups in the industry was som.ev1hat for.gotten • 
. It- was ditticult, however, to arrive at en agreement: 
as to eode v1hich would. sat,isf'y the divergent interests., 
tnasmuoh as the v1hole country was attuned to immediate 
salvation. it was in.judicious to permit a ttfamily 
a.qua bble 11 to prolo11g indet'ini tely- the reaching o'£ 
an agreement.,109 The government :fill.all~ .. had t..:i ta):e. 
107 National ·lndus trial !{eco,rery Act,. Section 9 • 
title ! . 
108 Waltot;t Hamilton; l?rice·and. Price Policies, p .. 1$5., 
).fJ9 Ib1d ,, 
a hand. On ugust 19, 1933, a code admittedly 
expedient was pressed on the industry. This code 
stated its purpose was : 
••• to eliminate unf'air compe ti t ion 
1n the petroletlil:i. industry, to insure the 
conservation of p etroleum resources or 
the country, to eliI111nate unfair trade 
practices, to increase employment, to es-
tablish fi r and adequate wageo, to enlarge 
t he purchasing power of persons related to 
t he i ndustry, to i mprove he standards ot 
labor, to protect the consuming public troro 
excessive prices , to avoi d the premature 
abandonment of wells or settled production, 
to so restore the Ameri ca n petroleum industry 
that it may promote the general welfare end 
common prosperity of the American people, 
and t o accomplish and effectuate the policies 
set forth in the National Industrial Recovery 
Aot ••• 110 
Walton Hemilton says of this: 
The final oode, after a series of de-
finitions end a polite bow to labor, struck 
boldly at the problem ot overproduction. The 
legal justification for action was the power 
ot the federal government to regulate the 
tlo 1 of interstate commerce. 111 
1rhe Code provi ded in Article Ill, Section l, 
for administrative machin~r y tor its effectuation 
consisting of: 
{a) · lanning and Coor dination Committee, 
representing the petroleum industry and 
the Natiollill Recovery Administration 
110 Code of Fair Competition 
111 R 11ton, op. eit.~ p . 166 . 
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(b) A federal agency to be des:fgnatett by 
the President.,112 
t.usu~t 28, 1933, the President designated the Seoreta.t"y 
ot the Interior, Harold r... !ekes, es .Admirrl..stra'bor for 
th~ :Petroleum Ad.ministration, to exercise all tune ... 
tions Bne. powers vested in the. J?resident and desig-
nated the Department of' the Interior as the Fedel'"al 
agency provided., 
September 15, 1933, :tn the Department of the Interior · 
t,o odvise with and nml-ce recommendations to the 
Administrator. The Produot.io-n and Refining Division 
of the Board was designated to handle nevr pool plans; 
itn staf.f included pet.r.ol.eum engineers and geolt,gist.s 
tormEtrly with the &u,reau ot Mines and the United 
States Geologi'cal Survey, as well as- other assistants 
with training and experience in r)etroleum engineering, 
·geology end eoonomics .. 113 
The Planning and Coor41nat1ng OoIJmii ttee was 
composed or 86 membe.rs. .ot these. th~ae, 1.dt-hout v~, 
represented the government, the remaining members 
112 Code of Fair Competition> Article III. 
l.13 This is the. Indspel'.ldents Dsy, I.l?P.. Monthly~ 
!)ecember,. 1933.i p.. 9-. 
. . ' -
were sel cted f'rorn. the industry throughout the 
country. 
The '''Vmning a n Coordinating Cotmiittee was 
:faced with an enormous nd unique problem. 
At its very f'1rst meeting , it wes, 
nec~ssary to realize trot t h whol e nation 
was emb~rked upon a system of industrial 
l annin... in ••hich nei t 1er -f"nr;ns nor fa c tories 
- nor mines nor oil wells wo u d be r erm1tted 
to :p ro ucc more of their p·~oduets thon the 
nation could consume. There was to be 
control of e,r-~l:"y "'hase o~ our 1v,tional 
, 1ndus try .114 
This Covuni ttee wa1s to determine and recommend 
the estimate consumptive demand for the nation and 
make an equi teble allocation of that demand runong 
the oil producing states. 
No one knew 11 hat the consumer demand 
really was . Neither did any one know v hat 
our national production had been~ Hot oil 
end oil which had evaded tex payment have been 
e~tering the channels of trade in ~uant1ties 
v hio h no one could ac curately estiue te. 
Using the most reliable data at our disposal 
• • • e J11a de our estimate of th.~ t emend. and 
then endeavored, honestl and fairl~, to work 
out such llocations of that demand as would 
be just to each oil producing state.115 
The 011 Administrator made announoement of monthly 
average quotas of crude requirement for each pro-
114 Rar.tllton , op. cit., p . 1 6 . 
11 .'Jirt ... ranklin , T ~1s is -Independents Day. Address. 
Annual Banque of·Indep dent Petroleum Assoc1a• 
tion, ovsmber 121 19Z5. 
duoing stat • 
The allocations took into account pro-
bable withdrawals from crude storage and ex-
pected imports; they represented the quantity to 
meet demand for the ensuing month. Estimates 
were made by the :Federal Bureau ot Mines and 
the Petroleum Administrative Board. Their 
accuracy and impartial! ty were generally un-
questioned by the industry. Subdivisions of 
quotas among pools were lett to the producing 
states •••• The President was granted the power 
to subdivide the state quota among the i~tra-
state pools. (Section 4, Article III.) Though 
this power was never used, it provided an in-
centive to action by the states.116 
Another great question the Planning and Co-
ordination Committee had to face was the price issue. 
Merely balancing supply and demand was not 
enough to insure cost recovery to the producer ••• 
While there were advances in price under this new 
production control, those advances were not 
sut'tioient either to stop the heavy losses 
being suf'f'ered by so many or to insure the 
maintainance ot our stripper wells and their 
valuable reserves. One of the fundamental 
things in the NIRA. is the abolition of sales 
below cost. To merely forbid sales below cost 
would have transf'erred the greater part of' 
our market to a f'ew flush f'ieldslhose costs 
were ·1ow ·and who would have been able to under-
sell the rest of the nation •••• 
i e had to begin at the bottom and work out 
the problem of every part of' the nation, con-
sidering production, refining, transportation, 
and marketi.ng. It was a monumental task •••• 
The result of that cost study is expressed 1n 
the minimum price schedules which hi!f been 
announced by the Oil Administrator. 
116 Hamilton, op. cit., p. 166 
11'1 Fr nklin , op . cit. 





Throughout the lite or the code a bitter fight 
was waged between the "price fixers and the anti-
price fixers'. '!'he industry differentiated 
sharply between outright fixing of prices and 
such indirections as controlled production 
and fair trade practices . Actually this 
difference was less distinct than superficial 
since all the devices had price control as their 
end ••• However, the administration accepted 
price :t'1x1ng only in principle; no specific 
schedule of prices was written into the code. 
The oode authority, representing a mis-
cellany of divergent interests proceeded at 
once to make the abstract commitment a reality. 
By a process of mutual bargaining in committee, 
minimum prices for oil at the field, refinery 
~nd service station were agreed upon and presented 
to the Oil Aci.ministrator •••• Aceompenying the 
schedule was an urgent plea to the administration 
that they be immediately put into effect tor a 
~rial period •••• 
The schedules were referred to the Petroleum 
Administrative Board, which asked for a conference 
with the President. The President according to 
report stated that he was not opposed to a price-
control program but could consider it only after 
the Oil .administrator and the Board had satisfied 
themselves of its actual necessity, .1'ts tea.sibil.itJ, 
and its economic and legal defensibility •••• 
Response tram the industry was so negatively 
overwhelming tha t the plan was delayed until a 
hearing was begun. This in turn was delayed •••• 118 
In December, 1933, a substitute for the price fixing 
schedule was presented. A buying pool was to be or-
ganized its functions were to hold surplus gasoline 
from the market •••• And to establish a ''proper" rela-
118 a ilton, op. oit., p . 171. 
tionship betv;.reen erude and re.f'i:ned gasoline prioe.119 
Again a host of objection was raised 
by the indepe1.a.Jents. It was becoming clea:r to 
the eod.e authority that a schedule of price, 
no ma tt;er how oarefully wo1•ked out, could not 
win general support ••• Elsewhere in the JIRA 
price :fixing was falling i:uto disreput;e.120 
Under federal eo11trolt as under other systems, the 
big difficulty la:, in production of Hhot oil'i. A 
number of ancillary devices were used by the govern-
ment to catch the hot oil producer. 
One resort lay in a law passed by Cm1gress 
providib.g liea~7 .venelties for false statements 
in reports to government agencies •••• 
.Another enforcement device '\i\"!lS an order or 
t.he Oil Adraiztlstra·tor requiring detailed int.ormt:1-
tion f'or all movan1ents of oil in interstate 
co.w1U.eroe. Every ahipm.Em', was to be encircled 
with tastimony regarding source and destination 
attended by no·taries signatures •••• This was in 
the course of time superseded by the o.reation ot 
a Federal Tender Board ror Rast 1re.xas where the 
bulk of' the hot oil originated. The Boera. did 
not permit the shipment of oil in interstate 
commerce out 01' that region until evidence was 
presented the t it had been :produoed in accord-
ance with federe.l rt-.,gula tions. .Nor was any 
in·tersta te movevement of' gasoline al.lowed un.'til 
the refiner 4emonstrated the t it had been pro-
cessed rrom legolly produced oil. For the first 
tiII1e the burden of proof that oil was legal 
rested sq_uamy v,ith the producer and re:tiner. 
This shift in presumption and the vigorous action 
of the Tender Board arrested ·the shipment of 
hot 011.121 
Something of the ;problem of the Federal Oil. Ad!-
zninist-rstion is b.ere indicated and sol!lething o:f the 
---·-·-,.----·-•-ilii.'"'"" ________ ,_,¢ _____ """"" tu~ ..... · •• ..... ·sa ,ill 
120 Ht!imilton, op .. cit. 
121 Ibid .. 
av 
t ehnique. The histo:ry or the industr y , under its 
direction, is f amiliar to all, orders setting quotas, 
the fight ag· inst "hot oil" , and finally the growing 
sentiment as to t he unoons·titutioMli ty of t he National 
Recovery Act and hence of the Oode of Fall" Competition. 
Between June, 1933 and J"illle, 1935, the petro-
leW!l industry accomplished a complete rever se! in 
attitude. When the code was ·written, the general 
belief in the industry \vas that survival depended 
upon a thoroughgoing Federal control. Sta te con-
trol did not even obtrude as an issue. The real 
fight was whether t he f ederal government should go 
so t or ns ·to fix prices from. oil well to filling 
station . The narrow escape from price fixing was 
due, not tot.he industry but to the efforts or 
public minded officials within the federal governme,nt.122 
Under t h e Code the industry wow enJpying real 
gains ••• 
Production which ha d s t a r ted upward in 
early 1933 had been halted; reductions had been 
made in the accumulations ot crude and refined . 
s ·tocks. The bal a noa of supply with demand was 
further facilitated by an increased demand for 
oil products as general recovery got under way. 
A renewed vigor and optimism found explicit 
122 Hamilton, op. cit., p . 175. 
exprosaion in the mainteneno ~ o"' the crude 
price structure. !n an industry which op-
erated openly the psychologiaa l attitude of 
buyers and sellers are of paramount impor-
tance. As higher prices and industrial 
s ·t;ability made prospe rity once more a reolity, 
1 t nlso oToked additional an-tiegonism against 
government interterence •••• By the time the 
Seheoter decision in May, 1935, the large 
companies and .many independents were calling 
for the co~plete removal or the federal govern-
ment from ·its affairs.123 
Many.suits were inaugurated to test the validity 
or the oil code and the orders of the Oil Adminis-
trator thereunder. The Supreme Court of the District 
of Columbia upheld the code. In February., 1934, 
Randolf Bryant, District Federal Judge, held the 
code unconstitutior..al but did not sign the order which 
permitted operations to continue pending the disposi t-ion 
of the Supremo Court. 
Many suits and injunetions had piled up trying 
the constitutionality of the National Industrial 
Recovery Act . At different times, various phases or 
it were held unconstitutional. First among these 
was Section 9-C, which had to de with the movement ot 
petroleum in interstate commerce. This was held 
unconstitutional on January 7, 1935. Following 
123 Hamilton, op. cit., p. 175. 
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this deeision. the S0:nnall7 Act ( S!.' eBlled ltet Oil 
Bill) wcs passed which achieved practically the 
same re,sul ts ~s had :te:sn a ccomrlished :pre-viously 
under Section 9-C. 
I1:. Mriy, l 935, th~ decision in the ndaed 
ohickc111' (Sch2<!ter} case en used the National 
Indti:::rtrie 1 Re(?o·11ery _ttct to be declared uneonsti tu-
ttonul thus h1'inging to an end federal regulation 
of oil production, at least for th.e tir.le. 
Luckily the Schecter decision came 
in the. spring when tha demand tor goso11no 
normally increased •••• Collapse of' the code 
aroused :f."c:i.artul anticipatio!ls .... Before its 
adjournr.1ent ln 1955, Gongress p!issed a 
resolutio::.1, llf.J)rnving in principle the 
interstnte compact •• · •• 124 
Reviewing the t3 ecomplisl1ments of the Federal 
Oil Ad.minis tra ti on. t 1 t is generelly r:-, <.1mi t ted the t 
much ,,·,,ras accomr,lished~ The technique used was 
1 ogicol, all phn ses of the :tnd.ust:ry asslsted in 
makinc: and ento'rcin.g tte :regulattons. ffhe Oil 
Administrntor Attaol~ed the various problems with 
courage and ability~ 
Ilr .. IL 1\t •. MoOlintook. editor end co1:w1enta·tcr, 
.says, ''It is the longer1t period of stabilized prioe 
end least waste in the history of the lndustry.1Q 
Re also contends, as does Govern.or Walter Huxman . ., 
Xa·nsas, ·t.hat the legal just;itieertion is s.imilar to 
tba t ot crop control, that botJ1 are based 011 the 
prevention of ,e,r:ploitntlon. Regardless ot .legality. 
the, Federal Oil .A.d.tdn1stret1on appears to have 
i+endei'ed the industry and nation a real serviC'Et.. 
Produo.tion was eontrolled, imports were limited, 
s~oeks cf petroleu;m. in storage we1~ greatly rs-· 
duoed. Price 111as utabillzed at a ;point wh~eh 'the 
industry admitted oover:~d average cos~ ot produc-
tion. 
COLE COMMirrTEE 
Beginning in the suro.mer o:r 1954, there was 
another "'investigationn of tha Oil Industry. 11'h1s 
ns one of' the most comprehensive snd. intelligent 
investigations ever held. He.arlngs were had, not 
only in i!lashington, but all over the oountry in oil 
producing states. T.h.e Committee (kncwm as the 0.cle 
126 
COJ:r;Jnittee) flew to California, Oklahor.--~a e.nd Texas and 
were thus enabled to learn ;aore or the aetual.. eQll-
125 n. 1.1. L1cClintoolt, Oklb.ome. (U.'1;7, Oklahoma. Intel"V1ew. 
126 ·so called tor wm., Col$. Jr~• -CJ:w.irmaa. 
d.iticr±l5 t;hori if th.ey had merely listened to 
testimony. 
Experts fro:m. aveey phase of the inchis '.~l"Y oo-
opera ted and gave vdllingly of their ti.me and know• 
ledge "Ghat a more complete JJicturo of ac·tual con-
diti011.s r.md problems might ba avnilable to Congress, 
and to the public.. The l'"esul ts of these hearings 
ere :published rmd av-aile.ble in six volumes known 
as the Petroleum Investigation.127 
The investigation did little towerd adding to 
the knowledge of extent of su:p:ply, forecast of 
demanct and the like but i·t did aeot.l.ll!ulate the best 
existing knowledge of ·those factors. · It added 
little d.efinitely ·to knowledge of actual or average 
oost of' production. It did establish that conserva-
tion w·::ls derJirE.'ble in order '.(;.o eliminate waste, p:t'e-
serve vsst; rescurceo in stripper well areas, and t.o 
conserve reservoir ene'.l:'gy, one of' the most valuable 
element$ of petroleum... There wns a discussion ot 
varions suboti tut.es, end of the/practioabili ty in 
view ct excessive cost of procluetion • 
. A.fter analyzing the test,imony carefully, 1 ·c 
appeared that the majority of the industry preferred 
1.27 This rr1.c'3terial ls ~d.,iittedly the best available, 
henoe hes lH~Bn exte.risively- quoted in preceding 
olw_p ters of this paper under caption Cole 
Comm1 ttee, Petrol.eum Invest-iga tio.n. 
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:fow":fla.tion for federal control. This was .in keep-
time, wBs mciki.ng it.self evident regarding t.he eon-
by the trni ted States go'v-err ..znent .. 
control o:r the petroletEI industry divides itself 
into 't.h:-oc eras, tho first marked by vc1rlous e:ttorts 
or li t,tle influenee or lo.or:; dttration, tovm:rd. pro ... 
duction control only one of which was based on scien.ti-
did not control rn:>oduction, through its refining an<l 
mark~)ting fcc111 t.ies, it controlled production through 
posted price on crude. '?he third, or modern era, 
is urdqu.e i.n t.hnt 1 t reprvsents a oon.tplete reversal 
,of thn indu.s try' s attitude tcwara. governmental 
a.ssistence. Originally the industry hes been en 
ardent supporter of the laissez ftc1ire philosophy; 
f&tleT.al (iontrol. Having oilee achieved -e oertaln 
.feeling of seeuri ty, the industry again rev"'ersed 
1 ts position; re.pudiated federal assistance and 
quoted loudly and et length the various reasons 
opposed to :federal control and. in favor ot state 
control. While apparently unable to uni-'ce the 
various factions warring within itself,, the in-
dustry shows a remarkably uni:ted front when 
opposing indi via.uals and ideas frorr1 without. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE INTJ!."'RSTL T"'.d: OIL COMPA{}T 
The problem .had, therefore, re:;;iolved itself 
into four elements. First, granting t.he need for 
control, it was believed that some goverTu11ental 
autho:r.i ty was necessary to regulate the way in 
·which petroleurn should be taken from the ground so 
that reservoir energy w-ould be efficiently used 
to effect; maximum recovery from oil and gas. 
Second, it was believed that the state, as 
distinguished from the federal government; possessed 
the authority t'O legally enforce conserv8tion. 
Third, it was conceded thct the federal govern:ment 
was needed to supplement the stateis activities by 
p~rforming three functions; first, :preventing the 
interstat,e :m,ove:m.ent o.f hot oil 122 ; second, con-
trolling imports; and third, maki11g fin.dings of 
fact 2md forecasts as to supply and demand. 
Fourth, it was generally agreed that the state 
govermaents ought to cooperate vd th each other 
through an in~~er-state advisory COI11I'Jission so that 
orderly production in one state would not be penalized 
by loi:ling out.lets to u..D.controlled f'lush production 
Oil proclu,ied. i.r: vi els ·cim1 of s t;at,J reguletions 
1s c:;.lled 1'hot oilh. 
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\ 
in another state. 
ST.ATE CONTROL OF PRODUCTION TO ELI?v:IINATE WASTE 
To achieve the first objective, that o! or-
derly production, most states passed statutes, 
(similar to those passed by Oklahoma, which de-
fined waste) and set up the machinery to control 
production to · .elir ina te waste. 
Proration, or pro rate t aking, first introduced 
into use in Oklahoma in 1914, developed into a per-
nanent and nation vdde device for achieving orderly 
prpduction. It has been the neucleus of the oon-
serv ti on system. In recent yea rs this term has 
come to bear a broader meaning than at first and 
now includes the entire process by which production 
of crude oil in the United States is regulated. It 
is b s~d upon the power inherent in the State to 
regulate production practices in the interest of waste 
elimination. This power is expressed through conser-
vation statutes and is administered, in Oklahoma, by 
the Corporation Coromission.129 This also took care of 
the second goal, or state control. 
FEDERAL CONTROL OF IMPORTS, HOT OIL, FORECASTS: 
The federal goverllfilent passed and enforces the 
Conally Act designed to regulate oil in interstate 
129 Fo ~e, op. oit., p . 19 
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Source: Joseph E. Pogue, Econ. of _the Pet . Ind., Mar. 1939, p. 25 
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to el1tz1Mte hot oil',. . The tederal 
governnent assisted lso 'by limiting imports and, 
t hrough t he United States Buro- u of ines, pre-
p res mollthly advisory schedule or ~uotss hich 
is sub ,itted to 11 oil producing states . 
BUREi U 01' MI ms STil~A '?EB 
In · k1 up the n tiona.l crude oil allow ble 
eeoh month, nd forecasting trends, the Buro u or 






Con ervation O'f tho oountry•s upply or 
the v1tal ruel. 
:Provision o.f' on e ,,uttebl distribution 
among the producing states o-r he pro-
due i ,on nee esaa ry to meat cozmon defland. 
Stability in the industry- so tho t an ex-
cessive out ourin.g of oil will not be 
per. tted to break down t .he eoonomio 
structure or ste the reserves. 
A, cnreful statistical valuation end study 
or the detil8nd ba ed upon a1ourvte · the-
mat1oel end eeononic data. 30 
The national total o necessary crude oil pro-
duction is estiMted and divided anons the States by 
a method invol v1ng the toll 1ng t cto s: 
(l} Gasoline demand by districts. 
(2) Gasoline supply tor eeoh district 
sut.f1oient to ~eet its danend. 
(3) Refinery crud required in esoh district. 
------------------------
130 Do, o .• cit., .• ,. 
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( 4) I:mports ot e,rude by districts. 
(5) Dist.:ribution among the ;producing states 
of crude for refining. 
{(S) :b.."J)orta" :fuel and losses O'£ crude bf 
stetes.J.31 
Thus the neoesf.mry ma ohi.nery t1es &ct up to Rchieve 
three of the f'our 1ne jor objeoti ves necessEry for 
the control of production 1n the petrolew.1 indiistry .. 
'110 achieve the fourth, or e.n inter-s·tnte 
iravisory- cornr.dssioh, the In-teretate Oil c,,mpect was 
dravm up. Shortly ~:f'ter the Su17.reme Court declared 
the NP.A unccootitut:ton~l {henco destroying fede.ral 
cGntrol er J13trolou:m) six of the oil producin.s 
states, producing ooi of the oil in the .nt{tion, 
entered int~o this agreement. Under tho terms of 
tho Irr~erstste Cil Oorapact,, or treaty, tho signa-
tory states pledged theJr1.eelvds. wider date of 
February 15, 1955, t,o carry out a half dozen major 
conserv8tion :principles. The ultimate goal 1vas 
z'.lll:l:Kll:i.U:a 1'8COV0!'Y c.f o!.1 Dt'U gas. . . 
The Cozc.pnot 1 tself is necessarily e 
compromise. It is an agreement entered 
into volunturily by six st1:-1ta.s ·~i th ·widely 
different political b$Ckg~ounds antl concepts 
of the State's attthor:tt!r, nnd :m.1bjeet to 
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different interpretatiom\B! their own 
courts of that authority. , 
The idee of interst,ix te compact is not new; 
more then sixty compacts have been approved by 
Congress. Co.m.paots have been entered into 
••• vd th reference to river end harbor 
traffic between adjacent states, waterways, 
water power, flo.od protection, irrigation 
control be·tw("'len contiguous states, conserva-
tion of forestry resources, fishing rights, 
intarst.a te bridges, boundary lines, and 
other subjects; and in one instance, as be-
tween the. states of :New Jersey and New York, 
has been in existence since 1834 or .more 
th~rn one hundx(:,d years .133 
The oil produc i:tlg states of California, Kansas, 
New IJ:exico, Oklnhoma, l',rltJmsas, Michigan, Wyoming, 
Texas Blll'l Louisiarrn have been parties to many com-
pacts, concerninz matterEi affecting the rights 
of more than one state. 
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The Federal 011 Conservation Board,134 April a, 
1929, in a letter ·to R .. C. Holmes, Chairman of an 
Interstate Cor:lfllittee on World Production and Con-
sumption of Pe·t:roleum and its J.)reid:u.: {American 
l?etroletun Institute) first sugge1Sted the possibility 
of interstate compact; in connection with the solu:-
tion of the problems of the oil industry. This 
letter gtctes: 
132 l~. it. r::arland, The Interstate Oil Go.n1i::act, p .• 2. 
153 See page 68,. 
154 See page 69. 
le to renew discus~,ion with the s tes 
r::ut.hori t:Les 01· t.he t.bree or f'our ririnci ·nle oil 
p:roduuing stBtes particularly to iec.:rn If' it 
is possible for them to e :nter upon an inter-
state compect under bhe :r,rovisions of the 
Constitution authorizing such compacts, to 
vJh.ich the federal governD1ent through Ccngre{:isional 
action, would be a party. The character of 
such a compact wmfil need much conrd.deration 
but it; could well comprise creating a joint 
board for the purpose of construe ti ve conser"'rn-
tion and thus secure the nation :t'rom the very 
real peril that will lie in the~reckless ex-
tic.u of our oil resou1"ces.la.:> 
In 1931, following the discovery o:e the East 
Texas field :ic1nd. ·t..he breakdo-vm which had occurred at 
that "tirne, f'irst sernblance 01' an i11terstate com-
p:riesentattvcs tror1. ten oil JJroduci.rtg stetes to act 
v;i th 'the Federel Oil Conservation Board as an Oil 
States Advisory Coxumi ttee. This Oor.mi.i ttee met at 
i:ntervcls and, in con~lunction with the Federal -Oil 
Gonserv·ation Board suggested to the :producing states 
esti:11:d;es of' ti1e reasoncble rn.n:cket demand. It may 
be said to ·i,he credi'i; of the individual states, or 
to t t of' the Cammi ttee, that those allocations 
wers reasonably \'llell observed. !t may be that. the 
eff:'Lcien.cy ru1d fairness of' the Oil St;a,tes Advisory 
Go1J.mitt;ee paved the W8.Y for t,he Interstate Oil CompH~t .• 
-~-~_,..-=---------••-·-·-• -·-n ------------
.As signed in 1935, the Oil Compact is brief, 
con is~ina of e ig~ t sher t -rticles •135The by-laws 
give name, str cture of con.mission, time and place 
137 
of u:eetinu, etc. 
PURPOSE 
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The urpose of the Compact, as set out in this 
trebty, is the "conservation of oil and gas by the 
prevention of physical waste thereof' from any cause.nl38 
It is inevitable that state restriction of production 
should be effected under the guise of conservation. 
The courts make tree eompetition their 
norm of judgment and the proot tor regulation 
rests squarely with the innovators. It was 
necessary to circumvent the ''due process" 
~lauee ••• this could be aoeomplished only by 
drawing a distinction between "private industry 
and petroleum production" ••• 
Further hazards to state control lay 1n 
the interstate eharacter of the oil business. 
'?l1a need or the state was for an argument which 
could stand legal attack at both these points. 
Conservation seemed to otter t he easiest 
sanction with which to win judicial approval 
'for regulation •• .• 
• • • as a conservation measure the proration 
of production had in it a large element of 
veracity. The compulsions of competitive 
drilling had made ror a wasteful exploitation 
of oil reserves ••• Accordingly waste became the 
enemy against which the state statutes were 
directed ••• 139 
136 1nterstate Oil Compact, Appendix. 
15'1 By-laws, .Appendix. 
138 lneerstate Oil Compact, Art~cle II. 
139 Hamilton, op . cit., p. 178. 
tory 
enact lav;s, or if laws had been anacrted to continue 
above and balm;1 the ground. Yarious typ~):s .of such 
waste were set ou-t. 140 It also·pledged the states tc, 
enact statutes to deny oil, produced in viol1=.1 tion 
to stf1.te :regulation, access to co:n:inerce r:md to sert 
st:t·ing0:nt penal ties for ·the waste of either oil or 
gas.141 
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The Compi:rnt clearly st;ates that :tt's purpose is 
11ot to establish or fix price, to creete or perr1etuate 
r1onopoly or to promote regimenta·~ion.142 Thus it is 
con tended by those :favoring the Corapo.ct that price control 
has not been the pri:mary consideration or pnr,poso, 
but if such has resulted it has been tho :residual 
the:rao:t' .. 
It has 'been stated th.at various decisions of the 
Supreme Gour·;; hEJVe effected a legal se_paration betwee-n 
:~ctivit;ies directed at conservation and the control 
of Jirico but that the economic distinction is le.s:s 
clear. 
140 
overproduction in any industry has always 
had. nerious conse:::;_uences upon price. In an 
open rnarket such as oil, product:ton end p:t·iee 
are not i;-;J;iarat,le s:iuce stock accumulations 
141 H.:r~t;:lcle, IV. 
142 !bid., Jtt·ticle V .. 
have an 1nmiediate effect upon price ••• 
The producers interest in proration was 
not in the higher cause of conservation; it 
rested upon the more mundane consideration 
that overproduction had broken the price 
structure and sent the price of crude to 
a few cents a barrel •••• 143 
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Colonel Ernest O. Thompson, Chairman of the Interst0te 
Oil Com1taet {1936) discusses the purpose of the Com• 
pact further in this regard. Re says: 
It is not the function of the Oil States 
Commission to make oil scaroe 1n order to 
make it high. That was specifically prohibited ••• 
The American people are against waste in any 
form.. They are for efficient operation of oil 
production to the end that the greatest ultimate 
.recovery may be had; but it must always be kept 
in mi.nd that they like reasonably priced, yes, 
eheap gasoline... · 
There is no sadder sight than oils fields 
which have been operated for sudden profit with-
out regard tor the incident waste and the 
ultimate loss to the field and the state of 
oil that has been negligently left in the sands 
never to be recovered or, if reoovered, at a 
greater cost. Every oi.l man knows the story. 
May those economic tragedies soon be a thing 
of the past! It is to1th1s end the Oil States 
Compact is dedicated. 44 
?le are tempted to think that the Colonel has not been 
quite as frank as was Governor Vlalter Huxman, of 
Kansas, who r11ore nearly expresses the ideas most 
prevalent as to the real reasons for the Compact. 
143 E. o. Thompson, The Accomplishments of the Oil 
States Compact, p. 2. 
144 Transcript of .Proceedings, Intersti3te Oil Com.pa<lt• 
1~1chi ts , Kansa a, April 29 end 30, 1938, p.. 39. 
He sdvs: 
••• it is not a question of .rock pressure ..... 
you never heard of it before we had an over-
supply of oil ••• we produced in all fields at 
full capacity vvhen we sold our oil at $2.50 
and $3.00 a barrel, and you heard nothing of 
proration, and you know ho•N far we would have 
gotten if' we hf-:id t,alked it. These engineel"s 
would tell you it was better to have an open 
flow than a restricted flow, and most anything 
favo:r.·sble to that vievJpoint.145 
The Governor in.plies that conservation of rock 
pressure is not the point. most interesting to the 
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oil industry, but stabilization of price at a reason-
able point. Regardless of the reason ·1ivhich motivated 
producers to suppor·t, the Compact, we can only assur11e 
that the purpose as set out in tlle agreement is the 
primary goal. 
FUNCTIONS J\ND DD'"TI ES 
The functioning o:f the Compact, duties of repre-
sen·tatives, etc .. , is set out in ~t'\rticle VI. From this 
we find that each state appoints a representative to 
a Go:rnmis,9ion designated as the Interstate Oil Compact 
Con:u:1ission.. The duty or this Commission is to "make 
inq_uiry and ascertain ••• methods, practices, olrcum-
stances, and conditions ••• for bringing about conser-
vation and prevention of physical waste of oil and 
s .... and to report tho.se findings to the several 
145 Interstate 011 
states together with their reec: .. w::ne.ndations co11cer-
146 ning same. 
The Corr.mission is a forum, therefore, composed 
of representatives from the signatory states. 
~uarterly meetings of' these representatives are 
held in various eities.147 These are open to the 
public and are usually well attended by members of 
the oil industry as well as by officials from com-
pacting and non-compacting states. Transcripts of 
the proceedings of:' t,hese meetings are on t'ile in 
the office of tlrn Becretary of tl1e Interstate Oil 
Compact, the Hon •. Art L. VIalker, Capitol Building, 
OklahoEa, and are available-to the public. 
The Interstate Comract Commission serves as e 
coordiua ting body. It has been working for several 
years in an unostentatious .manner.. It has beer1 of 
vnlue in t>at it hDs perrl'litted various states, each 
with a probleru peculiar to it alone, t;o meet and 
exclmrige idel:1 s with representatives f'rom other 
states. Thus Michigan, covered with blankets of 
,/\ f 
glacial drift~ which conce\ll§!S the structurf21 folds 
and hence slow developments m.ay get a bet"t;er idea 
of Texas t p1"oblem where there are 69,000 wells, all 
under proration, including submarginal wells.147 
146 By-lavm, _1\pr€:indix e 
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147 Ti•ansorifft of l't>ooeedingr~, !nterst,~te 'Oil ComptHl't 
Coi11m.ission., Dallas, Tel[t:ie, December, 1938. 
ACCEPTAliCE OF AI.LOVI413LES 
At the first meeting of the Interstate 011 
Compact Commission a resolution was passed whereby 
the Commission recommended that the oil produoing 
states produce and market oil in accordance with 
monthly estimates of future demands made by the 
United States Bureau of Mines .148 
Table 2, "Production and Bureau ot Mines 
Recommendations» shows the Bureau or Mines recommenda-
tion, actual production and percent of Bureau ot 
Mines recommendations produced for the years 1936• 
1937 end 1938. Records of the compacting states show 
little difference troni those of non-compacting states. 
In fact, Illinois, a member of the Com.pact shows 
the widest deviation. Oklahoma is the only member 
showing an average below 100% tor the three year 
period.149 
REDUCTION OF PHYSICAL WASTE 
Great strides have been made in the scientific 
control of oil production to prevent actual physical 
waste. Colonel Thompson says: 
We are preventing waste in Texas ••• The 
East Texas field has produced more than 
1,000.000,000 barrels of oil in its more 
than five years of production. During the 
month of October, 14,000,000 barrels of oil 
148 See page 96. 
149 See Table 2, page 106 
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Tab! el',: PRODUCTIOii AND BUREAU OF MINES RECOMMENDA'riONS (:x:H5001 
% of Jot % ot Av Jot 
B of M:Aotual:B of M:B of M: Aotual:B of M:B of M:Aetual:B of M:B ot M: 
Hew Mexico B 68.5 '14.0 108.0 96.8 10?.0 Iio.5 107.4 98.0 91.2 103~2 
Texas 1,113.1 1168.0 104.9 1338.0 1398.0 104.3 1354.5 1302.0 96.2 l<l. .8 
Louisiana 1?3.9 220.0 126.5 243.9 249.0 102.2 24?.9 262.0 105.6 i:n. ·" 
Al'kansas 30.l 29.0 96.3 29.9 32.0 106.9 46.6 50.0 107.2 lCIS .a 
Oklahoma 540.0 565.0 104.6 689.7 627.0 102~ 528.7 476.0 90.0 99.l 
Kansas 151.6 1?59.0 105.0 187.3 194.0 103.6 170.~ 162.0 95.2 101.3 
Balance 54.~ 60.0 110.3 70.6 73.0 103.3 76.2 70.0 91.9 101.e 
Rocky Mt. 
Illinois 11.8 12.0 101.7 15.0 21.0 140.0 44.4 63.0 142.0 12"7.9 
Balance 129.8 131.0 100.8 142.9 151.0 105.o 153.0 152.0 98.8 101.6 
. Eestern 
Total east of 
Celiforn1a2 1 273.0 2418.0 106.3 2734.0 2852.0 · lQ4.2 2729.6 2635.0 96.5 l(P, ., 
Celitornia 541.1 587.0 108.3 610.3 653.0 186.9 653.2 685.0 104.8 lo».7 
Total 1,814.1 
United States 3,005.0 106.8 3344.3 3505.0 104.? 3382.6 3320.C 98.3 1G3.3 -Source: Hlrom H. Dow, Report of New Mexico Representative on Intersta te 011 Co~ 




were produced in that field and the bottom 
hole pressure increased one barrel during that 
month. The pressure is 1,184.5 pounds today. 
It was 1,201.1 per &q~are inch in July, 1933. 
t>ince that tin e more than 600,000,000 barrels or 
oil hes been produced from the East Texas field. 
I call tha t a reco~d in conserving the energy 
which makes the oil flow. There are 31,500 
wells in that field, 18,522 of these wells are 
still flowing. They make t heir allowable twenty 
barrels per day by flowing about 15 minutes per 
day. They are shut in the rest of the time, 
and the slow intrusion ot water washes the oil 
through the s and and keeps t he pressure con-
stant or builds it up, as happened last month.150 
Conservation of reservoir energy is admittedly one · 
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ot the goals of control. It is doubtless true that 
proration has resulted in conserva tion in this fashion . 
Some credit for this may be due the Interstate Oil 
Compact. 
REDUCTION OF STOCKS 
The Compact has also directed its attack toward 
reduction of stocks in an effort to decrease waste. 
I n 1937 a survey of physical inventory of crude 
oil stocks i n the United States was made by the Bureau 
of Mines at the request of the Compact Commission. 151 
Funds tor t his survey were appropriated by tre 74th 
Congress. The results set forth some interesting in• 
formation among which was the fact t ha t total net 
stocks of refinable erude (over 15 years) has fluctuated 
150 Tr nscr1pt or Proceedings , Intersta te Oil -compact ,. 
.Austin, Tex a , :i.:roh, 193~ . 
151 Thompson, op . cit., p . 2. 
eonsldere.bly v;1 th a high of about 434 million 
barrels in 1929, and a low of 287 million barrels 
on January 31, 1937. Major upwRrd movements of 
crude oil stocks in this period hove occurred in 
:periods of nuraerous discoveries of large :rields, 
specifically the periods of 1922 to 1924 and 1926 
·to 1929. Proration has tended to prevent radical 
increases in stocks al though several breakdowns of 
ou.rtailment (in East Texas field) were followed by 
152 
n:aterial addi.tion.s. See Figure 5, on :follov,ing 
page. 
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While it is i.mpossi.ble to directly attribute re-
duction ot s·tocks to 'the influenc.e of the Interstate 
Oil Compact, it is possible that the enthusiasm and 
cooperation generated at the meetings o:f the Uommi.sslon, 
together with the state.tnents made there as to the 
value of ,such reduction, is responsible for some 
ar the results n tt.ained. 
The i.nvestigation o'f the Bureau of Mines also 
found t,hat no ir.ll1)ortent producing state had changed 
its relative position with regard to the amount of 
oil stored within it in the ls.s·t six yes.rs. 011 
stored in Texas was r15.1% of the total e.t the close 
of bQt.h J.~S3 a:uu 193?.. Oil in ;srtor:age .in Oklahoma 
-----··------------~, ....... ~,-------
152 Bureau cf ltd.nes, Re11ort ot Investigation 341?, 
Se.rterr.be:r 19~1. Petrol,.ur1 It:oonom1es Division a.nd 
Petroleum rind ltJf:~tural Gao Division, p. 7. 
Figure- 5 
,,__, CRUDE-OIL STOCKS BY PRINCIPAL TYPES & DAYS' SUPPLY~ 
MILLIONS OF BARRELS 
Dec. 31, 19Gl , to ~une 30, 1938. 
DAYS' SUPPLY 
l 
400 •-•- DAYS SUPPLY 
300 
• LEASE .STOCKS. 
R83 REFINERY STOCKS. 
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S·todXS o:r CRt'!'lE F'THOLEUM, BY STATES OP' LOCATION; June 30, 1936 and 1937 J. thousands ot barrels 
" ~es At tank farms and On eases Tota 
:1936 l937 
A~kensas 706 737 
Celitornia 7,984 8,451 
Ooloredi 369 387 
Georgie.:/ 655 ·369 
Illinois 985 1;363 
Indiana 722 1;375 
Kansas _ ___2 2,118 2,512 
Kentucky:J · 615 · 525 
Louisiana !/3,690 :/4,471 
Maryland 751 1;325 
Ma ssachusetts~ 1,073 1,288 
Michigan 166 248 
Missouri 144 341 
Montant · 281 337 
New Jersey 5,691 7,108 
New Mexico 18 27 
New York 1,163 1,045 
Ohio 546 1,098 
Oklahoma 2,400 2,075 
Pennsylvania 4,614 5,016 
Texas 15,329 15,184 
Utah 138 106 
West Virginia 36 40 
WYomin~ 6/1.412 6/i.239 
in l?.,1Pe lines 
1936 1937 



















































Includes DelewEfa•e;---Bouth-~arolTrie and Virginia. ljinc~ludes 
eludes Alabama. !/Includes Rhode Island • .§/Includes Iowa 
eludes Nebraska and South Dakota. 
l937 1936 ·1937 
245 4,143 2,67, 
2,771 37,856 32730 
&O 450 480 
- ·655 · 369 
110 10,750 11,159 
8 2,115 3;051 
185 11,020 12;045 
45 1;031 1,043 
530 10,650 12,493 
· 751 1,325, 
- 1;073 1,288 
100 1;044 1;189 
3,662 4,370 
170 1;311 1,360 
6,066 7,299 
535 789 1,050 
18 lj294 1,196 
75 7,200 7;794 
2,020 67,006 68,255 
100 7,081 6;970 
2 , 850 ID7 , 902 105, 245 
·138 105 
145 1,876 2,023 
395 25.448 23.272 
ln-
!/In-




the rr~ot th:r;t non-eor~pac,titlf! stntes, wh-0 also attend. 
the tieet1.ng:s o:f the CQWm.i!».Bion, i'2l~Y t~al 1t w1M to 
follov; thfJ autgestions heal'd tMre,..,15:3 
Tn.ble 4 shows the cr~ll(:;es in m~Jor (rn~goi-iaa ot 
stooks by states between ths yegrs of l93U end 1937. 
It reve~ls an ineresse in reflnery stocks bel~nced 
by fi deol1ne in tsnlr fsra stocks and ls i~l}ortant in 
view of the ft.resont. diseuseion ~.s to ~he neoesa1ty 
tor the Co.mpi~ct to control a.torace ~nu stocks ot 
retinel"s. '20 df1t~ no ettective suggestion has .been 
o.ttared ~e to how this eould be dono.154 
reterence to iufluenoe or 'the Comp~iot, tftta the 
tintli1ig as tc, stocks by ag;e groups. l'!Jtocks W&l"e 
divided into t·our tige eroups: (l) ow."rent stocks or 
oil stored. in l9S&: (2) stoeke stored fro:c1 19'31 to 
1935 • or tlle ~)st Texa.s ern; ( 3) atooks stored in 
the period f"rcrs1 1925 to 19!}0. mrked by th.e die•· 
S1-ocfs OF CRUDE FETROtiuM, 1933-3? , by States of ~~cation . (thousands or barreii) 
Dec. 31, Dec. 31, Dec. 31 , l une ~O, Dec. 31, Deo. 31 
~- ~1g3~ 1 934 ~- .1935 1g3c 1936 1937 
Arkansas 5,653 3,924 4,314 4,143 3,564 2,541 
California 35,879 37,629 38,944 3?,&5~ 34,189 30,401 
Colorad£ 317 439 485 450 457 519 
Georgia t 596 713 · 706 655 378 562 
Illinoi s 11;952 11,719 11,830 10,750 11,260 10,914 
Indiana 3;455 3;122 2,654 2,115 2,447 2,962 
Kansas 2 14,921 13.350 12,171 11,020 8,233 10,115 
Kentucky-3' . 1,161 1,035 801 1,031 823 953 
Louisi ana ~ 12,596 11,181 9; 204 10,650 10,626 11;848 
Maryland 1;123 1,144 1,124 751 1,111 1,320 
Mass achusetts!/ 1,152 1,078 762 1,073 1,088 1,000 
l~ichigen 1~090 810 744 1,044 766 787 
lssouri §/ 3,48~ EJ 3,351 E.f 3,454 §/ 3,662 §/ 3,815 !/ 4,475 
Montana 623 1,075 1,127 · 1,311 1,028 1,430 
New Jers~y 5,250 5,676 6,051 6,066 5,2G4 6,294 
New Mexico · 43'1 · 536 · 660 · 789 829 1,114 
New York 2 .,007 1,206 1;403 1,294 1;171 l,150 
Ohio 8,885 8,079 7,378 7;200 7;040 8;057 
Oklahoma 84;029 82;614 70,715 67,006 &2,258 ?0;823 
Pennsylvani a 5,888 0,533 6,070 7;081 7;036 6;544 
Texas 124,320 113,001 105,341 107,902 98 ,488 107,388 
Utah · 2'70 · 282 · 194 · 138 · 113 · 136 
West V~inia 2,420 2,124 1;988 1;876 1,954 2,151 
Wyom1n · 26;719 26,733 25;926 25,448 24;641 21;995 
Total 354.223 337.254 a; 314.855 311.311 288.579 306.084 
nciua.es Delev-ufre--; Bouth Carolina and V1rgin1a 5/IncluCles Iowa . 
!"/Includes Tennessee. 6/Includes Iowa and Nebraska pipe line stoc,ka 
!/Includes Alabama . if/Includes refiner y stocks Nebraska ands_ . • Dak. 
!/Includes Rhode Island. !/New bosis tor J'an. l, 1936, is 314.631,000 
barrels. 
Souroet Bureau or Uines, R. I . 3417, p . 9 . I-' I-' 
I-' 
before 1925, 
evi t.n:bl:f bJ e builil up 
Tabl~ 5 ano·tJH tl1A f\tocks on lune !:50, 1936, by-
stt1tei1 of o:rlgin.165 This irnlicat,es that on June 30, 
croup exceeded 
pei orl 1925 to 1 Si30 .157 
at 200 rd.llion 'barrels. 
155 t:st:;,,e TtJ blo 4, pr~.go 111. 
156 H .! • 3417, op. oit. ,. ''Teble 5, pni;e 113. 
157 .. J],1id .. 
'§ifocffi 01' CRUDEPETROtEffil, 
Storecl 








Arkansas . 6 
Other states 21. 3 
Fom.gn -
Total ••• 39.0 
*compa cting states. 
June 30, 1936, by age 




10.? 15 . 6 
9.8 19 . 9 
- .1 
- .4 




27.7 50 .8 
Source:Bureau of Mines, R.I. 3417, p. 5. 
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mentioned abmre, a nur1ber refiners coru-1lained 
-'chat :a;tocks we.ro too lov.r v.'hiGh led so.!l::e obse:rvers to 
believe that th,s total vrss sp1JroachirJt& en economic 
mini.rm.nu. Fred Van Covern, .'.ln ;,;i paper presented at 
the annual m.eating of the .tuuei.•ican Ins-ti tute ot 
!fining and Metallurgical Engineers, February,, 1937, .· 
placed the roini:mum economic level rut 250 to 275 
115.11.ion barrels. Except for the "objeotive 1'' set 
under the code end \tan Govern' s study little has been 
done toward deter.rnining t;he proper economic levels 
for nrude oil stcck.9 .158 
The reductlon tif stoolcs oocuring in 1936 and 
the beginninf: of J.937, reey hs"'"te been the result of 
.:influeno.e of the Compact; find :may have been merely 
a coincidence in viev.r of the ri£1i.ng stocks the 
following year.. It sh,)uld, however, be stated that 
while stocks 1ncreBsed in 1937, day's supply de-
clined t.hus indicating a healthy conclition in the 
industry. Possibly the increased total in viev-1 of 
dJminishin.g day's supply was approved by the Oompaot 
s:ncl did not indicate lsck or co.nt;rol. See Table G, 
158 :P Of;U.€ , -Op • cit., .P• '°'" l',r.Ji... 
SUP~U' O"T CnlJDE 1:.,Tu""~-:ROtEmC, June so·;19~by age groups• 
_ . .. --~'L.f:.~?;.°t~~=of orir,;ln., . 
:Stooka,June 50;1936(thout<ends ot':Demsna :D~ys• su:ppfy 6/36 2 
origin: be rrel s) : Daily : 19~6 • 
;Old crude -"current Total :.hverage: .... 0-1-a--c-u.r_·_r_e_ri .... t_T ... dt""'· -al' 
State of 
:Before 1936 1936 :Jull, :Crude. 


































Souroe: Bureau of Mi.nest R.I. 3417, p. 14. 
5?2.1 16.5 49.7 65.2 
1155.4 23.7 70.2- 93.9* · 
650.3 68.2 66.9 135.1* 
236.5 6.3 45.7 52.0 
65.0 6.3 88.4 94.7" 
161.4 3.9 31.8 35.7* 
23.8 57.7 155.0 212.7 
22,2.9 146.0. 56.8 202.s 
85.9 - 30.0 30.0 




amount of' v ariF:tJ_on in eRch.. In v:lew of the feet 
that Texa,s. ha.s forty percent of tho product:ton of 
oil, it Y1ould 8ppeer the.t greater restraint has been 
necessnry to achieve the results set forth in these 
figures. .As Co1one1 E. 0. Thompson, re11resE,.!l"liing 
Texas, has bean one o:f the most e:rdent supporters 
of the Com.pact, it wiglrt. be rossible to r:,ttri bute 
some of these results to hiB sincere con vi ct;ion 
thi:,t :restraint ia necessary for the good of the whole. 
states are staying well •td thi:n res son es1;ecially 
life. '!'exes again ranks first wi t.h the Rocky· 
:Mountrdn Region and Hew Mexico seeond and third 
respecti vel~r. In defense of Oklahoma and K:::insas, 
it mey be said tho t many wellt3 in those strr!;NJ gre 
stripper wells and rrm.st necessarily be produced •159 
Careful consideration of these chcirts and the 
accompcmyin.g report of the Bm:-·eau of Hines, tends in 
r1 t::ce;:;.sure to refute one argument which has often been 
PRODUCTION BY STATES AS OF JANUARY 1, 1938 
!>eilz Production 
Per Reserves Indica ted 
STATES \Yells* Reserves** Total Well per Bbl. Res erve 
Produced Life 
New Mexico 1,974 
(xM2) ixM) 




California 12,951 3,063.1 711.3 54.8 4,310 11.80 
Oklahoma 55,074 1,212.3 543.6 9.9 2,230 6.12 
Texas 78,018 8,247.9 1,389.5 17.8 5,930 16.25 
Arkansas 2,727 192.1 41.1 15.l 4,675 12.80 
Kansas 20,677 601.3 180.2 8.7 3,~30 9.13 
Louisiana 4,387 713.4 249.6 56.8 2,860 7.83 
Rocky Mtn. 5,568 395.4 69.2 12.2 5,710 15.65 
Eastern 169,830 536.l 18?.3 1.1 2,8&0 7.83 
Total 351 1~'56 15,507.2 3,470.0 9.9 4,470 12.30 
* From Oil and Gas Journal 
**From American Petroleum Institute 
Source: Hiram H. Dow, Report of Representative of Interstate 011 Compact, 
p. 30. 
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edva11.coed in f t-rvor of proration. l50 It has been 
generally stated that reduction of stocks ·will eliLdnate 
tb.e loss resulting f~o,1.;1 lo2s l1y evaporation. Oil 
stored, espeeiE1ll!r in old type t8nks, it was thought 
loot light fractioni:; by eVl\poration.161 T'he loss 
by evtllpo:ration, it is contended, decreases both 
(ft1m1tity 0.nd. quality of stJ:·aight 1·un gasolina. The 
of ·the oil stored for long poriods oom.pered more 
:ec-.. vare,bly- ·with current J,roduotion than .might, be ex-
pected frou (J. co:nt:Jldern·tion of evaporation losses 
., ,:,n 
!:ll0n0,Q\ _!.Uw 
This favorable sho'Ning '\"ms expleined, in part., 
l1y th.8 high overage content of' light :fractions in 
thr,se oils ·when they were placed in storage. In 
gener1:1l, rnuch of tht~ oil that was :run to st.orage has 
been surplus oil from fiald.s of flu.sh :prod:uction. 
Light frac·tions in en oil is highest when the field. 
is nevr. .A.ncrther factor v:hich may- .b.8.ve had. so.ma in-
fluence we.1;1 the z.:rsctio e of ·•topr,,ir.1.g out1f.l53 !he 
160 l:)ee page t7. 
161 .Light fractions i.e .. g:revi ty, See page 7. 
162 Bureeu of ?.iines, R.I. 5417, op. cit. 
l.63 "Topplng out'' is the pnaotice of filling tanks 
(after evaporation or withdrawal of water and 
ln1Bic :aad.i11.;Gnt} 11d nh oll of current stook. 
resulting ravorable test of oil in storage would 
tend, therefore, to discount the value of the ar-
gument so often used by conservationists (that oil 
in e torage loses quantity and quality) except for the 
teotors mentioned and the impossibility or properly 
evaluating the influence of these taetors . 
PRODUCT! ON '!RENDS 
hile oil in storage hos been decreased, pro-
duction has increased almost constantly during the 
existence of the Compact. Obviously, then, demand 
has increased proportionately during the same period. 
Concerning this increase in production, Colonel 
Thompson says: 
8ince the Compsot was signed, we 
producing in the United States , about 





The survey or ~he Bureau or nes sho s that 193 
million barrels or this hes gone into storage. It 
we agree that s working reserve of some 20l)m1111on 
barrels is necessary and hence ttat stocks are not 
excessive; if we admit little waste in stor age has 
ensued; if we believe little waste hos resulted 1n 
production and that increased production with a 
corresponding increase in demand (see Table 8 , page 
119 
164 Transcript or Proceedings, Interstate 011 Co ct. 
iew Orleens, ta., Uny 10. li37. p. l.O. 
TREND . OF SUPPLY AND DEW,!ID fr-* TEE !1MERI CAN PETROtEtl'M INDUSTRY' BY Hi.fffi !§a2-38 
Data from United States Bureau of Mines. In Millions of barrels). 
,SUPPLY! ALL ·oILS . . ·~1932 - T933~··· ·y934 1935 · 1936 1937 • 
Domest c production: 
Crude Oil ?85.2 905.7 908.1 996.5 1,099.7 1,279.2 1,213.3 
Natural gasoline 36.3 33.8 36.6 39.3 42.8 49.2 50.3 
Benzol · 1.0 1.4 1.7 1.9 2.5 2.8 1.7 
Imports, crude:_ 44. 7 31 ~ 9 35 .6 32 .2 32. 3 27. 5 26 .4 
Imports, products: 29.8 13.5 14~9 20.4 24.8 29.7 27.7 
Total new supply: 897.0 98o~2 998.9 1090.4 1,202.1 1,388.3 1,319.4 
Obailf e In all stocks -41.8 -11.0 -37.8 -22.3 -23.5 -'15.8 - 8.7 
Change 1n crude stocks-30.5 -15.4 -17.0 -22.4 -26.7 -18.2 -32.5 























as such 30.9 
Totsl domestic demand 835.5 
Exports, crude 27.4 
Exports, products 75.9 
f~~~~ to~-~. ~-~._m_an __ d_: __ 9_3_8_._a 






















































































120) is logical in view of decreasing day's supply., 
we may concede tte t production has been kept at a 
sound level. The Compact is doubtless responsible 
for the production control achieved. Thus we may 
admit that it has, in a measure, achieved its pur-
pose of eliminating physical waste or oil and gas. 
8TABILIZA'?I0N OF Jm:CE 
Control of price, as has been stated, is not 
the :purpose o:f the Compact .165 Production and price 
are, however, inextrieebly related. Greater stebilit1 
o:.r price and higher price of crude has occurred with 
control ot production under the Compact. While not 
the reason therefor, it is a residual thereof. 
During the period of the Compact, price of orude hes 
gone up three times and gasoline has remained about 
the seme.166 ?his would indicate an effort on the 
part of the industry to serve the consumer at a 
reasonable price. 
In explanation of the increase o:f price, we 
find: 
••• there was that tact that oil had gone 
up, but it was due to other causes then the 
Compact, and I was happy to tell and show 
the members of' the Committee (Cole) thr0ugh 
165 See page 102. 
166 Trnnscrir,t or Proceedings, Interstate Oil 00,liipact, 
New Orleans, La. , May 10 • 193'7 • p. 10. 
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the oil statistics and economies, that th& 
price of oil had gone up along with other 
things. In fact, the price of oil had not 
122 
inoreased anything like as much as the .. 
general index ht:id gone up on othex oo:mmodities.16'1' 
Colonel Tho.mp son does not indioe te what statistics &nd 
tteccnomicstt he uses to prove that. the Compact was 
not responsible, neither does he indiol:lte what price 
indices he uses to compare with that of oil. 
Dr. Joseph E. Pogue presents a study which com-
ps.res average price of crude oil in the United 
States with price of basic Oomirl.Odities by years,. 
18Sl-1'438, expressed in index numbers with a base ot 
100 for the period 1910-1914.168 A copy of this 
follows. No information is given,. however, as to 
what commodities were used. It is, therefore, 
somewhat difficult to establish the worth of the 
study. Inasmuch as the petroleum industry is operat ..... 
ing more or less, as a monopoly, with production 
more or less controlled, it would be difficult to 
oo.m.pare that industry with others operating under 
different conditions. In interpreting variations 
shovm on this chart, it is neeesmary to kee:p in mind 
167 op. cit. 
168 Pogue,. op. cit., p,., 10. 
' Figure-o 
WEI GHTED AV:m.AGE PRI CE OF CRUDE OIL I N 'ffiE UNITED STATES COMPARED WITH PRICE OF 30 BASIC COMMODITIES. 
By year s , 1861-1938 , expres sed i n index numbers. 
INDEX NU~BERS 
I I C I ii 
' 500 
DOLLARS PER BARREL 
(19/0 - ,,4 = 100) ! 
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the periods or discoveries or new pools. Analyzing 
the influence of the Compact, or other influences, 
from 1935 we find price varying slightly but stabiliz-
ed a t a point above price of preceding years. 
The Compact has generally been credited with 
the stabilization of price at a point higher than 
price of crude prior to the signing of this document. 
This may have been merely ooinoidental. Adherents 
to the Compact protest that such price control is 
not the result of the operation or the Compact, nor 
24 
the purpose thereof, but only an incidental and secondary 
consideration. It would be folly to try to link the 
happenings too de.finitely. r e are still too close to 
analyze all the factors which may have caused these 
things to happen. It may bnly be said that a higher 
price preva iled following the signing of the Comp~ct 













-lp9 Op. Cit .. , 
Table g·169 
p . 41. 












the somev1hst stabilized prices to the 0 joint aotionw1 
which developed in oil :producing states as a result 
170 of the Interstate Compact. 
Testimony giveu before t.he Cole Committee (1934) 
set; one dollar as ·the price e1t ·which the industry 
could mainte:ln production of stripper wells and 
flush produc·tion wi thou·t loss.171 Price of crude 
e.in.ce signing of tl1.e Compect has remained at that 
figure or above. It is possible that these happen-
ings h':!Ve no relation. to each other. '.Psychology may 
have been one factor in the coincidence. 
1~5 
Stabilization cf price which has resulted since 
the signir.ig of the Com.pact, rnust be considered a 
resiclual there. However, if this is true, i.:n a 
m.eesure higher price tends to eliminate 'iilraste. :Periods 
of depressed price, hugh ove:i?production and the like 
show a more wan.t01.1. disregard for oil.. Cheapness 
appeers to beget carelessness; even in. the oil in-
dm-;try. Therefore. stabilization of price oould possibly 
assiflt in achievement of the g.revter goa1 ... conservation .. 
1'70 
171 
Renewal of Interstate Co:rm:mct in :Present Form Pre-
dicted in Washington. The,h Daily Oklahoman. Wedues ... 
day, November 30, 1938~ J[) .. 15 .. 
Colo GoltlLtlttee, Petroleum In:vestigation, p .. 1512. 
While eli.minet,ion of was-te is a primary goal, 
and control cf production at E, .reasonable po.int 
s.nd ,stabilization of price 2;t a satisfactory br:rn:is 
'oeriod ~- of the· 
have been 
The achievement rnost freqne:ntly- l:i.!Jt;ed by 
members of the industry ls 'that it helped de:feat 
:r:'ed.eral eontr.01. 172 Ju.st, vvhy the industry oon£dd.ers 
this so v~luable is e questtcn1 the public o:ften 
ponc1er.s. It is barely pos,sible that, "the industry is 
not so interested in tl:1e pe:r.pe'tuA tion of ,s tu t,e' s 
rights as it ls interest,ed in the p:rofi t rnotif or 
control of the industry by the industry. 
1/ilt.hout :i.mplyinr, conscious biA6 on the pa1~t of 
public of fictals, state or f'ode:ral, it ls possible 
thai; public oft'i.cials of oil producing ste.tes are 
o:rten those "Nho are interestEHl 11ernona lly in tho 
:industry. Often they have, :ln the past, been oil 
producers, or officers of oil crn:11...,anies. If they 
have not, it is possible to imag:lne a situation 
whereby funds might be available to assist in the 
---------------,-·-------------
172 Thompson, op. cit., p. 3 .. 
election of these off1cif'ls.. It 1.s probAb.le also 
that these funds could. have bee.n furnished pri-
ma ily b~r the pe,trol eum industry- inaronuoh as 1 t is 
one of the leading industries ln most oil producing 
127 
Hence without imputing moti vas to these officials• 
1 t is highly probable that t.hey could be 1nteresteti 
in the price structure, and production schedules, 
of states being set at a. point which would be to the 
economic welfare of the oil companies. It is hig_hly 
possible that this point might. also be that whioh 
would react to the welfare of the states inasmuch as 
much of the financial structure of said states is 
built upon taxes from gasoline, petroleum, eto •. 
Another aoeomplishment listed is that: 
lt has won the almost Ulliversal and un-
stinted support of the industry. All groups, 
both ioo jor and. independent have taken an . . 
active interest in the work of the (;ompect.173 
Article IV ot the Interstate Compact directs 
the Commission to make inquiry as to methods, ete., 
and to recolI!m.end measures for the .maximum ultimate 
recovery of oil and ga.s. This, in part, the Commission 
has done. Vie :f'ind: 
1?'3 Thompson, o:p •. cit. p. j. 
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t.Phe Oompact Commission J1as 1T'"8de 2 tho:,:iot,gh 
study and survey of the conservation lav;s, rules 
end regul?tions of all the oil producing state$. 
and is p~epHring a unitorm law incorporating the 
proven best feBtn:res from each fltAte. These 
suggested stc:.i.tut.es v'!ill be sent to the legislatures: 
of ecch of the1~~enty oil prodnc1ng states for consideration. '1"'11: 
The committee which submitted the .roport on. the various 
conservation laws of the eevera1 states stated that· 
there was no st;ete whose laws n1ight not be imp.roved .. 175 
Some states have taken more advanoed 
positions than others, some cover the ground 
more fully, but we find ferw· 1:r any states where 
conservetion measures may not be imp:roved.~176 
:Following the reading o:f' the report, Go,rnrnor E .. w .. 
Marland, Oklehoma. suggested that it would be ~dse 
if the COru;ii ttoe would. resolve i ·tsel f :tnto a Ways 
t.na Means Comr.ii ttee tor the purpose of worklng toward 
legislation in the various states. rrh.e Ron. 1J71rt 
Franklin, well lt.riown in the i.ndustry, agreed with 
the Gover.nor, stating: 
.... It seems to me, that based upon the 
very exeellen't ••• report, uniform laws could 
very well be reoo.rrm1ended .. l '17 
?lo such definit.e step was taken at the time. 
There have been important o.h,angea in the 
conserve tion laws of Kansas, Oklahc:raa, Texas, 
174 Op. cit .. 
l 75 Report of Comrii.ttee on Oonserve.tion, Transcript 
of Proceedings, Interstate Oil Compaot, March 13, 1936. 
176 Op. Gi -1;. , Com.mi trtee oompoaeo. of l~rvin Lee, Chairrr~n, 
Kansaa, :r.:... H. ,'.[el.ls , lie,11' 12'.exiec, C. c • Brown• Okl!' • 
l ~7 ~anacr1pt 8{ Proceedings, Compact Coram1ssion, 
M!Ell"Oll l,i), 1. vG .. 
and Me\', Mexico, tour of the compacting states. 
Some of these, •• during the germination ot 
the compact proposal and bet·ore its actual 
rati:ficHtion. Others were passed la·ter.178 
It is possible ·!:;b.F,t the varioue laws, in. the several 
states, most .nearly meet the needs pe,;;1uliar ·to each 
state. 'l?his possibly exrlains the 1'ailure of' the 
ira:rious states to Ilass 8 un:Lf.'orm law. The Coni.ra.ission 
has assisted .several stB,tes :in workirlfSc out conserva-
tion statutes to fit the especial needs of the 
particular stat;e.,179 It would appear.} however, that 
a uniforn1 law covering bas.io reg11lations c,Juld be 
worked out v,rhich would 1,e ci,eJBi:rable and feasible. 
The Compact hss counselled with the United 
States Bureau ot.· :Mines, and has attempted to assist 
this agency of the :eederal governrn.ent when possible. 
'rhe Interstate Compact Commission was instrumental 
in securing the appro:pria tio:n of f55 ,000. 00 from tha 
74th Congress for the support of the United States 
Bureau of Mines for the purpose of' continuing its 
-
forec!llst of .market demand for crude oil and for the 
physical check of c'(ude oil :tn storage.180 I.t has 
also: 
178 Marlane:, op. clt., PM 1. 
129 
179 VJ. J. Halloway, Representative o:t" Oklahoma, ln-
t.e:r.£: tti to fJil Com,Jact UfAi!ll,;i~;~ior1, (l9;3fi). Interview. 
lfl{1 '.£1hov1pson, op. cit ... ,, p. 2» .. 
Succeeded in getting the United State 
Bureau of Mines to desist from taking with-
drawals from store.ge into conside.ration when 
making forecasts of sources of supply to 
meet the November, 1936, demand • 
•• It hRs held neetings in Oklahoma, Texas, 
and an informal meeting in Caltfornia ••• and 
has brought about an amioeble spirit and trust-
fulness between the oil states ••• has won the 
respect of the industry it elpw to regulate.1Bl 
130 
;i![any of these ere matters of routine (as meetings) and 
could hardly be accepted es "accomplishments". It is 
possible that they have been of value in the way of 
educati!l( the public concerning the purpose nd 
activities of the Interstate 011 Compact Co.mmi sion. 
The petroleum industry has available and uses many 
means for disseminating trade information to its 
~enbers and to the public. 
DISSEr1UNATES INFORWTIQ!! 
Few industries can rival petroleum i n the 
material ror the dissemination of trade infor-
mation. The newspapers ~nd trade journals carry 
the current prioa quotations. The big oil 
companies maintain scouts in the f'ield who ply 
their territori es from morning to night; like 
newspaper man this corps of retainers "swap" 
their routine stories but compete ruthlessly 
tor scoops. Many local periodicals in the 
field are trade jo.urnals for the indus try; they 
take sides and in boisterous vehement language 
181 Thompson, op. cit. 
a'.!:'gue the cHse for their constltueneies. 
Representatives or large bt1.yers grant int,~r-
views to ooltmrrdsts vrho fe.ithfully repeat with 
source,&; deleted.. The oplnions of' producers are 
disse:mi:noted through journal, newspaper, and 
intermlnable conversation; everywhere in the 
1.nd.·· ustry. the pric,e of CJ.Ude is of absorbing 
mom.en t .182 
Th.e Com:paet Commission has, :tn a :m.easure, been an 
additional means of dis:serainat.ing information. Tha 
Chairi.filu1 of the Co.mi.11isslon si;at.es: 
The ••• Compact eo.ntemploted, th.at each state 
shall brlng its s.i.stor stote tht1t advanced ex-
perience alld advanoen1ent of soier1oe thirt comes 
through their W'ork.183 
We hope thnt some <ie1y this Commission will 
be a place 'Where the last vror<'l is put out in 
the progress and d eveloprrtent of sound engineering 
1n:inciples ill the industry; where the letest ad;-
ven.ces will be brought ...... We have asked some of' 
the most noted talent 1.n econom:ics, statistics, 
petroleum. engineeri:r1g end geoph:lsiof3 ••• 184 
meeting in W:i. chit~ , Kausa s, appointed a c or.mi! ttee t 
of eoononistc to advise -vr:l th the Con:u,11 ssion. Dr. ;r. 
E .. J>ogue ancl Dr. E. DeGoylf":U' composed the co.mmittee 
182 Hamilton, Soc. Iv, op. ~lt., ?• 153. 
183 Transcript of Prodecdiugs, Interstate Oil Cora.-
131 
pact Commission, New Orleans, La .. , May 10, 1937,, P• 11 .. 
. l.84 Ibid., Austin, Texas, September 14, 1937. A!llong 
te1lent; ment,ioned l:ms 'been 1Ion. A .. Q,. t~h1te, Chief 
of Petroleum Econorr:des Division ot !1-ureau of 
""1""" .,,,,<"'1,,"I,,,,,=+.-,-, ,,, I:!• ,r.r-1n 1?''1""'Q1 Tl'n,1 t"IQV~"''Il ~ rj,.e-P,. e-1t..4,~J..L.t..L~-,.,··~,1t,..,, J-"·•V•-, 1;,.i~'"'~~• ... ~-~~- v:_~ ... - v_ -~~ , 
· ];eonoL'list, Hon. Russell it. :B:rcJwn, A ttol"ney • Holl. 
:~\ • .n .. J''ltut:r11i1t',11 r~trr)leum o:t"~ tJ:niversity ot 
fext1a .. 
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gentlemen served as advisers to the Federal Oil 
Administration a:rm.d assisted ,vith the writing of th<~ 
Mational Industrial Recovery Aot which, upon com-
pletion, they predicted would be declared unconsti ... 
tutional .185 However, their appointment as members 
of a colrill:littee to serve as aclvisers to the Com.r,1ission 
indicate an attempt on the part of the Commission 
to retain the interest and efforts of those who have 
gained prominence in some ph::1se or the work closely 
connected ·with the industry. 
The Conm1ission apparently has approached the 
prob:bm with an honest desire to know the industry 
from. the standpoint of producerJ conslliller, engineer 
and economist. It has faithtully carried out the 
duties imposed upon it concerning the "making of 
inquiryn regarding the vario11s phases of the in-
dustry. Outstanding individuals have read papers at 
the various meetings. These meetings have, when 
possible, been set to conform with dates of other 
m.eeti.ngs of the industry as the recent hearing of 
the Texas Railroad Commission re allowables.186 
185 Ted Knoop, Interstate Oil Compact Commission, 
Oklahorna City, Oklahoma t March 31, 1939. 
186 Transcr1p·t of Rearing of Texas H.ailrmld Co,;xm1is~1ion, 
liustin, Texas, 1larch 15 and lo, 1939. 
The Compact Co.t:rm1ission is obviously proud of 
its achiei.re.ments and does a bit of back slapping 
o:n thr1t score. Individuals who com_pose it, how-
ever, are frank enough to ad..!i1it tlH~t the Compact has 
not been the perfect solution. Governor Walter Hux-
. 187 man, Kansas, oritici.zed the Compact frankly at the 
meeting in 1':Jichi ta. He mid: 
I think the allocations made in 1935 
were fair, but I belie1re if we are going to 
solve this problem, we .must make reallocJa-
tions from tine to time of merkets, of 
demands, as the conditions within the states 
ohange ••• I think you have got to consider 
areas and markets and have a fair division of 
tha.t market between the r:rtates that are in-
terested in that common fsource and that 
cormnon market, and tb.et must be such a 
division as lets all of the states interested 
in that area and that market survive ..... 
I thinb: we are going to have to work out 
a Compact that has more binding :force than the 
present Compact hes ••• 186 
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A report presented by the CoI1Jmi.tt0e on Conservation, 
March 13, 1936, covers, acco:.i:~ding to Colonel Thompson• 
'?the it,rhole purpose and expresses the ent;ire hope of 
the Compact COlYi!!lission". Th.ls report states: 
187 Hon. V\fal ter Hu.xraen has recently been appointed, 
b:;r President Franklin Roosevelt, Justice of the 
United Stetes Supreme Court. 
188 Tror.i.Script of ProceEH:iing~;, Interstat,e Oil Gom-
pacrt CoMll.iasio.n, Wichita JI K~nsas, Anril 29 and 
30, 193B, :P• 54. ' 
Con ervetion legislation 1s needed 1n 
most, if not all , of the oil producing states . 
Le~1s l tion has been and will be affected 
by individual and group self ishness , as rell 
as by civio pride , intel ligent study and 
p~triot1o lmpulses ••• Conservation includes 
the consideration or reservoir energy •••• 
To achieve this, 1 t reconm.1ends: 
Proper ;.1ell spacing should serve to pre-
vent physical mste ••• :ell spacing is a matter 
th t should not be rigidly fixed by legislative 
enactment , but authorization should be given to 
proper State agencies , to adopt and enforce 
well spacing rules ••• No legislation should be 
enacted to control or restrict exploratory or 
"wildcat" drilling • ••• 
he drilling er wells requires the observance 
of certain laws , rules and regulations if con-
servation 1s t o be effected • ••• 
The operation ore pool under one man.age-
nt has eoonOlllic advantag.es •••• Unit operation 
also h~ its vantages ••• Unit operation should 
be permitted with the approval and under su1er-
vision or the existing reguletory agency when 
all the pe1·sons in interest mutually agree upon 
thu plan and period of operation. 
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Proration . ... is now considered necessary ••• 
The conservation laws of several states 
provide ror ratable taking. both as bet een well 
within each common source or supply and as be-
t een different common sources of supply •• • 
Ratable taki ••• is necessary tor the protection 
of the property rigb~e of the various producers, 
land owners, and royalty interests • • • 189 
189 Transcript of !'roceed1ngs. Interstate 011 Oompaot. 
'liehita., Kansas., March 13,. 1936,. p . 32. 
Methods of. determin1!J8 individual well 
allowables vary widely. The factors used in-
clude open t'low potentials, bottom hole 
pressures and acreage •••• The only recommendations 
made at this time are that legislatures should 
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not attempt to be too specific in laws per-
taining to well allocations, and that a uniform 
methods for all wells within a state may result in 
1ne uities ••• 
All states should have legislation permitting 
the state regulatory agency charged with the 
conservation of petroleum to provide, with pro-
per safeguards, for repressuring with air, gas, 
water or other liquids •••• 190 
'.FUTURE TRENDS 
It is interesting to note tha t all control efforts 
to date, and all suggestions so far presented, have 
to do with control of production. While this is 
presumably the big problem, testimony presented be-
tore the Texas Railroad Commission leads one to be-
lieve that eventually the Compact, or other control, 
will have to be breaded to include not only production 
and withdrawals from stooks, but also refinery stocks. 
It is possible that eventually control will, of 
necessity be applied to the four phases of the in-
dustry production, transportation, refining and 
marketing. 
Charles F. Roes.er, producer, testified before 
the Texas Railroad Co~.mission: 
190 Op. Cit . 
The regulatory bod.les and the Compact have 
made a good job of it, but on the other hand 
the industry has failed to observe the proper 
gasoline inventory.191 
This contradicts Colonel 'fhompaon's statement earlier 
that the Co12pact had gni.ned the universal support o.t 
th.e tndustry. However, ttsupp~rttt may not include 
ooopera tion • 
.Mr. Roeser s;1as asked by Colonel Thompson: 
Do you thi.nJ;: the reining industry should be 
regulated? 
To which he repl:led, 
I do not think: they can regulate them-
selves ••• I reali.ze that the regulatory bodies 
and the Corr1pr10t have no power and that is where 
the .industry has fallen down •••• Bo we are .taced 
v1ith the problem as to how to assist the re-
fining industry in getting their house in 
order. There is only one way that I know of and 
that is to hold the p:r.oduet:t.on of' c:-ude oil 
well in balEmoe with the consuming demand •••• 
Look what is going on; you have pipe line 
proration in three different states; you have 
stripper vrnlls, up to two weeks ago, which had 
not been conneated in southeastern Kansas; you 
have distress oil in Oklahoma; you have pipe 
line proration in K.M.A. • and we were left 
without a market in Cayuga sixty days ago. 
There is too much oil being produced in 
th.~s tion .... Probably only three, or :four com-
panies have too much oil in storage ..... As to 
the injustice or inequities as betwern pools 
in the State, I have nothi.:ng to se;;y. 92. 
1g1 'l,leX(:S Rsilroad Commission, Oil· and Gas Divisions 
State Wide Oil and nas Rearing,, Austin, Texas, 
:\!~roh 15 euC. 16 fi 11?3~,. 
192 I'biu.. 
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For the lR at e:f.ghleen months I have been 
fighting about subnormal prices of gasoline, 
refineries selling gasoline below the price 
of cmi e ••• Now this industry has been brought 
to the point where it is on the theory that 
all purchasers pay the same posted price. 
For fifty years the industry has gone along 
on that basis, and only in t he last six months 
have we been getting awas from it. That is 
a bad condition but you can't cure that con-
dition as long as you produce one barrel more 
of oil than the purchasers need and the in-
dustry requires.i93 
The problems here presented and conditions 
which exist lead one to believe that control, as 
maintained by the Compact and other proration and 
enforcement machinery, has not been as perfect as 
advocate• of the Compact would have us believe. lt 
would indeed appear advisable, as Governor Huxman 
suggested, to strengthen the treaty in some manner 
which would guarantee cooperation. It would also 
indicate the possibility of the need for extension 
of control to refining and n:a rketing agencies. 
The possibility and advisability of attempt-
ing to include refinery control was discussed at 
length at the meeting of ·t he Railroad Commission 
and Compact Commission in Austin, Texas, March 15, 
and 16, 1939. It was the consensus of opinion that 
193 OJ? • cit. 
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there was no legal basis upon whieh such control 
could be set up. 
E:lrtension of the Compact to include every 
other oil :produoing eta t€!l 1s also constantly em-
phasized, 1.n the belief that pertic}ipatio.n by all 
such stotes vdll strengthen the treaty 1LTu1easurably. 
IS COMPJ'.\GT ,Plp CR~IT FOR STliBILI~ 
A ce.r·tain s tebi.11 ty ·has resulted in the industry 
or reoe11t years, there is sorue argi.lment as to whether 
the Conpaat is due the oredi·t for such stability. 
The stabilization effect-ed unde:r the Code 
regulation was instrunental in getting the 
Interstr:.te Compact off to a start. Louisiana 
and California reHnined outside the agreement 
and their ex:cessi ve r,roduotion caused wide 
concern. A growing pessimis.m was lig.htened in 
the spring of l. 935 when ·the ind us try fou11d it-
self blesse)d with an unpreoendented demand :ror 
gasoJ.ine. Though es a device of restriction 
the Interstate Com.pact was only partially 
sucoessful, the return of prospait.y resulted in 
an absorption of' excess p1:·oduction with re-
sulting profit to the industrs·. Thus a general 
im.p:roverrtent in econorde nondi tions, provoked 
by the earlier efforts of the federal government, 
redounded to the succesi;, of the Interstate 
agreeoent. Had the situatiort been the reverse -
with profits receding - it is roosonable to con-
olucle that the industry would again have appealed 
franticall~r foi- :federal control.194 
Even at present there are those who predict eventual 
federal control of ·i.;he petroleu.111 i.nd.u.stry .195 
l94 Ha.milt.on, Sec. iv, o,pQ cii~.~ !) ... 1?5. 
195 R. M. MeClintoek, Dail.y OklAhomt.1n:., Oklahoma Oi t,r, 
Oklah-0me... Inte:rview.. · 
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Much nf the informat,ion has been f'ro:m. thcr\ile 
:favori the Interstf::\te Compact for the reason that 
the me.jorit;v of the indm:1tr;1 fsv-or the Com.pact, at 
present, to ted.orel control. It would be wise, there-
:foru, to look 8 t the other slde of the picture as 
corrtrol. Er. Walton Hamiltoz:1 says! 
The Intersti:1te C0111pact is a political 
iast.ru111cnt and the necessi t:l.es of ()il are 
an 1ndustria1 p1•oblem.. rl:h.a adaptsrt.ion calls 
fo:r neat and delicate adjfust..'U.ent; and presents 
a nurn.ber ot' very difficult questions. The 
control of production is the crux of negotia-
tio::1:,. It cc":u1 be ef:f'Dct0:,d 0111;\7 b;/ e forr1al 
allocation of QU(Jtas to t,he separate states. 
In th:i.s 1:1llocation t,he gains of one state are 
the loBses of another. Jif!"!. B result fin im-
pm'tant problem in indust,riel rla:n:n:tng ts 
omrrpllc:;1 ted. by a c onf'llc t o:e locrn1 interests. 
States, conscious of their strategic positions, 
three ten to EJbstai:n from the Compact and to 
run vd,de o,pen as a m.e3ns of e::::1larg:tn5 their 
quotas~ 't}forse trading"' characterizes the 
conferences and issues tend to be resolved. 
in termn of political pressures and the per-
sonal skill of the barge.int1:rs c Ho ste, te 
s.c-:cures R1l the prcdu.c tion to viihi ch it feels 
entitled; and the eo1lfare,~cH;1 _ brt.'ja~s _ ~tp. in an1 .. 
1::1tm.osphe:re 01· m.utual susp::i.cion ano d:1.2trust. 9o 
In the allocation of quotas, it is true in a sense 
tbet the gidns i.n quotas to one state, ere a loss to 
tH.notber. TI<fc'leve:r, these quoti:u•i are established., more 
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or less, according to figures. released hy the Bure$!U 
of Mi,nes, an impartial :fact finding agency of the 
tarily by each of ·the stertefi.. 't./hilc 1.t i.s evident 
that save:tal of the states feel that their quotas 
are not, and have not bean fairly assigned., there 
by 'l'1asbstalning*" f.ro.n1 the Compaet or otherwise. 
Meither doe.a a oaref'ul l!'eading of the proceedings 
ot any meeting lerive one wit.l'1; the impression that 
anything but the u~ir11ost fTiendlin.eas ane cooperation 
exist.a betvrefHl the states represen·ted. 
There is J:10 conman police.. 1r11e sanctions 
are provided by tho parties to the Interstate 
agreement and law enforce.rn.e.n"t, becomes a matter 
of MUtu~1l good. fa:1.th.19'7 
1.1:l:ts mny ~ o:t itself, ai:plain vrhy ·the preceding state-
;r:1ent, Lmde by .1:;r. limulton is incorrect. It has often 
beon stated that; 1;11e Gon1pao.t has no teeth in 1 t. 
There is nc pov,rn.r to enforce quotas, and any state may 
~H!t.:HHle f:ro.m the Compact nt any timei desired. ~he 
Oo.m:pact is a voluntary egr.ee.rnen-t,198 by which the 
_________________ .._,,,...,...,..,: __ ..... ____ '_ ---
197 Op .. C:t t .. 
1;ia In'lie.:"sta.te Oil Oon,ll)aet, .Article, I, Appe.ndix .. 
It hf!S ~eeth 1n it beo.ause .it corubinea 
the stPtes togeth<.ir and g:lves each state a 
fre~ hand 'to ad.ri.:iaister i 11,;s own laws end its 
own oil businea.s wi t.hout intarfa1..,enee of the 
:f'ederal gove:·nrr1ent and st:i.ll to go E)lo.ng; 
vtith its neighbors because of the t':aet that 
each is tryi~; to eon~erv·1a and pre'tent. waste 
of oi.l and gail.. If 1 t had in it any stronger 
langi.l.tI::ge ,. '!1';¥ judgment is the Co:mpeot. vrould 
proh.iably have te.iled, heormse st1rel3r the 
sti:tes -::1ould have b<:;;come ln:pet.ient m1der the 
l."estra1nt.. It has ne:ver res.trained an~r state 
in f;:<ittl11iste.ririg its ow1.r :laws .190 
The terus o.f the I11t1e:rati;;;te Cov.ipl'lot are 
\"Ulnoi-able at three dist:i:nct points. First, 
they· 1m::iy be rnodit .. led or o'Y'erridden bjr the 
le.gi.slstures ..... 
;;ext, it :nmy- 'be coL'.iJ).ronised in enforee-
nent ..... And lns't, the.re i,s for tiVen the moat 
conscientious and efficient state anf'oreen-lent~ 
ae;encies. ~ .the persistent. problem of hot 011.~oo 
His first statement stands wi thou:t argument.. It is s 
niat.tor of opinion whether it be to th•ai mdvantege of' 
the public toot such is true. It vmuld appear that it 
operate as a check in case ot necesaity, and thus serve 
199 Transcript of J?rooeed.ings, Interstate Oil Conipaet 
OomMission, New Orleans, La., Iit,y lOm 1937,. p. Q,. 
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for geod. er evil depending UJH>n whether the Oom!Jao:t 
or legisla tu:re W€H3 eorreot in thelr action. The 
second criticism, that it might be co2npromised in 
enforcement, is a statement iidiieh might v,i th as 
much truth be l~veled at almost any group or in-
dividual from the highest trlbunal in the nation t(,)' 
the most insignificant public official. 
The third statement, concerning hot oil, is one 
which :ls true- It would. appe,ar t,hat a state. which 
is closer to the problem, ma;v morir) easily eliminate 
this than could. the :eederf1l gove:r:nrnerrt. However, the 
the exis"cence of the Code effectively controlled 
this :problem.2)1The Compact, Cormn.tssion appears like-
wlse t;o have solved the problem.. It is obvious that 
the :tnduf:;try itself has the power to elimi.nate the 
running of' hot oil. If any system of corrt:rol, 
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t1hethe~c .it be f~&de:rnl o:r stnte, has the entire support 
· or t~he ind us try, it would be .i.mpos si ble tor nhot o 11,. 
to be produced or trs11.sported • rofined or sold onoe 
!he sanctions of' the Interstate Compact 
are purely voluntary ....... It 1.s evident that 
the moral sanctions ...... upon which rests the 
efficacy of the agreem.ent ••• are less com-
pell inf:: f'or s cme than for o t:.her s •••• The 
.arrangement has little stability if restric-
tive pollcien of .some stnte provide f~t'kets 
and protits to others who ignore .it. ua 
'.Che etficaoy of the Com;paot is 1 . .in truth, base!l 
u.:pcn the :tn.togri t7 of the signatory states. However. 
inasmu.c.h es the agreement; 1s purely volUlltary 1 it 
would appear that states who do not intend to abide 
by the treaty, ~rould not feel obliged to sign 1t. 
Once having signed it.,. it vmuld appear that the agre•-
.ment, commonly re:t'erred t,o as a treaty, would have 
as :much value as the i ndi vid. ual integrity of the 
persoru;; or states s,ignirA{'..,:, 1 t. In the final analysis 
almost every lev,,, am.est all S$ou:rit;.y depends upon 
tb.e belief in. the sEm.otity- ot a man•s wo-rd. Almost 
every- individual, stats and. netion, resl"!ects his or 
her obl.ie;2tions a~d .operate cn1 the tl'leo ry that e 
:pro:.11.ise medo is a d-abt u::1pald. It follows natw.•ally 
that "nioral so.netions" t:tl~e 1~,ss compelling t:or s.ome 
than t:or others", yet it. would l)e impossible to ree1 
that this vrould be lesa true with federal than with 
state eont,rol .. Thtts there would be only 'the difterent:Ut 
ot entoroement. Any entorcement sy,stem must be, o.r 
~~~-·---1·--~11-~•-•-•-.•--·-~~-·.-H-•-;w-~--~~.---------
necessity, cumbersome and expensive. State control 
appears to be simple in comparison if it ean be as 
effective .• 
A review of production, contrasted with the 
quotas advised by the Bureau of Mines, offers 
statistical evidence of the good faith of those 
composing the Compact. These figures, and the 
amount which each state is over or under, are quoted 
at the meetings or the OOillI!lission. There appears 
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to be a feeling of friendly rivalry among the variolls 
states for the most .favorable showing in this respeet.20$ 
Considering further the criticism directed towE11rd 
the Interstate Compact, we le,arn: 
Nor does the interstate oompaet furnish 
adequate safeguards to the public. It is a 
devioe of the oil producing states; its con-
cern iv1 th production and consequent effe.cts 
upon priee is in the interest or producers. 
It grants to the groups who will profit 
from restrictions the sole voice in its 
making. Other states, vitally concerned as 
consumers of oil products, remain outside the 
agreement; they are unrepresented in the making 
of the policy. In the law, in the arrange-
ments of eompeti tion, and in co.mm.on sense, the 
consumer is recognized as a party to the 
industrial bargain. He cannot afford to 
surrender the protection accorded him by the 
open market without receiving its equivalent 
203 Transcript of Prooeedings, Interstate 011 Compact, 
-~iiohite, Kansas, op. cit •. 
in return. Here then ia a dilermrm. An 
interstate compact which included all states 
is too unwieldy to be eff:icient; one v~:hich 
excludes the oil consuming states is against 
:public policy.204 
It is admitted that only ar)out ten or tvvelve of the 
forty eight state.s produce oil. However the Compact 
is no·t an ar'bi trary instrument, drawn up and signed: 
by five or six or ten or tv,,relve states. It is a 
treaty, drawn up wit,h the ap1JrO'fJ'l1l (and in this in-
stance at the request of ·the officials} of the 
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federal government. Before it may be effective legis-
latures of each state nn1st mllthorize it 1 s signing 
by ~cha Governor of the respective state. It must be 
signed by three states, at leiast. It is then for-
warded to VlJashi:ngto.n for the approval of Congress 
before the agreement may be considered binding. 
1Ience, we may assw:n.e th:r:.t the legislatures of the 
various s tt:ci tes and the Congress of the United States 
in ell probability will aat for tha beat interests 
of the n.s t,io:n trn £1 whole and wtll protect the in-
terests of thri consu:m.ers as well as the producers. 
In su.rJm.ation, ],{r .• Ha.mil ton says: 
The plain truth is that an cttempt to 
regulate the oil industry by the states ••• 
. 204 I!amil ton, op. cit o 
either seriatirn or in ooncert •••• !s an 
anachronism. All that can be done more 
easily and effectively accomplished by 
the federal government. The likelihood of 
inequitable proration among the states is 
lessened, if not entirely removed. The 
f'ederal agency is removed. from the soene 
of battle; it is tree of the local pressures 
which characterize state control. The 
authority for regulation is undivided and 
enforcement can be given uniformity.. The 
state and federal courts cannot be played 
off against eaoh other. The structure 
of control can be worked out to allovr a 
consideration of the interests of the consumer 
in .matters 01· production, conservation and 
prioe •••• 205 
It is a matter of opinion as to whether control 
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can be more effectively aooo.mplished by the federal 
.government, as stated by 1'.ir. l!aniJ. ton. Either 
systera can be effective only 1nsof.ar as it has the 
support of the industry. It is extremely unlikely 
that ·there will be great inequity in allocation o'f 
state allowable under the present s.ystem.. '!'he very 
flexibility of the Compact :rerMits the states to 
make any slight adjustment considered necessary .. The 
fadt that the federal government i.s so re111.oved from 
the scene of battle is one ;factor which results in 
instilling fear in the industry .. During the Cole 
Co:mmi.ttee the industry martialed its outstanding 
engineers, economists,. producers, eto .. , in en e:tfor:t 
805 Hamilton, op. cit., p. l9ii5 .. 
· to present the government wS.th a complete picture 
of the :proble:m$ of the industry so that a· ta.ir 
deeision might be nwde. The petroleum industry 
has so many taetorB, paculiaJ~ to it alone, which 
could (if' improperly interpreted) result in very 
real dar.1age. 
Authority for regul.9 ti on, under federal govern-
ment, would be undivided .. It is. true. However, 
problems of one state in production and the like 
are not problems of neighboring st.ates. Hence 
uniform regulations are not as desirable as .might 
be thought. 
It is the theory thert coux"ts, v1hether federal. 
or state, .merely administe1" justice according to the 
laws set up. !t is ;possible ·that state courts and 
federal courts are, and have been, played against 
each other. It is probable that; this has not 
happened entirely with ref'erenee to petroleum.. It 
is to be hop~that such prao·tiaes are not prevalent 
and that such happenings are the exception and not 
the rule. 
Structure of control, as worked out at present, 
under the Com,pact with the approval of the various 
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legi~l~ tures ! the ind us try and. Congress, wou.ld 
appear to allow reasonable consldera-tion. of the 
interests of the co.nsurrter, producer and public in 
ques·tions of production, conservation ana. price. 
Hence, the question reve:t·ts to indiv·idual philo--
sopb..y of' government as to whether f~deral or state 
control of the :pet.roleu.rn in.d.ustry is preferf,ble. 
A :red.uc t;ion in stored cr·ude has oocurred during 
the existence of t~he Compact.. There .b.as been a 
large degree o:C sl~ubility in price noted, price has 
been stabilized at a point so:mewhat higher than in 
precedine periods. No great 1"1 ush discoveries he.ive 
been x:nade ln the period since the slgnlng of the 
Compact, hence value of such control cannot be 
dete1·mined under presi.mre. The co.ndit;lons mentioned 
ebove may !wve been merely incidental and not the 
result of' the or,erntion of U1@ Com:pact .. 
Eliminate of wast.e has occurred as e. result of' 
xnore orderly production and the n1ai1:1.tenance of 
reservo.ir energy u.r1.der proration.. Conservation of 
reserves due to p1·otec.n:;io.n t,:f stripper wells has 
ensued .. 
The ]'ederal Oil Adndn:i.strotion likewise aooo:m-
plinhed excellenti results. T.he only real difference 
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federal arHl .gt./8{te control, fHJ :tlltw't<rated by these 
two systems, app:H::.rs to be the attl tude of the in-
dustry. When th,~ induatry fI:1vored federal control 
and coopera1~ed excellent :results were r:ichiEnrecl, 
v1hen the. industry favored st1:1te C()ntrol, und vdth-
dre-w their support fr01J1 federal control, the reverse 
appeared to be :prefer8.ble,. 
Real t.astimony e:S to th13 industry's at·titud.e 
and. that of the state legisla t,ures is offered by tl1.e 
feet that the Compact., signed. in 1935 f'o:r a term 
of trm ye8rG, vnc1s :renevred wii:;hout change in. 1937 fOl." 
a se:iond two :lEH1r period. 1J:he original :nignatory 
The ComJ,nct again e:1q,iras in September, 1939, 
if not renewed, .At the present Bel'.'lsion of the legis-
laturo Ok1~J:wma passed the blll authn:r.iz.ing the 
J.egisJ.at.ures had already done likewitHi. The rs-
111~ii:n1.ng states, of the origim1l group to become 
me.rr:berG of the Gonrpact ~ hnve indicat·sd their in-
tention to eontinue their membership. In addition 
it is believed tha.t lirkansas ~ Louisiana a.na .. 1:lchi.gan 
will enter the Compact upon. passage o:f the necessary 
legislation. 
We may,. therefore, aoncluda that the C~pact. 
(while not the perfect form of control perhaps) has 
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the approval of the industry. It has also the .approval 
of the state legislatur1.H~ of the various states, pre-
r1umably acting in the interests of the public welfare. 
lt will doubtless have the approval of' the United 
States government when presente~ to Congress tor 
rntifieetion. V7e een therefore only assume that the 
coned tions of decree.sed storage of crude oil, stabilized. 
:price and eli.nination of physical and economic waste 
as existed during the life of the Compact are satis-
factory to the rieorle of the nation.. We can, there-
:fore, 11.kewise conclude that t.re Compact appears to 
be t.he :rorm of control r,ra:rerred by the mAjo.rity or 
those interested at, the present ti:me and hence the 
1'o:r·m r.uost likely to maintain. such sta bil:t ty. 
APPENDIX 
INTE TATE OIL COMPACT 
ARTICLE I 
This agreement may become effective within any 
compacting state at any time as prescribed by that 
State, and shall become effective within those 
States ratifying it ihenever any three or the Statea 
of Texas, klahoma, California , Kar sas, and r;ew 
Mexico have ratified and Congress has e iven its 
consent . any oil-producing state may become a party 
hereto as hereinafter provided. 
ARTICLE II 
The purpose of this compact is to conserve oil 
and gas by the prevention of physical was te t hereof· 
from any cause. 
ARTICLE III 
Each State bound hereby agrees that within a 
reosonngle ti.me it will enact l aws , or if l aws have 
been enacted, then it agrees to continue the same i n · 
force, to ccomplis 1 withi n reasonable limits t h e 
prevention of: 
(a) The opera .• ion of any oil well with an in-
efficient gas-oil r Rtio . 
(b) The drowning with water of any stratum 
capable of producing oil or gas, or both oil end gas 
in p ying quantities. 
(c) The avoid ble escape into the open air or 
the wasteful burning of gas from a natur l gas well. 
(d} The creation of unnecessary fire hazards. 
(~} The drilling , equipping, locating , spacing 
or opera ing of a well or wells so as to bring about 
physical waste of oil or gas or loss in the ult1mat$ 
recovery thereof. 
(f) The inef'f'icient,excessive or i mproper use of· 
the res ervoir energy in produc i ng any well. 
The enumeration of t he foregoing subjects shall 
not limit the scope o.f the authority of any state. 
ARTICLE IV 
Each state bound hereby agrees that it will, 
uithin a re •.s.onabl e · tim , enact statutes , or if such 
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st- tut.ea have been e nacted than tha t it dll con-
tinue the same in force, providing in effect that 
oil produced in viola tion of its valid oil and/or 
gas conservation statutes or any valid rule, order 
or regulation promul ga ted thereunder, shall be 
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denied a ccess to commerce; end providing tor striDBent 
penalties for the waste of either oil or as. 
ARTICLE V 
It is not the purpos e of' this Compaot to authorize 
t he Sta tes joining herein to limit the production 
of oil or 9:85 for the purpose of establishing or 
fixing the price thereof, or create or perpetuate 
monopoly, or to promote regimentation, but is 
limited to t he pucyose 01' conserving oil and gas 
prevent ing t he avoidable waste thereof within 
reasonable limitations. 
ARTICLE VI 
Each otate joining herein shall appoint one 
r epresentative too Comt1ission hereby constituted 
and designated as ••11he Interstate Oil Compact 
Commissionn, the duty of which said Commission 
shell be to filake . inquiry and ascertain f rom time 
to time such methods, prootices, c ircWllBtances and 
conditions as may be dis~losed for bringing about 
conservotion and the preveiltion of physical waste 
of oil and gas , and t such intervals as said 
Coilllllission deems beneficial it shall report its 
findi sand recommendations to the several States 
tor edoption or rejection. 
The Commission shell have power to recommend the 
coordination of the exercise of the police powe~s of 
t he several States ·ithin their several ju.r1sdis-
tions to promote the mexi mun. ultimate recovery from 
t he petroleum reserves of said States, and to re-
commend measures for the maximum ultimate recovery 
of oil and gas . Said Commission shall organize 
and adopt suitable rules and regulations f or the 
conduct of its business . 
No action shall be taken by t he Commission 
·except: (1) by the affirmative votes of the .ni..a jor ity 
of the whole nwn.ber of the cotipacting States , re-
presented ct isny r11e•8ti.ug • and (1U by a t}OntJurring 
vote of a majority in interes·t c,f the com1,aoting 
States a 't rm~· Ilme"\ii:o.g, such int;erest to be de~.:;er-
:mined as i'ollows: Buell vot.e of et>aoh State shall be 
in the decimal J)ro:po:rt;:l.on 1'i~~ed by the ratio of 
its daily overage produc·tion during ·the preceding 
oal..endor · hs.lf year to t,he daily averege production 
of tJ1e compacting St.etas dur::tng said J>erio.d • 
..i'UtTI CLE VII 
No Stc.1te by Joining hertin shall become tinan""' 
cially obll.cnt0d to any othe:t> State, no!' shall t;he 
breac1l of tl1e ·terms .hereot' by any St,ate subject 
llUOh State to financial respGns1bil:tty to the other 
States joining herein. 
ARTI.CLE V!Il 
?his oompi:.H;t shall· expire Se:ptemher 1, 1957. 
Bu.t any St;ate joining b.ereill ru.&iy, upon sixty days' 
notice, v1i thd.1·1:rw llerefro1i1. 
Thia represent1::1 ti ves of ·l,he signn to:r:·y Sta tea 
havo signed this agrEH3tnent i.1:1 a single orig1IIB.l 
v1hich sh0ll be deposited in ·,he arohives · of the 
Departmeut of State of the U11ited Elca.tes, and a dul~r 
certified coiy slicll be ro:ev,rarded to the Governor 
· of each of th.f:1 signa ·to1°3r Sta tet:. 
This compact Hhall becorne e:ffect.ive wh,en rsti-
:f'ied and approved as provided in Article 1. any 
o:11 :producing StstH :ms.y become a party hereto by 
atfL""i:ing its signature to a aou11terpart to be 
similarly clepori ted, certified and ratified. 
Done in the Ci t:r of' Dall1:1s, Texas, this 16th 




~9.tip.!!.J~ .. ~ r.rhe Cor::im.isBion 'created by virtue or 
the Oil Stbt~s O,o.w.pact whioh is fully set forth in 
the Resolutions of the ITouoo arid Senate of the Seventy• 
tourth Congress o:r the United States .consenting ther~ 
to, was organi.zed at the first meeting oi' tb.e signa-
tory States ratit'ying said compact duly convened and 
held at Oklahollifi City on September 12, 1935. The 
Commission as pres.ently oonst.i~uted is composed of 
one DCting representative from.each of the following 
e.orapacting Sta test Colorado, IJ;linois t Kansas, New 
!iiexico, Oklahoma and 'l'exas. Tbe Comtnission shall e dd 
to its body the representative• o:f such other oil 
producing Sta·iies . .:is shall ratify the corapac·t and 
al)point representatives to th,e iCommission. !he 
Oo:mmis Hi.on shall be designated . 8ifhe Intersterta Oil. 
Compacrt Oon1mission' and will b~ referred to herein 
:as 'The Commission' •. 
Seotion 2. The Commission shall be a fact f1.nd1Il8· 
and deliberative 'body with the p0v·,1er ·to make reeom-
menda·tl011s to the member States.. It shall have no 
official seal. Its ·of:ftclal actions shall be taken 
in accordance with these By-laws and said compact; 
the verity of its ·transactions :,shell be established 
by written report thereof, cer'f;;ified tobe the aotion 
or the Corimlisston under the signature of its Chairman 
od SeoretaI.'Y• 
Section 3. The headquartell's of the Com.mission 
shall be at die plaoe of residence ot the Ohaiman 
thereof. and oom11J.uuioatione ada;ressed to it shall be 
in oa:re of and at ·the address of its Chairman. 
AltTICLE lI: PLACE OF liEETL~G 
Sect.ion 1. Regular meeting.a of the Oomt1J.ission 
shall be held·quartEnl..y on the second Friday at ten 
o'clock, A.M., Standard Ti.file, of the month on which 
1ihe quarter falls. the ti:rst ot said meetings after 
the adopt.ion of these By-laws 11;.o be t.he second Friday 
in December, 1935. · 
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S&otion 2. Upon the written request of sut-
t'icient representatives of the member States to 
constitute a quorum, setting forth the purpose, 
special meetings of the Commission shall be called 
by the Chairman of the Commission. 
Section 3. As a part of its regular order of 
business the Commission at each regular meeting shall 
select the time and place of special meetings with a 
view to the aecomodation of the various Commission 
Members. 
ARTICLE III: NOTICE OF MEET'INGS 
Section 1. The Chairman shall cause the Secretary 
to mail to the address of the representative of each 
compacting State, by registered mail under form for 
the demand of return receipt thereof, notice in 
writing of the time and place or all regular meetings, 
and of the time, place and purpose of all special 
meetings, said notice to be posted not less than ten 
days prior to the meeting. Where a compacting State 
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may be represented by its Governor or an alternate, whose 
name and credentials have been furnished the Commis-
sion, notice shall be given both • 
• 
Section 2. The giving of notice as h•rein pro-
vided may be waived in writing or by telegram by eaoh 
several representative of the compacting States, and 
as to the representative of such State any meeting 
held in accordance with such waiver shall be valid. 
ARTICLE IV 
Section 1. The powers of the Commission shall 
be provided in the Oil States Compact. All findings 
or fact and recommendations made by the Commission 
in accordance therewith shall be evidenced by Reso-
lution duly passed by vote in accordance with t hese 
By-laws and said Compact • 
.ARTICLE V: QUORUM AND VOTING 
Section 1. To constitute a quorum at any meet-
ing of the Commission or at any time during such 
meeting, there shall be present a majority of the 
members of the Commiss ion. AilY number less than a 
quorum may adjourn t he meeting from tie to time. 
Section 2. All action taken by the Commission 
,shall be es the men:bers present may elect, either 
by viva voce or by written ballot, taken in aooord-
ance with the following formula: 
(1) by the attirmative votes of th majority 
of the whole namber of the Compacting 
6tates, repres~nted et the meeting, and 
(2) by a concurring vote of a majority in 
interest of the Compacting States at 
said meeting, such interest to be deter-
mined as tollows: 
Such vote of each State shall be in the 
decimal proportion fixed by the ratio of its 
daily average production during the pre-
ceding year to the daily average production 
of the Com~ cting States during said period. 
Section 3. The certif'icete of the Bureau of Mines 
of the United States shall be pri.ma facie evidence or 
the daily average production of each Compacting State 
during the preceding calendar half-year and of the 
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daily average production of the Compacting States during 
said ped.od. Other evidence of said facts at the in-
stance of any State s hall be received and acted upon 
by the Commission. 
Section 4. Except as otherwise provided by these 
By-laws and s aid Compact, all meetings of the Coliltllss ion 
shall be conducted in accordance with general parlia-
mentary rules. 
Seotion 5. Each State which is now or may here 
after become a member of the Compact shall deposit 
with the Secretary of the Commission its official 
certificate and designation of the name of its re- . 
presentative, together with his pern-1anent address, 
and if it have an alternate, t hen also of his name 
end address. Notice of meetings and the trans-
mittal of other written communications from the 
Commission to such State shall be made to said repre-
sentative, and, if there be an alternate, also to the 
alternate • 
.ARTICLE VI: OFFIC::Rs A ID CO.MM!. TI'EES 
@eot1 n 1. Th.e officers of the Commission . shall 
consist of a Chair: n, First Vloe-Chairman and Seco.nd 
Vice-Ch i rm.an, each of wllo.ll must be a member of the 
Commission. There shall also be a Secretary and such 
Assis t Rnt Secretaries as mey be needed, who shall not 
be required to be members of the Commission. Said 
officers shall be elected by the Commission at the 
quarterly meeting held in September of each year and 
shall hold office for a period of one year or until 
t heir successors are selected in accordance with these 
By-laws and have assumed office. Provided, the officers 
or the Co.mmission, ser ving a t t he time of the adop-
t ion of these By-laws shall serve until their successors 
are duly elected and qualified as herein provided. 
Section 2 . The sole duty of the Chairman in his 
official capacity as such, s hall be to preside at ell 
meetings; to call and provide for notice of meetings; 
and to perform such other duties as may be placed on · 
him by Resolution of the Commission. But in his 
capacity as representative of his Sta te he shall 
exercise all t he powers and duties of a member of 
the Commission. In case of the absence or i nability 
to act of t he Chairman, the First Vice Chairman shall 
ac·t, and in the case of his absence or inability to 
act, the Second Vice Chairman shall act. 
Section 3. Tie Secretary shall make or cause to 
be made a record of all transactions taken at each 
meeting, s ha l l presenve the same, shall keep among 
such records the official credentials of the repre-
s enta tives, g ive notice of the meetings as herein 
required and otherwise perform the duties customarily 
performed by the Secretary of a deliberative body. 
Section 4. Each Sta te shall compensate and bear 
the expenses of its own representa tive in such manner 
end to such extent as it may provide. The represen-
t a tive of any State who is selected as permanent 
Chairman shal l have the right, subject to approval of 
the Commission, to select the Secretary and shall 
i n such case make provision for his services wi th-
out cost~ t he Commission. The Commission is for-
bidden to accept the douation of funds for any pur-
pose exce t such runds as may be provided by member 
Otetes through their representatives and then only 
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by Resolution of t he Coo.mis s i on uly essed wherein 
_prov:1.~ion shall be made tor the d1S1)0S1 tion of such funds. 
Sec tion 5. There shall be such temporary and r er-
n~nent committees created and the membership and oh ir-
man thereof a~pointed by the Chairman ot the Commission , 
subject ·to confirmation by 'the Comm.iss ion, aa the 
Chairman and the Commission from t i me to time determine. 
Committees 1hich in such manner have become established 
as permanent oommi ttees shall have their membership and 
chai rman named by the C airman of the Commission at the 
meeting of his election, which meeting shell confirm or 
reject such appointments. 
ARTICLE VII: AMENDMENTS TO BY L AWS 
These By-laws may be altered and amended at any 
regular meeting upon vote by the Commiss ion as herein 
provided, upon condition that notice of such change 
or anendment was first given to the represent atives 
of each comp cti State thirty days prior to the 
meeting. 
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